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Abstract 

Prostate cancer is a clinically heterogeneous disease, with manifestations ranging 

from a rapid and often fatal progression, to indolent disease. Unfortunately, current 

clinicopathological criteria cannot differentiate men whose tumours require immediate 

and aggressive therapy from those in which active surveillance may be more appropriate. 

Both PTEN deletion and ETS gene fusions are biomarkers with potential to aid in 

prostate cancer clinical management. In this thesis, I postulate that PTEN and fusion gene 

rearrangements may be associated with specific genomic changes, and might also have 

general impact on the genomic landscape of prostate cancer.  

A meta-analysis of somatic copy number alterations (CNAs) examined 662 

unique prostate cancer patient samples consisting of 546 primary and 116 advanced 

tumours derived from eleven publications. Normalization, segmentation and 

identification of corresponding CNAs for meta-analysis were achieved using established 

commercial software. The CNA distribution in primary disease was characterized by 

losses at 2q, 3p, 5q, 6q, 8p, 12p, 13q, 16q, 17p, 18q and 10q (PTEN), and acquisition of 

21q deletions associated with the TMPRSS2:ERG fusion rearrangement. Unsupervised 

analysis identified five genomic subgroups. Parallel analysis of advanced and primary 

tumours indicated that PTEN genomic deletions and the gene fusion were enriched in 

advanced disease. A supervised analysis of PTEN deletions and gene fusions 

demonstrated that PTEN deletion was sufficient to impose higher levels of CNA. 

Moreover, the overall percentage of the genome altered was significantly higher when 

PTEN was deleted, suggesting that this important genomic subgroup was likely 
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characterized by intrinsic chromosomal instability. Candidate genes in each of the 

recurrent CNA regions characteristic of each subgroup showed that signalling networks 

associated with cancer progression and genome stability were likely to be perturbed at the 

highest level in the PTEN deleted genomic subgroup. 

Therefore classification of primary prostate cancer according to PTEN deletions, 

but not the gene fusion, was associated with greatly increased levels of CNA.  

Collectively, the impact of PTEN loss resulted in a significantly greater frequency and 

extent of alteration, and heightened genomic instability with concomitant pathway 

disruptions.  
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                                                                                             Chapter 1

General Introduction 

This thesis reflects the work completed throughout my doctoral project. In 

Chapter 1 a general introduction to prostate cancer, current diagnostic, prognostic and 

treatment decisions are discussed. Chapter 2 is a literature review providing the 

background context for the genomic rearrangements of particular interest, PTEN 

deletions and TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusions. Chapter 3 is our manuscript, presently under 

review: Recurrent copy number alterations in prostate cancer: an in silico meta-analysis 

of publicly available genomic data. Chapter 4 is the general thesis discussion. Appendix 

A contains supplemental material and considerations related to Chapter 3. Appendix B 

includes my contributions to the publication PTEN genomic deletions that characterize 

aggressive prostate cancer originate close to segmental duplications. The following 

sections contain detailed descriptions as well as preliminary experimental work for future 

functional (Appendix C) and clinical sample (Appendix D) validation. Finally, Appendix 

E contains the original published review, TMPRSS2:ETS gene fusions in prostate cancer, 

which is expanded in Chapter 2 to include PTEN background and literature review. 

1.1 Prostate cancer 

 Prostate cancer is the most commonly diagnosed malignancy in North American 

men, with approximately 23,600 Canadian (Canada, 2013 estimates2) and 233,000 

American (USA, 2014 estimates3) new cases expected to be diagnosed. However, 
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mortality estimates are significantly lower (3,900 Canada 2013 estimates and 29,480 

USA 2014 estimates2,3). This translates to approximately 1 in 6 Caucasian and 1 in 5 

African American men being diagnosed with prostate cancer in their lifetime but only 1 

in 28 succumb to the disease. These data clearly emphasize the need to provide better 

laboratory tests to evaluate prostate cancer prognosis at the time of diagnosis2. 

The inability to distinguish aggressive prostate tumours—characterized by a rapid 

and often fatal progression—from the majority that are typically insignificant impedes 

accurate diagnosis and selection of appropriate treatment. Clinicopathological criteria are 

not sufficient to differentiate men whose tumours require aggressive and radical therapies 

from those that who would be better suited for vigilant clinical observation. 

Consequently, this latter group of indolent prostate tumour patients are often 

asymptomatic at “diagnosis” but subsequently experience a devastatingly worse quality 

of life as a consequence of treatment-associated side effects4.  

1.1.1 Normal prostatic epithelium to prostate cancer  

The prostate is a compound tubuloalveolar exocrine gland found surrounding the 

urethra at the base of the bladder in male mammals. The prostate is responsible for 

secreting a slightly alkaline fluid (making up approximately 50-75% of the volume of 

semen) as well as containing smooth muscle that aids to expel semen during ejaculation. 

The prostate gland is supported by stroma and extracellular matrix composed of 

smooth muscle cells, fibroblasts, lymphocytes, and neurovascular tissue. The prostatic 

epithelium is made up of four distinct cell types: secretory, basal, transient amplifying (an 
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intermediate between the previous two cell types) and neuroendocrine cells5. The prostate 

gland is made up of four anatomical zones used for pathological assessment: peripheral, 

transitional, central and anterior fibromuscular stroma; whereas anatomical classification 

refers to four lobes: anterior (or isthmus), posterior, lateral, median lobes.  

During the normal aging process, morphological changes occur in both epithelial 

and stromal compartments frequently leading to benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH). 

BPH lesions are not considered to be a precursor to prostate cancer as the columnar 

appearance and nuclear cytology remain normal despite the increase in the number of 

luminal epithelial cells6. BPH develops frequently in older males with up to 90% of men 

affected by BPH as they reach the age of 807.  

Proliferative inflammatory atrophy (PIA), atypical small acinar proliferation 

(ASAP) and high-grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (HGPIN) are the histologic 

lesions of the epithelial cell compartment that are considered to be precursor lesions to 

prostate cancer. HGPIN usually appears in the peripheral regions of the prostate gland 

and is characterized by dysplasia of prostatic epithelial cells causing decay of the 

glandular organization8,9. In HGPIN the luminal epithelial cells begin to accumulate, 

displaying nuclear enlargement with prominent nucleoli, however the basal layer remains 

mostly intact in contrast to definitive prostate cancer that lacks the basal cell layer8–10. 

Prostatic adenocarcinomas, which account for 98% of all primary prostate cancer usually 

presents in the peripheral zones, but tumours may also arise in the transitional zone. 
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Prostate cancer can also present as multifocal lesions, which may also express a range of 

differentiation phenotypes at the histologic level11. 

PIA is characterized by chronic inflammation, generally in the peripheral zone, 

with glandular atrophy, high proliferation of epithelial cells and low rate of apoptosis12. 

The atrophic cells of PIA are believed to have the potential to lead to prostate cancer 

either directly or through the subsequent development of HGPIN13. ASAP is considered 

an important risk factor for and possibly the precancerous lesion most related to prostate 

cancer as atypical epithelial cells forming foci of small acinar structures characterize it14–

16. Unlike PIA, ASAP is not believed to develop into HGPIN, but rather progress directly 

to prostate cancer.  

1.1.2 The heterogeneous nature of prostate cancer  

 Prostate cancer can be a heterogeneous epithelial carcinoma, further confounded 

by the diverse cellular nature of the prostate gland as well as the various accepted 

precancerous lesions, as alluded to in the previous section. Heterogeneity of prostate 

cancer is also evident in the pathological, genetic as well as molecular features of the 

disease, both in terms of inter- and intra-tumour focus characteristics17–20, recently 

reviewed by our laboratory11. Additionally, prostate cancer prognosis and outcome 

frequently differ in patients with similar clinicopathological findings21. The 

heterogeneous nature of prostate cancer arises partially as a consequence of the 

anatomical complexity of the prostate itself. The gland is a compound tubuloacinar gland 

structure comprising a maze of acini, connected by numerous ducts22. This complex 
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glandular structure and heterogeneity of prostate cancer at time of surgery creates 

profound challenges in the identification and validation of significant molecular changes 

associated with disease progression. Thus, significant inter-patient as well as intra-tumour 

heterogeneity exists, once again highlighting the requirement for novel methods to 

stratify patients using molecular determinants.  

1.1.3 Prostate cancer diagnosis 

Prostate-specific antigen (PSA) serum concentration, the biomarker currently in 

widespread use and suggestive of prostate cancer, has led to a two-fold increase in 

detection but without appreciable changes in mortality rates23. This is evident by the high 

incidence but low mortality rates observed. PSA however is not specific to prostate 

cancer but rather to the general biology of the prostate gland itself. Further confounding 

this issue, PSA levels naturally increase as a man ages. The use of PSA screening has 

thus permitted the detection of disease at much earlier stages than was previously 

possible, often when the tumour is still localized to the prostate. A significant proportion 

of these men actually have indolent forms of the disease and would never have developed 

symptomatic prostate cancer in the pre-PSA screening era24.  

Following a suspicious digital rectal exam and/or elevated PSA levels, often in 

combination with a family history of prostate cancer, a prostatic biopsy may be 

performed to determine histological grading using the Gleason scoring method. The 

Gleason score is one of the most accepted and important predictors of prognosis and 

behaviour of prostate cancer25. Gleason score is obtained by the sum of the two most 
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prevalent growth patterns (Gleason grades) in the gland. The Gleason grade used by 

pathologists to establish the relative degree of tumour differentiation is based on both the 

architectural pattern and the tumour histology. For example, Gleason grades 1–3 will 

form organized ductal structures, surrounded by distinct stromal borders. Gleason grades 

4–5, on the other hand possess severely disrupted glandular architecture without a lumen 

and may exhibit gland fusion and cribriform morphology independent of stromal 

architecture.  

Few treatment choices exist for the diagnosis of prostate cancer, but include: 

surgery, radical prostatectomy (RP); various forms of radiotherapy; hormone therapy in 

the case of recurrent or advanced disease; and clinical observation, also termed ‘watchful 

waiting’ or ‘active surveillance’26. Selecting the appropriate therapy is dependent upon 

numerous factors, such as clinicopathological assessment (PSA serum concentrations and 

evolution, digital rectal exam, transrectal ultrasonography and Gleason score from 

biopsy), as well as patient factors (family history, age, co-morbidities and personal 

preferences)27,28. Each treatment is associated with its own set of severe risks and side 

effects, such as, but not limited to, incontinence and sexual dysfunction. Whereas the 

alternative, clinical observation, frequently triggers intense anxiety and concern in 

patients29. This underscores the necessity and implementation of a system that will allow 

appropriate stratification of patients, enabling accurate clinical management.  

Androgen ablation therapy is used to suppress, or block the production or action 

of testosterone and dihyrdotestosterone to control prostate cancer growth. Androgens and 
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the androgen receptor (AR) are essential to the growth and development of the prostate 

but also play an important role in the initiation and progression of prostate cancer30. It is 

well established now that even during or following chemical castration the AR functions 

to drive prostate cancer through a variety of mechanisms including: hypersensitivity to 

low levels of androgens, activation in absence of ligand or via unconventional ligands, or 

amplification of the AR gene locus resulting in elevated levels of AR protein, which 

could potentially allow AR activation in the presence of low androgen concentration31–34. 

PSA screening has permitted the unbiased detection of prostate-related disorders, 

however its inadequacies lie in specificity and the inability to stratify men, which 

continues to dictate the supplementation of PSA screening with further molecular criteria. 

These limitations further amplify the conundrum of distinguishing which tumours will 

progress to advanced and/or metastatic disease. Consequently many asymptomatic men 

are undergoing unnecessary aggressive and radical treatments resulting in a reduced 

quality of life due to treatment-associated side effects. 

1.2 Oncogenomics of prostate cancer 

Genomic deletion of tumour suppressor PTEN and the formation of the 

TMPRSS2:ERG fusion gene (resulting in overexpression of the oncogenic transcription 

factor ERG) are two recurrent genomic rearrangements in prostate cancer with potential 

clinical and translational significance35–37. The majority of the genomic aberrations in 

localized prostate cancer are deletions. The recurrent large-scale deletions include 2q 

(CXCR4), 5q (IQGAP2, CHD1), 6q (MAP3K7), 8p (NKX3-1, a prostate-specific tumour 
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suppressor), 13q (RB1), 16q (CDH1), and 18q (PHLPP1). Whereas, more focal and 

interstitial deletions identified involve 3p13 (FOXP1, RYBP and SHQ1), 12p (CDKN1B), 

17p (TP53) as well as the PTEN deletions (10q) and fusion rearrangements 

(predominately characterized by deletion(s) of 21q)38,39. However, only a small number 

of recurrent gains (8q (MYC) and chromosome 7) are observed in primary prostate 

cancers.  

More complex and widespread patterns of chromosomal deletions as well as an 

increase in the number and frequency of chromosomal gains (3q, 7, 8q, 16p and 20q) 

emerge as the disease continues to advance. Finally, chemically induced castration 

regimens frequently result in amplification of the AR locus (Xq11.2-q12)34.  

1.2.1 Genomic rearrangements with potential clinical significance 

Lapointe et al39 revealed three genomic subtypes of prostate cancer using 64 

prostate cancer samples. The first was defined as clinically favourable and harbours 

deletions at 5q21 and 6q15. The remaining subtypes were associated with aggressive 

phenotypes represented by either the recurrent TMPRSS2:ERG fusion gene and 8p21 

(NKX3-1) deletions or loss of tumour suppressor PTEN accompanied by gains at 8q24 

(MYC), 16p13 and loss of 16q23. A recent study from our laboratory37 demonstrated the 

concurrent association of PTEN genomic deletions with the TMPRSS2:ERG fusion gene, 

and also illustrated that harbouring both rearrangements portends a worse prognosis. 

Moreover, the absence of both the aforementioned genomic aberrations is associated with 

a longer time to biochemical recurrence, greater overall survival and greater prostate 
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cancer specific survival37,40. The two rearrangements of focus, PTEN deletions and 

TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusions, are thoroughly reviewed in Chapter 2. 

1.3 Microarray technology 

DNA microarrays are high-throughput, high-resolution tools capable of 

enumerating the genomic DNA copy state in a massively parallel fashion throughout the 

entire genome. Persistent efforts have been made to revolutionize prostate cancer 

diagnosis and clinical management through the use of genome-wide microarray studies, 

specifically examining genomic copy number changes by array comparative genomic 

hybridization (aCGH) and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays.  

In aCGH, the test sample (tumour) DNA is labelled in green (for example) while 

the known control (matched blood/benign tissue or a commercial pooled reference) DNA 

is labelled in red (Figure 1.1A). If equal copies of both input DNAs are present, a yellow 

spot will be produced and the software will interpret that as no copy change. When a 

greater amount of test DNA is present at a given locus (gain), a green dot will be 

produced and similarly, if the test sample is missing a portion (deletion) of genomic 

DNA, then that spot will appear as red signifying a deletion is present at that specific 

locus. The SNP arrays on the other hand determine the genomic copy number state based 

on interpretation of either SNP probes alone or in combination with copy number probes. 

A reference genome experimentally analyzed on a separate array is used as the baseline 

for the test genome during the analytical phase (computer analysis) rather than at the 

experimental stage as with aCGH (Figure 1.1B).   
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Figure 1.1 Microarray technology 
A – In aCGH the initial steps are to differentially label test (patient) and control DNA samples with fluorescent dyes. The differentially labelled 
DNA samples are then applied to same microarray well and allowed to competitively bind to the complimentary nucleotide sequences (probes) 
fixed to the slide. Step 4 demonstrates the possible outcomes for hybridisation depending on DNA content in the test sample compared to the 
control DNA. If extra copies of a given sequence are present a green signal will appear indicating a gain, a loss would appear as a red signal and 
an equal amount results in a yellow spot, indicating no copy difference. A microarray scanner measures the fluorescent signals and using 
specialized computer software detection of DNA dosage changes in the test sample is possible. [Nature Education v1(1):45, Theisen. 2008] 
B – Affymetrix SNP arrays are handled in a different manner. In this case test DNA is digested with restriction enzymes and ligated to adaptors for 
PCR amplification of the DNA fragments. The amplified DNA is then fragmented, labeled and hybridized to the array slide. It is during the 
analytical phase where the comparison of test sample to reference (control) sample is performed, rather than experimentally on the slide as with 
aCGH.  [http://media.affymetrix.com/support/technical/datasheets/genomewide_snp6_datasheet.pdf] 

A B 
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1.3.1 Why not next generation sequencing? 

Owing in part to the significant advances in next generation sequencing 

technologies coupled with the continual decline in expenses has resulted in the 

emergence of several whole-genome or exome-sequencing datasets. Whilst the ability to 

provide quantitative DNA copy number information can now be obtained from next 

generation sequencing, there are still limited public domain datasets available for 

comprehensive analyses. Moreover next generation sequencing was just beginning 

several years ago when this doctoral project began and therefore our focus was and 

remains on DNA microarray datasets41. 

1.4 Bioinformatics 

Large-scale DNA sequence-level analyses of cancer genomes, facilitated by 

emerging high-throughput genomic technologies, have uncovered thousands of 

alterations in gene copy number. However, despite the fact that an abundance of genomic 

copy number datasets exist, the biological relevance of the majority of these genomic 

alterations remain unknown42. Unfortunately interpretations have often been limited by 

small sample sizes as well as the lack of consistency in the methods used for analysis of 

genomic data, and by difficulties in determining whether novel findings are related to 

disease aetiology, or are simply rare population variants43. 

High-throughput bioinformatics approaches are fundamental to effectively 

organizing and mining large amounts of microarray data and relating findings to clinical 
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utility.  Bioinformatics methods allow the analytical phase of the experimental process to 

be data-driven rather than hypothesis-driven44. These approaches have been applied to the 

study of cancer genomes, gene expression and regulatory networks, metabolic pathways 

and to provide functional annotation of the human genome45. Thus, it is conceivable that 

large-scale analyses of prostate cancer genomes might help to further characterize distinct 

pathways of prostate carcinogenesis.  

1.5 Rationale 

The underlying rationale on which my thesis is based suggests that prostate cancer 

progression follows the formation of ETS gene fusions that can occur on a PTEN 

haploinsufficient background. This unique interaction demonstrates cooperation through 

complimentarily dysregulated cellular pathways (discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2). 

The molecular mechanism of this putative synergistic interaction and how it may lead to 

a more aggressive prostate cancer is presently unknown. Elucidation of the mechanism of 

this synergistic effect will assist in the identification of novel biomarkers to stratify 

patients allowing for the appropriate allocation of treatment. The loss of the second PTEN 

allele is strongly associated with castration-resistant and metastatic disease. The 

coordinated evolution of these two genomic alterations at the time prostate cancer is first 

treated emphasizes the critical requirement of identifying the associated genomic 

alterations and downstream molecular pathways that lead to aggressive disease.  

Therefore, this study will assess the synergistic interaction of PTEN and ERG 

(ETS) signalling pathways, in early and progressing prostate cancer to identify all 
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recurrent copy number alterations (CNAs) and associated pathways that may be of 

clinical utility for diagnostic, prognostic as well as informed treatment decisions. Having 

an informative panel of CNAs as biomarkers would permit comprehensive analyses on 

biopsy samples potentially preventing invasive radical treatments when not absolutely 

necessary. Further, the pathways activated by recurrent CNAs in advanced disease could 

serve as innovative therapeutic targets allowing individualization of clinical management.  

1.6 Hypothesis and Objectives 

There is presently already sufficient genomic information available in the public 

domain to determine a CNA signature of aggressive prostate cancer. In this thesis, I 

evaluated a series of publicly available prostate adenocarcinoma datasets and 

systematically combined the most robust data for comprehensive mining to derive a 

consensus of recurrent DNA CNAs. I proposed that this approach may also provide a 

better understanding of the interactions and roles of PTEN deletion and the ETS gene 

fusions in aggressive disease. A long-term goal was to elucidate any potential interactions 

between the most prevalent CNAs, and to reveal more information about the pathways 

dysregulated in advanced disease. 

The objective of this dissertation is to investigate all publicly available human 

prostate cancer genomic copy number datasets and specifically examine the associated 

effects of PTEN deletions and/or ETS gene fusions.  

1. The initial step is therefore to collect and build a meta-dataset of genomic copy 

number data from human prostate cancer tumours and associated samples.  
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2. Subsequently, a comprehensive survey of the CNAs present in primary prostate 

cancer was performed to derive consensus data on the recurrent CNAs.  

3. Determine distinct unsupervised genomic subgroupings of primary prostate 

cancer to stratify patients based on recurrent CNAs.  

4. Finally, to examine our large meta-dataset in the context of PTEN loss and/or 

TMPRSS2:ERG rearrangements.  
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                                                                                                Chapter 2

PTEN deletions and TMPRSS2:ETS gene fusions in prostate cancer 

2.1 PTEN general overview 

As the well-known PTEN investigator Dr. Pier Paolo Pandolfi concisely 

summarized at the American Association for Cancer Research in Colorado, April 2009: 

“Loss of PTEN is a CATASTROPHE!” 

Phosphatase and TENsin homolog deleted on chromosome 10 (PTEN), 

previously referred to as MMAC1 (mutated in multiple advanced cancers 1), located at 

10q23.31), is among the most commonly somatically mutated tumour suppressor genes in 

a variety of human malignancies, while germline mutations result in PTEN hamartoma 

tumour syndrome cases46,47. PTEN encodes a major tumour suppressor protein with dual 

lipid and protein phosphatase activity. PTEN targets proteins in signalling pathways that 

regulate cellular metabolism, motility and polarity, proliferation, survival, senescence, 

DNA repair and genomic stability48. PTEN’s lipid phosphatase activity negatively 

regulates the phosphoinositide-3 kinase (PI3K)-AKT-mTOR pathway through 

dephosphorylation of phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-triphosphate (PIP3) to 

phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2). Growth factor stimulation of receptor 

tyrosine kinases results in the activation of PI3K allowing the subsequent 

phosphorylation and activation of PIP2 to PIP3. PIP3 recruits PI3K-dependent kinases 

(PDK) 1 and PDK2 with AKT to the cell membrane, resulting in AKT activation by the 

PDKs and mTOR complex (mTORC)249. Activated AKT has multiple downstream 
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targets affecting a broad range of cellular processes including survival, cellular growth, 

cell cycle regulation, migration, protein biosynthesis and energy metabolism48. 

Importantly, AKT induces genomic instability through the inactivation of cell cycle 

checkpoint kinase-1, which can consequently predispose a cell to acquiring additional 

genomic aberrations50. 

More recently, nuclear functions of PTEN are being investigated with great 

interest, revealing, amongst other things, that PTEN activity is crucial for maintaining 

genomic stability and cell cycle control48. PTEN interacts with the p53 and the MDM2 

promoter increasing p53 stability, protein levels and transcriptional activity of p53 target 

genes, independent of its phosphatase activity51. PTEN also plays a role in pRb 

stabilization, inhibition of cyclinD1 and upregulation of CDKN1B (p27) preventing cell 

cycle progression52. Anaphase promoting complex/cyclosome (APC/C), the E3 ubiquitin 

ligase responsible for controlling cell-cycle progression from mitosis to G1, associates 

with CDH1 to form the tumour suppressor complex APC/C-CDH1, which is directly 

enhanced by nuclear PTEN53. Consequently, loss of PTEN impacts a diverse range of 

cellular pathways; much broader than solely through the antagonism of PI3K-AKT 

signalling pathway48.  

2.1.1 PTEN gene, protein structure and regulation 

Cytoband 10q23.31 harbours the PTEN gene locus (Chr10: 89,623,195-

89,728,532 Mb) consisting of 9 coding exons located on the positive strand (build 3754). 

The PTEN protein is a dual phosphatase indicating it can act on both lipids 
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(phosphoinositide substrates) and polypeptides alike. The PTEN protein is 403 amino 

acids, consisting of 5 functional domains: PIP2-binding domain, phosphatase domain, C2 

domain, carboxy-terminal tail and a PDZ-binding domain. The cytoplasmic localization 

signal is adjacent to the PIP2 binding site in the N-terminal. 

Evidence continues to accumulate on the numerous and complex mechanisms 

modulating PTEN protein levels, and the various tumour suppressive activities: 

epigenetic silencing, transcriptional regulation, non-coding RNAs (post-transcriptional 

regulation), post-translational modifications as well as protein-protein interactions48. The 

carboxy-terminal contains sequences that upon phosphorylation regulate PTEN activity, 

association with the cell membrane and results in the closed conformation of the PTEN 

protein55,56. Acetylation of the phosphatase domain inhibits catalase activity but enhances 

the interaction between PTEN and PDZ-containing proteins57. Oxidative stress results in 

the formation of a disulphide bond within the phosphatase domain reducing its catalytic 

activity58,59. Finally, ubiquitination of Lys13 and Lys289 mediates tumour suppressor 

function, subcellular distribution and protein stability60. 

Epigenetic silencing of PTEN can occur through promoter methylation, whereas a 

host of proteins are involved in both the positive (PPARγ, p53 and NOTCH inhibiting 

CBF1 are among a few) as well as negative (including but not limited to NOTCH1, 

MYC, SNAIL and c-JUN) transcriptional regulation of PTEN48. Many microRNAs are 

involved in the post-transcriptional regulation of PTEN48. While the pseudogene PTENP1 
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can act to decoy PTEN targeting microRNAs, avoiding or minimizing the reduction in 

expression levels of the PTEN61. 

Numerous mechanisms, proteins and microRNAs therefore regulate PTEN 

expression but the various functions of PTEN are also affected through the alteration of 

protein stability, intracellular localization and distribution, as well as directing lipid or 

protein phosphatase or nuclear actions. These diverse regulatory mechanisms not only 

highlight the complexities involved in PTEN tumour suppressive activities, but also 

underscore the protein’s pivotal role in cell and cancer biology. 

2.1.2 PTEN hamartoma tumour syndrome 

PTEN hamartoma tumour syndrome (PHTS) is manifested by a lifetime risk of a 

variety of malignancies and encompasses several autosomal-dominant clinical 

syndromes: Cowden syndrome, Bannayan-Riley-Ruvalcaba syndrome, PTEN-related 

Proteus syndrome, and Proteus-like syndrome. The collection PHTS are characterized by 

PTEN germline mutations and have a range of diverse clinical phenotypes, including but 

not limited to: benign and malignant neoplasias, central nervous system overgrowth and 

dysmorphic features47. The lifetime cancer risks are significantly higher for PHTS 

patients compared to the general population, particularly cancers of the breast, thyroid, 

endometrium, renal cell, colorectal and melanomas62. A spectrum of mutation type 

(insertions, deletions, splice sites, etc.) as well as location within the PTEN locus 

(promoter, catalytic motif, phosphatase domain, etc.) was demonstrated by Tan et al62 

when examining a cohort of patients with germline PTEN mutations. These authors 
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demonstrated that mutations in the PTEN promoter were associated with breast cancers 

and nonsense mutations were higher in colorectal cancers.  

2.1.3 Loss of PTEN in prostate cancer 

Inactivation of PTEN in human prostate cancer mainly occurs through genomic 

deletion of the entire gene. Other genomic mechanisms (point mutation, small indels 

(small insertions and/or deletions), loss of heterozygosity (LOH) and promoter 

methylation) leading to decrease in PTEN protein levels are less frequently observed in 

prostate cancer. Genomic deletion of PTEN is well documented and attests to its crucial 

role in prostate cancer oncogenesis.  

Early studies of 10q deletions and LOH observed a 35–58% LOH of PTEN is 

present in advanced prostate cancer63–65. Our laboratory has extensively characterized 

submicroscopic deletions of PTEN in RP tissue samples using our four-colour 

fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) assays with high specificity, subsequently 

detailed in Chapter 2.3.1 and Appendix B. The frequency of PTEN deletions increases 

from ~20% in HGPIN, to 20-60% in localized prostate cancer with a greater frequency of 

deletions observed in advanced disease17,36,37,39,66–75. Loss of PTEN in localized prostate 

cancer frequently occurs through hemizygous deletion (one copy loss), either through a 

microdeletion of the PTEN locus or a larger region involving the flanking genomic 

regions, including the apoptosis-promoting receptor, FAS (10q23.31)17,74. In advanced 

disease the incidence of PTEN deletion is much higher approaching 70–80% of 
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tumours67,70,72,76,77 and both hemizygous and homozygous (both copies lost) deletions are 

observed64,78–80.  

2.1.4 PTEN dosage  

Loss of PTEN is associated with prostate cancer progression, biochemical 

recurrence, and metastatic disease, where a higher rate of homozygous loss (loss of both 

alleles) occurs in advanced disease and is associated with shorter time to PSA 

recurrence36,40,81,82. These results suggest that PTEN dosage influences prostate cancer 

progression, with PTEN haploinsufficiency promoting initiation and early stages of 

tumourigenesis, followed by a greater proportion of complete PTEN loss in advanced 

disease. PTEN genomic deletions were initially thought to be a late event in prostate 

cancer, but murine studies have shown the importance of PTEN loss early in disease 

progression83,84. Deletion of both Pten alleles leads to developmental defects and early 

death, Pten heterozygous mice developed HGPIN, but without progression to invasive 

cancer83,85,86. Recently, Alimonti and colleagues designed Pten hypermorphic mice that 

express approximately 80% of normal Pten levels but higher than heterozygous levels87. 

These mice were predisposed to developing a variety of tumours with high penetrance. 

The authors propose a novel model for tumour suppressor gene loss driven 

tumourigenesis as a continuum where subtle changes in expression levels have profound 

consequences. 

In keeping with Knudson’s classical tumour suppressor two-hit hypothesis, partial 

loss or haploinsufficiency of PTEN is frequently observed in a variety of cancers88,89. 
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When one copy of the PTEN gene is inactivated there is thought to be a ~50% reduction 

in PTEN protein levels, with expression by the remaining functional gene. This 

quantitative loss of protein leads to an unstable expression state called haploinsufficiency, 

in which reduced PTEN protein levels compromise its downstream signalling 

pathways85,86. Moreover, complete loss of PTEN leads to cellular senescence, providing 

evidence for gradual loss of PTEN over time as an important oncogenic mechanism in 

tumourigenesis48. 

2.2 Overview of prostate-specific gene fusions  

 The discovery of the TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion exemplifies the current shift in 

the strategy of cancer genomics from experimental to bioinformatics approaches. By 

surveying 132 gene-expression prostate cancer datasets from the Oncomine database 

(www.oncomine.org, Compendia Bioscience) using the data transformation algorithm 

cancer outlier profile analysis, genes with aberrant expression profiles were identified in 

a subset of samples35. Cancer outlier profile analysis allowed the systematic investigation 

of cancer-related genes known to participate in chromosomal rearrangements in 

haematological malignancies and sarcomas. Two mutually exclusive E26 transformation-

specific (ETS) transcription factors, ETS variant 1 (ETV1, 7p21.3) and ETS-related gene 

(ERG, 21q22.2), were identified as high-ranking outliers in several independent gene-

expression profiling datasets. Exon-walking quantitative PCR (qPCR) of patient samples 

found the 3’ regions of ERG and ETV1 to be overexpressed but the corresponding 5’ 

regions were absent35. 5’ RNA ligase-mediated rapid amplification of cDNA ends 
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identified the 5’ end of these transcripts as the promoter sequences belonging to the 

prostate-specific, androgen regulated transmembrane protease, serine II (TMPRSS2, 

21q22.3).  

2.2.1 TMPRSS2:ETS gene fusions in prostate cancer 

 This 2005 breakthrough study by Tomlins and colleagues35 reported that 79% of 

RP samples harboured a fusion of the 5’ untranslated region (UTR) of TMPRSS2 with the 

coding sequences of either ERG or ETV1. Interestingly, just months prior, Petrovics et 

al90 reported that ERG was the most commonly overexpressed oncogene in prostate 

cancer by microarray and qPCR analysis. Subsequent studies showed that the frequency 

of the TMPRSS2:ERG fusion gene (or ERG rearrangement) is exceptionally variable and 

inconsistent in the literature, ranging from 27% to 79% in RP and biopsy samples, 

generally from PSA screened cohorts35,37,91–94.  

 Some of the discrepancies in frequency relate to differences in the patient cohort 

(race as well as global geographical location or PSA-screened versus population based) 

or the type of specimen examined, as well as the technique used to detect the fusion gene. 

This concept is clearly illustrated when comparing population based cohorts, which have 

a lower reported frequency of 15-35%, as compared to RP cohorts95–97. The 

TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion is found in approximately half of Caucasian patients, with a 

lower reported frequency in African-American men and is less common in Asian 

cohorts92,98–100. An excellent example of discrepancies based on patient populations was 

demonstrated in a study that compared patients from the United Kingdom and China, 
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wherein 41.3% of the United Kingdom patients but only 7.5% of Chinese cohort were 

found to harbour ERG rearrangements detected by FISH101. The contradicting report that 

90% of the Chinese RP specimens harboured ETS rearrangements further emphasize the 

multifactorial nature of the variability in the frequency of this gene fusion102.  

 TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusions are reported in 10-21% of HGPIN lesions, but are 

identified almost exclusively adjacent to fusion-positive cancer103–108. BPH and normal 

epithelium are negative for ERG rearrangements and fusion transcripts67,102–104,106–112, 

with the exception of the report by Clark and colleagues113. This study found that eight of 

17 (47%) normal epithelial samples adjacent to fusion-positive prostate cancer were also 

positive for TMPRSS2:ERG rearrangements and found a 6% fusion-positive rate in BPH 

samples113. Hormone refractory and/or metastatic prostate cancer exhibits less variability 

in the occurrence of TMPRSS2:ERG rearrangements with reported frequencies ranging 

from 29-59%104,106,114–119. Additionally, minute prostatic adenocarcinoma, a form of 

prostate cancer that is considered less clinically significant, harbours ETS fusions in 

approximately half of reported cases, underscoring the necessity of examining all 

prostatic malignancies for aggressive features such as the fusion gene120. 

 Investigators have also evaluated this rearrangement in the peripheral and 

transitional zones of the prostate. Nearly half of the peripheral tumours (43.3%) derived 

from RP samples were ERG rearrangement positive, whereas all 30 corresponding 

transitional tumours displayed a normal ERG locus by FISH121. In contrast, other studies 

found TMPRSS2:ERG (13.3%) and ERG rearrangements (11.9%) are present in 
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transitional zone tumours, despite being identified at a lower rate compared to peripheral 

zone lesions122,123. These data illustrate the enormous variability in the frequency of 

TMPRSS2:ERG fusion positivity with respect to the cohort, disease stage, origin of 

sample as well as the method of detection. 

 Interestingly, a comprehensive study of patient samples from 54 tumour types, 

including sarcomas and haematological malignancies, for ETS gene fusions and ERG 

rearrangements by FISH found these alterations to be exclusive to prostate cancer 

samples124. The same result was obtained when reverse transcriptase (RT)-PCR was 

performed to detect TMPRSS2:ERG and TMPRSS2:ETV1 fusion transcripts in gastric and 

colorectal carcinomas125. These findings provide strong evidence that TMPRSS2:ETS 

gene fusions are specific to prostate cancer. 

2.2.2 TMPRSS2:ETS gene fusions: genes and protein structure 

Several genes have been identified to lend either their promoter sequences to, in 

most cases, ETS transcription factors. Here we will discuss the main participants, the 

TMPRSS2 gene and the ETS transcription factor family. In subsequent sections, the 

various fusion combinations will be explored. 

2.2.2.1 TMPRSS2 and the androgen receptor 

 TMPRSS2, a 70 kilodalton (KDa) serine protease family member is associated 

with physiological and pathological processes such as digestion, tissue remodelling, 

blood coagulation, fertility, inflammatory responses, tumour cell invasion and apoptosis. 
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The normal function of this protein is not yet known but is composed of a type II 

transmembrane domain, receptor class A low density lipoprotein domain, scavenger 

receptor cysteine-rich domain, protease domain, and cytoplasmic domain126. The 32KDa 

serine protease domain undergoes autocleaveage, secretion into the prostate epithelia and 

interacts with cell surface proteins, the extracellular matrix and proteins of neighbouring 

cells127–129. The TMPRSS2 (21q22.3, Chr21:42,836,478-42,879,99254) gene is composed 

of 14 exons, with 13 protein coding exons. Importantly, TMPRSS2 harbours androgen 

responsive elements in its 5’ UTR. Prostate epithelial cells express TMPRSS2 at higher 

levels relative to other tissues, with expression further elevating in prostate cancer 

relative to BPH and normal prostatic epithelium129. Androgens and the AR are essential 

to the growth and development of the prostate gland but also play an important role in the 

initiation and progression of prostate cancer30. It is well established that despite chemical 

castration the AR functions to drive prostate cancer, likely through a variety of 

mechanisms such as hypersensitivity to low levels of androgens, activation in absence of, 

or via unconventional ligands, or amplification of the AR gene locus, resulting in elevated 

levels of AR protein. All of these mechanisms could potentially allow AR activation in 

the presence of low androgen concentration31–34. Consequently, in fusion positive prostate 

cancers, the TMPRSS2 gene plays an important role in prostate cancer progression in 

spite of hormonal ablation regimens, as its promoter region drives the expression of the 

fused ETS gene.  
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2.2.2.2 ETS transcription factors 

 Twenty-seven human ETS transcription factor family members have been 

identified, all of which share a conserved DNA binding domain that recognizes unique 

sequences containing GGA(A/T)130. ERG (21q22.2, Chr21:39,751,950-40,033,70454) is 

the ETS transcription factor most commonly known to participate in prostate cancer gene 

fusions. The ERG gene contains 11 exons, with the transcriptional start site in exon 3. 

The ERG protein can interact with ETS members as well as other transcription factors, 

such as Jun and Fos, through its protein-protein interacting domain, SAM-PNT131–133. 

The conserved ETS DNA binding domain permits binding to purine rich DNA 

sequences134,135, and in this manner, exert its effects in numerous cellular processes 

including membrane remodelling, angiogenesis, differentiation, proliferation, and 

tumourigenesis105,136–142. Emerging evidence suggests that formation of the fusion gene 

may promote prostatic tumourigenesis, progression, and invasive disease and is 

associated with prostate cancer-related mortality96,143–146. Functionally, ERG 

overexpression in prostate cancer is highly implicated in promoting motility and 

invasiveness104,147–151. In prostate cancer, ERG expression has been associated with 

elevated levels of histone deactylase 1 (HDAC1) and subsequent down regulation of 

HDAC1 target genes, upregulation of WNT pathway proteins, and inhibition of apoptotic 

signalling152. HDAC1 upregulation is common in prostate cancer, but was found to be 

uniformly increased in ERG rearranged tumours152,153. Activation of the WNT pathway 

leads to transcription of numerous genes involved in tumourigenesis, including AR, 
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MYC, JUN, cyclinD1, BMP4 and MMP7154,155. Highlighting the importance of WNT 

pathway activation in fusion-positive prostate cancer is the resultant increase in AR 

transcription and expression levels. Consequently transcription of the fusion gene is 

increased, further amplifying ERG expression. Moreover, β-catenin and the AR interact 

in an androgen-dependent manner to regulate AR target genes, whereas in androgen-

insensitive tumours, both β-catenin and AR target genes are expressed155.  

 ERG overexpression has recently been shown to activate C-MYC and result in its 

overexpression. These experiments revealed that C-MYC is activated by ERG and 

together their co-overexpression results in the suppression of prostate-epithelial 

differentiation genes and shorter time to biochemical recurrence145,156. ERG can also 

induce ICAM2 expression, resulting in AKT activation via PDK1 and subsequent 

inhibition of BAD leading to suppression of apoptotic signal141. In addition, ERG can 

bind BRCA1, a co-activator of the AR, and together were shown to regulate IGFR 

expression157,158. IGFR expression eventually leads to activation of AKT upon IGFR 

ligand binding. ERG regulates MMPs thus influencing extracellular matrix remodelling 

and the invasive potential of the cell139,145,147,151. Recently, Carver and colleagues have 

identified ETS binding sites in the promoter regions of CXCR4 and ADAMTS1, two genes 

involved in cellular motility and invasion159. Furthermore, it was shown that ERG 

directly upregulates the expression level of CXCR4 and ADAMTS1159. Together, these 

studies provide compelling evidence for a central, functional role of the fusion gene in 

the biology of prostatic carcinoma. 
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2.2.3 Fusion variants  

 The TMPRSS2:ERG fusion gene constitutes the majority (>85%) of ETS 

rearrangements in prostate cancer, likely owing to their close proximity (2.9Mb) and 

identical orientation on chromosome 21. Although, the remainder of this review will 

predominately focus on the TMPRSS2:ERG rearrangement, numerous alternative ETS 

members also can fuse to TMPRSS2, albeit at a much lower frequency. Similarly, 

variability in 5’ partners is also observed (Table 2.1). An intensive study examining 

ETV1 rearrangements found that only 9 of 23 samples had previously identified 5’ 

partners, demonstrating the dramatic variability in fusion partners pairing with ETS 

transcription factors other than ERG160. The combined frequency of the remaining fusion 

variants accounts for approximately 10% of cases.  

Five prime partners are divided into classes based on their tissue specificity and 

sensitivity to androgens161. Class I is reserved for TMPRSS2; Class II represents other 

prostate-specific androgen inducible 5’ UTR or endogenous retroviral elements; Class III 

represents the prostate-specific but androgen repressed partners; Class IV represents the 

non-tissue-specific promoters that are ubiquitously expressed, (i.e. house-keeping 

genes—this class often forms a chimeric or fusion protein, unlike the previous divisions 

of gene fusions); and finally Class V consists of ETV1-specific rearrangements, including 

the localization of the entire ETV1 locus to prostate-specific locus, 14q13.3–

14q21.1160,161.  
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Table 2.1 Prostate cancer gene fusion 3' and 5' participants 

5’ partner Class 3’ partner Initial reference 
TMPRSS2 I ERG Tomlins et al, 200535 
TMPRSS2 I ETV1 Tomlins et al, 200535 
TMPRSS2 I ETV4 Tomlins et al, 2006162 
HERV-
K_22q11.23 

II ETV1 Tomlins et al, 2007161 

SLC45A3 II ETV1 Tomlins et al, 2007161 
C15orf21 III ETV1 Tomlins et al, 2007161 
HNRPA2B1 IV ETV1 Tomlins et al, 2007161 
KLK2 II ETV4 Hermans et al, 2008163 
CANT1 II ETV4 Hermans et al, 2008163 
ACSL3 II ETV1 Attard et al, 2008160 
SLC45A3 II ERG Han et al, 2008164 
FLJ35294 II ETV1 Han et al, 2008164 
DDX5 IV ETV1 Han et al, 2008164 
TMPRSS2 I ETV5 Helgeson et al, 2008165 
SLC45A3 II ETV5 Helgeson et al, 2008165 
EST14 II ETV1 Hermans et al, 2008166 
HERVK17 II ETV1 Hermans et al, 2008166 
FOXP1 II ETV1 Hermans et al, 2008166 
SLC45A3 II ELK4 Rickman et al, 2009167 
NDRG1 II ERG Pflueger et al, 2009168 
SLC45A3 II BRAF* Palanisamy et al, 2010169 
ESRP1 IV RAF1* Palanisamy et al, 2010169 
SLC45A3 II FLI1 Paulo et al, 2012170 
OR51E2 II ETV4 Barros-Silva et al, 2013171 
UBTF IV ETV4 Barros-Silva et al, 2013171 
SLC45A3 II ETV4 Barros-Silva et al, 2013171 
HERV-
K_22q11.23 

II ETV4 Barros-Silva et al, 2013171 

*3’ fusion partners identified that are not members of the ETS transcription factor family  
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2.3 Detection and classification of PTEN and fusion rearrangements 

Several methods can be employed to detect and identify PTEN inactivation and 

fusion gene rearrangements. Since the most common inactivation mechanism of PTEN in 

human prostate cancer is complete deletion of the gene, FISH is a useful method of 

detection of the cellular gene copy number in tumour sections. Similarly the ETS fusion 

rearrangements usually partner with the TMPRSS2 gene, so that FISH can be designed to 

detect many of these events in prostate cancer cells in tissue sections. In the following 

sections FISH and other detection methods for these genomic alterations is reviewed. 

2.3.1 PTEN deletion FISH 

As PTEN is most frequently lost through genomic deletion and prostate cancer is 

known to be heterogeneous as well as multifocal, FISH is an excellent method to detect 

genomic alterations in small clonal populations, as it allows a cell-by-cell examination of 

the genomic content. Previously, two-colour FISH assays were used and remain 

commercially available, using a single probe extending to a region larger than the PTEN 

locus and a control probe for the centromere of Chr10. The disadvantage of the two-

colour system is the significantly large distance between the centromere and PTEN, 

which as a consequence of tissue sectioning can lead to truncation of the nuclei leading to 

a higher rate of false positives for PTEN deletion74. Furthermore, with some commercial 

probe set the PTEN locus probe is larger than the gene and can still hybridize in cases of 

microdeletion. Failure to detect true deletions therefore creates false negatives. Our 

laboratory designed a four-colour FISH assay that serves to combat both weaknesses of 
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the two-colour system74. This reduces the rate of false-negatives resulting from 

truncation, captures the PTEN microdeletions that specifically target only or part of the 

PTEN gene as well as the added benefit of determining the extent and direction of 

deletion.  

The four-colour interphase FISH assay to detect PTEN genomic deletions utilizes 

six bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones spanning both flanking PTEN genomic 

regions (BMPR1A: 88.51 – 88.67 Mb (upstream); and FAS: 90.74 – 90.77 Mb 

(downstream)) and the PTEN gene locus (89.61 - 89.72 Mb), with a centromeric DNA 

probe (CEP10) complimentary for the 10p11.1-q11.1 region (Figure 2.1). This elaborate 

probe configuration permits accurate identification of hemizygous and homozygous 

deletions as well as the size of the genomic deletion within cytoband 10q23 (Figure 2.2). 

The flanking probes will serve as the internal control in addition to the centromeric 

probe, reducing the sectioning artefact due to the 5µm or less tissue sections. Further 

details regarding the FISH assay can be found in Appendix B. 
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Figure 2.1 PTEN four-colour FISH probe configuration  

The specific BAC clones used for each gene are: 1) BMPR1A locus (10q23.2), RP11- 

141D8, RP11-52G13 and RP11-420K10, labelled with SpectrumOrange-dUTP (Vysis 

Inc., IL, USA); 2) PTEN locus (10q23.31), RP11-846G17, labelled with SpectrumRed- 

dUTP (Vysis Inc.); and 3) FAS locus (10q23.31), RP11-399O19 and RP11-360H20, 

labelled with SpectrumGreen-dUTP (Vysis Inc.). Normalization of PTEN copy number 

for each cell will be accomplished using a commercial DNA probe spanning the 

centromere of chromosome 10 (SpectrumAqua CEP10, Vysis Inc). The flanking probes 

will serve as the internal control in addition to the centromeric probe.  
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Figure 2.2 Four-colour PTEN deletion detection by interphase FISH 

A) No deletion of the PTEN loci: DAPI stained images of cells with two copies of each probe signal representing two chromosome 
10 centromeres (blue) and two of each gene, PTEN (red), FAS (green), and BMPR1A (yellow), indicating a normal set of genes at 
10q23. 

B) Hemizygous loss of PTEN: Two chromosome 10 centromere probes with one copy of the three gene probe signals. This represents 
a deletion of one PTEN genomic region, which is large and also encompasses the flanking BMPR1A and FAS genes.  

C) Homozygous loss of PTEN: In this image two chromosome 10 centromeres (blue) are present, verifying that the loss is not the 
entire chromosome, however there is no red signal (PTEN) indicating a loss of both PTEN alleles (homozygous). However, there is 
one copy FAS (green) and BMPR1A (yellow) near one of the centromere probes. This signifies that one of the deletions at 10q23 is 
small and only involves the PTEN gene, whereas the other deletion is larger and also includes the BMPR1A and FAS genes. 

A" C"B"
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2.3.2 PTEN deletion: other methods of detection 

Alternatively, PTEN protein can be assessed in tissue using 

immunohistochemistry (IHC)172. The issue however as has been extensively discussed, is 

that PTEN is frequently down regulated often between haploinsufficient and normal 

levels, therefore IHC does not have the abilities to accurately determine hemizygous 

deletions, an important indicator in primary prostate cancer. Homozygous PTEN 

deletions resulting in complete loss of PTEN protein on the other hand can be readily 

identified using such techniques. LOH assays using   microsatellite markers or mutational 

analysis were traditionally used to examine PTEN alterations in PTEN genomic content63. 

More recently, with the increasing implementation of next generation sequencing 

technology, the DNA sequencing methods can accurately define genomic deletions, 

rearrangements, mutations as well as at the RNA level to discover splice variants75. If this 

is a targeted approach this is quite beneficial as it provides a great amount of detail with 

respect to the genomic content of the PTEN gene. The drawbacks with next generation 

sequencing however result from whole-genome or even exome sequencing and the 

amount of data received resulting in many variants of unknown significance. Finally, as 

epigenetic silencing can play a role through PTEN promoter methylation this is also a 

potential method for determining reduction in PTEN levels173.  

Multiple methods exist to assess PTEN genomic content and protein levels within 

tissues (Table 2.2), however, FISH remains the most robust and appropriate due to the 

low frequency of PTEN mutation and unknown contributions of PTEN promoter 
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Table 2.2 Methods to detect loss of PTEN 

 

Method Analysis Frequency in primary human prostate 
cancer 

Exon sequencing (Sanger/NGS) Mutational analysis 5-10% tumours have point mutations 

Loss of heterozygosity (by RFLP) or DNA 
copy number Genomic content 25-35% loss 

FISH Individual cell-by-cell analysis, genomic 
copy number 

20-40% deleted one or both copies of 
entire gene 

Promoter methylation Epigenomic Rare 

miRNA  (miR21 overexpression) and 
ceRNAs Expression of small RNAs Newly discovered ways of modulating 

PTEN RNA levels 

Protein (IHC) Protein level, difficult to determine 
hemizygous loss 

 Could be > 30% with no protein (inexact - 
antibody variables) 

 

RFLP - restriction fragment length polymorphism 

ceRNA - competing endogenous RNA 
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methylation in prostate cancer173–175. Furthermore, FISH has the ability to detect 

hemizygous loss, an important early event, which proves difficult for protein-based 

technologies. Finally, FISH permits a cell-by-cell analysis, whereas sequencing, LOH 

and mutational analyses often provide the average result of the input cells, therefore 

contamination with normal cells or small clonal populations may dilute out significant 

results.  

2.3.3 TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion FISH 

 Two strategies for FISH experiments are frequently used to detect the 

TMPRSS2:ERG fusion gene in prostate cancer. The three-colour break-apart strategy, 

developed by our laboratory, uses differentially labelled BAC clones as probes for the 3’ 

(RP11-476D17) and 5’ (RP11-95I21) segments of ERG with an additional BAC probe 

specific for the 5’ region of TMPRSS2 (RP11-535H11) or for the transcriptional 

regulatory sequences (telomeric) of TMPRSS2 (RP11-35C4, RP11-891L10; RP11-

260O11; Figure 2.3) 176. Using this probe configuration enables not only the detection of 

ERG rearrangement, but also allows confirmation that ERG’s coding sequences are 

juxtaposed to the transcriptional regulatory region of TMPRSS2. Moreover, the 

mechanism of rearrangement can also be deduced by this approach177. The 

characterization of rearrangement method is essential as differential clinical impacts are 

observed with the various mechanisms resulting in ETS gene fusions.  
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Figure 2.3 Probe configuration for three-colour break-apart TMPRSS2:ERG FISH 
This schematic ideogram depicts the positions of differentially labeled BAC clones 

specific for 3' and 5' regions of the ERG gene (RP11-476D17 in spectrum orange and 

RP11-95I21 in spectrum green, respectively), within the 21q22.2-3 region. Telomeric to 

this, the TMPRSS2 gene locus is represented by RP11-535H11 (spectrum red) that spans 

the gene, or by three BAC clones downstream (telomeric) of the TMPRSS2 gene (RP11-

35C4, RP11-891L10 and RP11-260O11 in spectrum aqua). This probe design permits the 

accurate identification of TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusions as well as ERG rearrangements 

independent of fusion with TMPRSS2 fusion.  
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Work by Attard and colleagues classified the TMPRSS2:ERG rearrangement 

mechanisms according to the pattern of interphase FISH signals95. Class N describes the 

normal ERG locus, therefore co-localization of the two ERG probe signals in close 

proximity to the TMPRSS2 signal (less than one signal diameter) (Figure 2.4A). The 

majority of fusion-positive cases present with a heterozygous deletion at cytoband 

21q22.2-q22.3 termed Class Edel (Figure 2.4B). The deletion typically spans ERG, exons 

1-3 and a partial deletion of exon 4, the known intervening genes and the coding exons of 

TMPRSS2. The three-colour FISH of an Edel rearrangement displays co-localization of 

the 3’ ERG and TMPRSS2 signals, and absence of the 5’ ERG signal. Less frequently a 

genomic rearrangement leading to relocalization of the intervening sequences to an 

unknown genomic location resulting in the separation of the 5’ ERG signals from the co-

localization of the 3’ ERG and TMPRSS2 signals, thus described as ERG split or Class 

Esplit (Figure 2.4C). In both types of TMPRSS2:ERG rearrangements the unaffected 

chromosome 21 generally display a Class N signal configuration. Finally, additional 

copies of TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusions is identified as Class 2+Edel95.   
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Figure 2.4 Classification of TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion by interphase FISH 
Prostate cancer patient samples were hybridized with the three-colour probe set, described in Figure 2.3, and counterstained with 
DAPI. The nuclei of interest (in dashed boxes) are magnified in the insets. A) Class N, where no ERG rearrangement has occurred. 
Co- localization of 3' and 5' ERG probes (often visualized as a yellow signal), with the 5' TMPRSS2 BAC probe signals (red) indicates 
a normal Chr21q22.2-3 locus. Frequently, the signals for the TMPRSS2 probe, situated 2.9Mb away from the ERG locus, may be 
separated from the ERG signals by up to one probe signal width. B) Class Edel is characterized by the co-localization of 3' ERG probe 
to the TMPRSS2 probe signals, and the absence of the 5' ERG signal. This represents rearrangement with the loss of the intervening 
sequence. The unaffected Chr21 displays Class N configuration. C) Class Esplit is characterized by the co-localization of the 3' ERG 
and TMPRSS2 signals, with the retention of the 5' ERG signal elsewhere in the nucleus. The unaffected Chr21 displays Class N 
configuration.
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The second strategy employs a two-colour break-apart FISH design to identify 

rearrangements in specific ETS genes93,107. By this method, confirmation of fusion 

between two genes and identification of the specific 5’ partner is not possible because the 

probes are specific for a single gene, and therefore, this strategy is an indirect method for 

the detection of fusion genes in prostate cancer.  

2.3.4 TMPRSS2:ETS gene fusions: other methods of detection 

 RT-PCR is another technique frequently employed to determine the fusion status 

of prostatic tissue samples. However, this approach is limited to the detection of the 

hybrid transcripts, and is unable to obtain important cytogenetic information such as the 

genomic mechanism that generated the gene fusion (Edel vs Esplit). To date, as many as 

17 fusion transcripts and splice variations have been characterized. The most common 

fusion transcript is composed of exon 1 of TMPRSS2 fused to exon 4 of ERG 

(T1:E4)110,178. The majority of the remaining transcripts result in truncation of the ERG 

protein product by 33-99 amino acids, while the few that initiate translation from the 

native start codon in exon 3 produce the full length ERG protein35,110,113,179,180. These 

studies further revealed that elaborate heterogeneity exists in hybrid transcripts present, 

between foci and within individual tumour foci of the same patient. Variability in the 

translation start site consequentially affects the size of the mRNA transcript (373-885bp) 

and therefore the protein product potentially modifying the functional capacity of the 

gene fusion product110. Distinct transcript variants display differential prognostic 

influence based on the resultant biological activities144,181. A significant challenge 
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remains in relating the clinical prognosis to the fusion gene and will be addressed in the 

subsequent section.  

 Indirect methods suggestive of gene fusions in prostate cancer are being 

employed to broadly determine ETS rearrangement status with perhaps the anticipation 

of implementing a high-throughput method of detection. Analysis of aCGH data, 

specifically the 21q22.2-q22.3 region permits the identification of Class Edel 

TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusions69,73,94,182. Class Esplit retains the intervening sequences 

within the nuclei, in a copy neutral manner and consequently aCGH cannot always 

identify this rearrangement, but occasionally microdeletions are visible at either or both 

breakpoints, indicative of fusion positivity73,182. Overexpression of ETS transcription 

factors by gene expression microarrays may also imply an ETS rearrangement has 

occurred. Due to inconclusive results, FISH or RT-PCR assays are necessary to validate 

microarray findings pertaining to the ETS gene fusions. A novel multiplexing technology 

recently developed uses nanostructured microelectrodes integrated onto a chip and has 

the capability to detect disease-specific biomarkers, including differentiation of various 

fusion transcripts183. More recently, IHC is also being explored as a means to detect the 

fusion by ERG protein overexpression, in the absence of confirming fusion at the 

genomic or transcript level184,185. Of the numerous direct (three-colour FISH, RT-PCR) 

and indirect (two-colour FISH, microarrays, IHC) methods employed to determine fusion 

status to date, the three-colour FISH yields the most cytogenetic and genomic 

information. In addition to identifying the fusion status and class, the inherent cell-by-cell 
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analysis addresses the heterogeneous nature of the disease, and provides a biological 

context for such information. Next generation sequencing technologies, as discussed for 

PTEN deletions, is certainly capable of identifying the fusion gene, differentiating the 

many partner combinations and splice variants. 

2.4 Genomic instability 

Genomic instability is the general term describing the processes that increase the 

rate of mutation, chromosomal rearrangements and/or aneuploidy, thus enabling cells to 

develop new, evasive and aggressive phenotypes. Instability mechanisms fall into two 

broad groups: microsatellite or chromosomal. Microsatellite instability occurs as a result 

of defective DNA mismatch repair generating genetic hypermutability. The oligo repeats 

present in microsatellite sequences increase or decrease as a result of short insertions or 

deletions, respectively. Chromosomal instability describes the cellular process that 

increases the rate at which whole chromosomes, or large portions of chromosomes are 

gained, lost or rearranged in tumours 186. Chromosomal instability is the form of genomic 

instability that is important in prostate cancer development and progression.  

Analysis of the cytogenetics and genomics of prostate cancer and the precursor 

lesion HGPIN demonstrate that specific chromosomal alterations are recurrent and 

present early on in the malignant process187,188. Studies have suggested that several 

genomic loci are lost in a high proportion of both HGPIN and prostate cancer (6q16, 

8q21-qter, 10q22-23, 13q13-26, 16q22-qter) or gained in a high proportion (7q22, 8q21-

qter, 16p12-13). Recently reviewed by Saramaki and Visakorpi a few trends from these 
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analyses are evident189. (i) Losses tend to predominate earlier in prostate carcinogenesis, 

suggesting haploinsufficiency as an important phenomenon190,191. (ii) The rate of 

evolution of genomic instability is higher in HGPIN than in more advanced stages of 

prostate cancer, although the tumour certainly continues to mutate. This is consistent, 

although not exclusively, with a mechanism of telomere generated chromosomal 

instability192 although other mechanisms such as centrosome defects193,194 and DNA repair 

defects195,196 in combination with checkpoint defects 197 found in prostate cells are 

certainly possible198. (iii) The aberrations found give insight into genetic loci that have 

functional importance in the cancer phenotype. For example, loss of NKX3.1 (8p21.2), 

PTEN (10q23.3), CDH1 (E-cadherin, 16q22.1) and gain of EZHZ2 (7q36.1), and AR 

(Xq12) have all been subsequently verified on the basis of initial CGH studies. Novel loci 

identified on the basis of higher resolution technologies are also of increasing interest 

such as losses of MXI1 (10q25.2, a MYC antagonist), FOXO1A (13q14.11, an inhibitor of 

AR signalling), ATBF1 (16q22.3, transactivator of the CDKN1A cyclin-dependent kinase 

inhibitor) and gains of MCM7 (7q21.3, part of a complex that binds DNA origins and 

prepares them for initiation of replication).  

2.4.1 PTEN: impact on genomic instability 

PTEN is known to maintain genomic stability by antagonizing the PI3K-AKT 

pathway. Activated AKT phosphorylates and consequently inhibits cell cycle checkpoint 

kinase 1 (CHEK1) resulting in the nuclear exclusion and ubiquitination. CHEK1 is 

activated in response to DNA damage, preventing cell cycle progression50. Recently, 
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PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway independent mechanisms are proving to be equally if not 

more important to PTEN maintaining genomic integrity. Disruptions in the subcellular 

localization of PTEN (PTEN nuclear exclusion due to mutant or absence/reduction of 

PTEN protein) decrease nuclear p53 resulting in oxidative damage resulting in a 

significant accumulation of DNA double-strand breaks199.  

There are conflicting results with respect to the interaction between PTEN and 

RAD51 (involved in homologous recombination and DNA repair), while some 

investigators believe PTEN regulates RAD51 expression200–202, others believe there is no 

reduction in RAD51 with loss of PTEN203,204. Similarly, an increase in γH2AX 

(phosphorylated form of histone H2AX) foci, indicative of double-strand breaks, is 

observed with mutant or the lack of PTEN199–201,204.  

Therefore, numerous functions of PTEN impact the integrity of the genome, 

regardless of mechanism, from both PI3K-AKT-dependent and -independent features of 

PTEN. Loss of PTEN ultimately results in an increase in DNA damage leading to 

elevated chromosomal instability. 

2.4.2 The role of fusion gene formation and chromosomal instability 

 There is increasing research interest and effort focusing on the genomic events 

and attributes that lead to the formation of ETS gene fusions. A complex TMPRSS2:ERG 

rearrangement found in a single patient was meticulously examined and described by 

Yoshimoto and colleagues177. This patient had a microdeletion of the sequences from 5’ 

ERG to and including the TMPRSS2 coding sequences with a concurrent translocation of 
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the region immediately telomeric of 5’ untranslated TMPRSS2 sequences. A detailed 

multicolour FISH assay mapped the region between ERG and TMPRSS2, revealing the 

complexity of chromosomal rearrangements that can lead to the formation of fusion 

genes in prostate cancer. This case demonstrates the valuable information available 

through the use of complex multicolour FISH assays.  

 The molecular mechanisms that underlie this recurrent translocation are just 

beginning to be understood. For example, fine mapping of the deletion breakpoints 

located within the ERG and TMPRSS2 loci, followed by sequencing, revealed the 

presence of consensus sequences homologous to the human Alu-Sq and Alu-Sp 

subfamily205. The presence of these consensus sequences within intronic regions 

correlated with the presence of the fusion gene and may be a factor contributing to the 

deletion at 21q22.2-q22.3, resulting in the fusion gene. More recently, genotyping of 

familial prostate cancer revealed that the fusion gene associates with polymorphisms in 

DNA repair genes, specifically POLI and ESCO1206.   

 Using FISH, the AR was shown to induce chromosomal proximity of TMPRSS2 

and ERG by binding to the promoter region of TMPRSS2207. Subsequently, LnCaP cells 

were irradiated to induce double-strand breaks inducing the formation of the 

TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion upon dihydrotestosterone stimulation in the previously 

fusion-negative cell line. The DNA-bound AR is also implicated in chromatin 

architecture modifications that can cause double-strand breaks, commonly repaired by 

non-homologous end joining machinery, and may result in the formation of gene 
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fusions208. Androgen signalling was shown to recruit topoisomerase II beta with the AR 

to the breakpoints resulting TMPRSS2:ERG fusion genes209. Undoubtedly, specific 

nucleotide sequences within the 21q22.2-q22.3 region are of great importance and further 

elucidation as to their role in the formation of gene fusions is essential. The 

TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion is therefore a unique model to query sequence level 

polymorphisms that may lead to the formation of intra-chromosomal rearrangements 

largely due to the close proximity and orientation of the involved genes as well as the 

high rate of recurrence.  

 Interestingly, a recent study using mouse models draws attention to interaction of 

PTEN and TMPRSS2:ERG in the context of androgen signaling, since overexpression of 

ETS in the setting of PTEN loss was shown to increase AR binding and to restore AR 

transcriptional activity210. Overall, it can be postulated that as PTEN has a variety of roles 

in maintaining chromosomal stability and integrity, the recurrent PTEN loss in prostate 

cancer may represent an important trigger in the events leading to the formation of 

TMPRSS2:ETS gene fusions. 

2.5 Multifocal genotypic heterogeneity  

Multifocal prostate cancer, (reviewed in211) generally consists of a dominant (or 

index) tumour and one or multiple separate smaller tumours18,212–214. Moreover, multifocal 

prostate cancer frequently shows histologic heterogeneity among different tumour foci 

exhibiting different Gleason grades18,213,215. Collectively, the histologic and biological 

heterogeneity of multifocal prostate cancer suggests the tumour foci arise independently 
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within the same gland. The emerging genetic data suggests that an earlier unknown 

carcinogenic insult such as increased oxidative stress may have taken place in the 

peripheral zone of part of the gland and could be associated with a predisposition to an 

elevated level of genetic instability (perhaps driven by telomere attrition), that may 

underlie acquisition of multifocal prostate cancer. 

‘‘Field cancerization’’ was a term adopted to explain multifocal oral cancers in 

which clinically occult multifocal preneoplastic foci emerge within the epithelium of an 

anatomic region exposed to the same carcinogen(s)216. Such preneoplastic lesions may not 

be apparent on histological examination but molecular analyses have indicated clonal 

genomic changes such as TP53 loss, loss of heterozygosity and microsatellite instability 

in a variety of epithelial neoplasms217,218. 

Surprisingly there has been little consideration of the concept of field 

cancerization in the context of prostatic carcinogenesis, despite the observation that 80% 

of RP specimens demonstrate more than one neoplastic focus219. Furthermore, the 

occurrence of multicentric HGPIN lesions in approximately 70% of RPs also draws 

attention to the idea that a more generalized carcinogenic process may be operating220. 

Genetic evidence has been accumulating that this phenomenon is more widespread than 

has been traditionally appreciated and is likely involved as an early step in prostate 

cancer. 

Bostwick et al212 and others221–223 have analyzed markers of allelic imbalance in 

RP samples and found evidence suggesting that the multiple foci of prostate cancer arise 
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independently within the same prostate. This concept was confirmed with analyses of 

TMPRSS2:ETS fusion genes in whole mount prostatectomy specimens224. Similarly, 

FISH analysis classifying the different types of TMPRSS2 rearrangement present in 

different foci from multifocal prostate cancers also suggested that individual tumours 

have distinct genetic rearrangements215. Overall, 70% of the tumours in the study showed 

TMPRSS2 rearrangement, including 63% through deletion (loss of the 3’ TMPRSS2 

signal), 27% through translocation (separation of 5’ and 3’ TMPRSS2 signals), and 10% 

through both mechanisms in different tumour foci. Of the 30 TMPRSS2 rearranged cases, 

30% showed concordance in all tumour foci in an individual gland, whereas 70% from 

the same gland were discordant in at least one focus. Similar studies have documented 

the diversity of TMPRSS2 rearrangements in benign glands, HGPIN and multifocal 

cancers224.  

Two studies examining fusion transcript variants found different transcript 

hybrids in discrete regions of a single prostate110,113. Multiple TMPRSS2:ETS gene 

fusion-positive foci may arise independently and exhibit interfocal heterogeneity. 

Investigation of ERG rearrangement in multifocal prostate cancer and corresponding 

metastases provides a glimpse of the potential biological impact of this aberration in the 

context of disease progression225. This study reported that the metastatic lesion was 

always positive for ERG rearrangement through the same mechanism (Edel vs. Esplit) as 

that present in at least one of the prostatic tumour foci (not necessarily the index focus). 

The authors suggest that this rearrangement may be a factor contributing to the 
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development of metastases, regardless of clinicopathological criteria of the individual 

foci.  

A recent investigation from our laboratory revealed a systematic assessment of 

PTEN and TMRSS2:ERG rearrangements in 142 radical prostatectomy specimens with 

724 individual cores obtained from individual tumour foci 17.  This is the first 

investigation to examine the relationship between PTEN deletions and TMPRSS2:ERG 

gene fusions with respect to Gleason score of individual foci. FISH analyses revealed that 

42% of RP had PTEN deletions (30.9% hemizygous, 6% homozygous and 4% displayed 

a mixture of hemizygous and homozygous deletions) and 45% were positive for 

TMPRSS2:ERG rearrangements. A single sample exhibited both Edel and Esplit 

rearrangements, whereas the remaining fusion-positive samples had either Edel or Esplit 

alterations. There was greater heterogeneity with respect to PTEN deletion between foci 

from an individual patient than with the gene fusion. PTEN deletions were significantly 

associated with Gleason pattern 4 vs 3, whereas the fusion gene had no statistical 

relationship with Gleason pattern, despite a significant PTEN deletion and gene fusion 

association. This greater heterogeneity while associated with higher Gleason grade 

perhaps speaks to the clinically significant behaviour of PTEN relative to the gene fusion. 

Taken together these findings demonstrate that multifocal prostate cancer appears 

to be a heterogeneous disease at the genetic level, arising from multiple, independent 

clonal expansions within the gland, possibly as a result of earlier field cancerization 

following unknown genotoxic insult. 
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2.6 Prognostic significance 

PTEN deletions and the presence of the prostate cancer specific gene fusion, most 

notably TMPRSS2:ERG, have both been associated with worse outcome in prostate 

cancer patients. 

2.6.1 PTEN deletions 

In prostate cancer hemizygous PTEN deletions are associated with earlier 

biochemical relapse and homozygous deletions resulting in ‘‘PTEN null’’ tumours are 

strongly linked to metastasis and androgen independent progression36,37,40,67,72,79,226–228. 

Genomic losses and inactivations of the PTEN gene most likely lead to an adverse 

clinical course through haploinsufficiency and concomitant reduced levels of the PTEN 

protein229.  

2.6.2 Gene fusion 

 Unlike PTEN deletions, there exists appreciable controversy with respect to the 

prognostic significance of the TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion in prostate cancer, with studies 

suggesting that the fusion gene has a favourable90,117,230, unfavourable37,39,40,93,95,110,114,231–

235 or no association97,98,102,111,115,176,224,236,237 with clinical outcomes. When no association 

between clinicopathological criteria and the presence of the fusion gene was found it was 

often attributable to small sample sizes. The most compelling evidence suggests a trend 

towards unfavourable factors outcome in prostate cancer progression. Notably, an 

interesting comparison of two studies looking at conservatively managed men had 
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opposing results from an association with prostate cancer-specific death234 to no 

reduction in prostate cancer-specific survival for patients harbouring this 

rearrangement97.  

 The role of deletion (Edel) or retention (Esplit) of intervening sequences in 

tumour biology has also been scrutinized with relatively uniform results suggesting that 

Edel is not only the more prevalent mechanism but is also associated with more 

aggressive disease95,114,238. Edel was associated with worse prostate-specific survival and 

shorter time to biochemical recurrence than Class Esplit, while Class 2+Edel was 

associated with lethal disease and significantly worse clinical outcome, particularly when 

combined with prostate-specific clinicopathological criteria37,95. Another study also 

demonstrated that Edel rearrangements have a more aggressive tendency since all fusion-

positive castration resistant metastases had lost 5’ ERG sequences114 and Edel was 

associated with clinically aggressive features of progression231. These findings are 

consistent with elevated ERG expression and led investigators to speculate that the loss of 

5’ ERG is associated with aggressive prostate cancer.  

It should be considered that the commonly deleted 2.9Mb between ERG and 

TMPRSS2 could contain important tumour suppressor genes and its loss in the Edel 

rearrangement leads to haploinsufficiency of a tumour suppressor gene that underlies the 

aggressive clinical course. One gene candidate for this effect within this region, HMGN1, 

a nucleosome binding protein has previously been associated with prostate cancer 

progression239. In agreement with this view, the Esplit rearrangement has not yet been 
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shown to associate with any particular clinical outcome to date. However, given the low 

frequency of this event (~10% of TMPRSS2:ERG rearrangements), Esplit rearrangements 

cannot be excluded as a measure of prognosis until further studies are completed.  

 On the other hand, one investigation demonstrated no statistically significant 

association with clinicopathological criteria and Edel or Esplit, but evidence did suggest 

2+Edel is a factor contributing to prostate cancer-specific mortality97. Conversely, 

TMPRSS2:ERG rearrangement alone was associated with lower histological grade, but no 

other clinical features or prostate cancer-specific death115. However, the same group also 

found that copy number increases of the ERG locus with or without TMPRSS2:ERG gene 

fusions was associated with high grade and advanced stage, while cancers with copy 

number increases and 2+Edel rearrangements tended to be more clinically aggressive240. 

While the above results are contrary to the previous studies that showed no association 

with extra copies of the unrearranged ERG locus26, the difference may be due to the 

deletion of the intervening genes potentially generating a more aggressive tumourigenic 

phenotype.  

2.7 What is the earliest genomic alteration in prostate cancer oncogenesis? 

Several groups speculate that the formation of the TMPRSS2:ERG fusion gene is 

required for prostate cancer initiation in ETS positive prostate cancer tumours, with other 

aberrations occurring later in the course of disease advancement and 

metastasis104,118,241,242. Attard and colleagues demonstrated that circulating tumour cells 

from individual castration-resistant prostate cancer patients, with radiologically 
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detectable metastases, were either clonally positive or negative for ERG rearrangement, 

while PTEN deletions and AR gains experienced heterogeneous distribution241. Authors 

therefore interpreted the findings to suggest that the formation of the fusion gene 

occurred before the PTEN and of AR rearrangements. To be noted, only 51 of the 89 

patients had sufficient quantity of circulating tumour cells (≥4 circulating tumour cells) to 

perform the FISH assays, with PTEN and ERG status being obtained for 49 of the 51 

cases and 33 of the 51 for AR status. Therefore these findings may not necessarily reflect 

the sequence of accumulating genomic alterations in prostate cancer.  

 Cerveira et al identified TMPRSS2:ERG fusion transcripts by RT-PCR in 4 of the 

19 HGPIN lesions, yet almost exclusively only when juxtaposed to fusion-positive 

prostate cancer103. They also examined 16 (of the 19) HGPIN lesions by CGH concluding 

these lesions do not exhibit the chromosomal copy number changes seen in 42% of the 

paired prostate cancer. However, CGH was only able to identify 8 of the 17 fusion 

positive (by RT-PCR) prostate cancer samples, highlighting the low resolution and 

sensitivity of CGH. These results propose that formation of the fusion gene may precede 

chromosomal-level alterations and is consistent with the literature indicating that few 

gross chromosome- or arm-level chromosomal copy alterations are present in localized 

prostate cancer103.  

Similarly for PTEN deletion, HGPIN associated with cancer has been found to 

exhibit genomic loss187 and recurrent hemizygous deletions by FISH243. Moreover, a 

recent study examined a tissue microarray containing 984 localized prostate cancer, 115 
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HGPIN and 189 BPH cores from 220 men by FISH for both PTEN genomic loss and 

fusion status67. Furthermore, twenty-five men had matched tissues for each diagnostic 

category. The results demonstrated PTEN deletions in BPH (3.7%) and HGPIN (14.6%) 

lesions, while ERG rearrangement was identified in HGPIN (12.5%) but completely 

absent in the BPH lesions67.  

Maintaining this model of progression and accumulation of genomic changes in 

prostate cancer we postulate that hemizygous PTEN deletions may be a ‘driver’ lesion in 

a subset of prostate cancers, supporting the notion that PTEN haploinsufficiency may 

facilitate the selective formation of the fusion gene (Figure 2.5). TMPRSS2:ERG gene 

fusion therefore occur as a secondary alteration and function as an ‘enhancer’ alteration 

permitting the cell to achieve a higher level of aggressiveness and invasiveness. The 

implication is not that PTEN loss is the quintessential ‘driver’ of prostate cancer, rather 

that ETS gene fusions are ‘enhancer’ alterations significantly affecting cellular processes 

further progressing prostatic tumourigenesis when the background is primed first by a 

driver event capable of initiating sufficient dysregulation, such as PTEN 

haploinsufficiency. Although, as several laboratories have discovered, PTEN deletions 

and gene fusion rearrangements are significantly associated events in prostate 

cancer17,37,67,159,182,244,245, it is therefore likely that PTEN inactivation may be an important 

driver lesion for fusion-positive prostate cancers. The presence of both PTEN and ERG 

rearrangements is associated with early steps of prostate tumourigenesis, accelerated 

disease progression and poor prognosis, demonstrating that synergistic molecular 
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interactions exist between their complementary pathways. Continuing instability 

generates genotypic heterogeneity and diversity, such that subclones bearing PTEN 

homozygous deletions have further selective advantage for aggressive tumour 

progression, androgen independent disease and metastases.  

2.8 Model of aggressive prostate cancer development and progression  

When this sequence of events was emulated in transgenic mice, ERG 

overexpression resulted in marked acceleration of preneoplastic lesions to invasive 

prostate cancer on a Pten deleted background. ERG overexpression alone simply 

displayed slight atypical histology compared to control mice105,159, and from the literature 

it is known that Pten haploinsufficiency resulted in mice developing HGPIN83,86. The 

complimentary in vitro experiments using cell lines demonstrated ERG overexpression 

provided enhanced motility without affecting proliferation, in agreement with Tomlins et 

al149,159. The opposite, elevated proliferation with no marked difference in migration, was 

demonstrated for cell lines with constitutively activated AKT, emulating loss of PTEN. 

These findings corroborate the view that effectors of ERG overexpression affect cellular 

processes, which are complimentary to unregulated factors downstream of AKT as a 

result of PTEN deficiency, but on their own are not sufficient to provoke the transition 

from benign to malignant. 
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Figure 2.5 Model of aggressive prostate cancer progression  

Cooperation of unregulated pathways downstream of PTEN with effectors of ERG 
overexpression is likely a crucial event in the progression of an invasive and aggressive 
prostatic adenocarcinoma. Hemizygous genomic deletion of PTEN in benign prostatic 
precursors may represent an early event, and act as a ‘driver’ lesion leading to 
proliferation, survival and genomic instability, initial requisites of cancer. As a 
consequence of such heightened genomic instability, PTEN haploinsufficiency may 
facilitate the selective formation of an ETS gene fusion with consequent acquisition of 
additional invasive properties. The significant association of these rearrangements within 
a tumour is associated with accelerated disease progression and poor prognosis, 
indicating that synergistic molecular interactions likely exist between their 
complementary pathways. Continuing instability generates genotypic heterogeneity and 
diversity, such that subclones bearing PTEN homozygous deletions and amplified AR loci 
have further selective advantage for aggressive tumour progression, androgen 
independence and metastatic disease. Figure designed and produced by Julia L Williams. 
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2.9 Summary 

 Difficulty in assigning prognostic significance, diagnostic and therapeutic utility 

to ETS gene fusions is a result of a myriad of factors including the heterogeneity of the 

disease, the mechanism of rearrangement, the technique used to assess the presence of the 

fusion as well as the cohort examined. PTEN deletions are strongly associated with poor 

outcome prostate cancer and result in numerous unchecked signalling pathways, 

particularly loss of genomic stability. PTEN loss and fusion rearrangements concurrently 

lead to a more aggressive prostate cancer phenotype and thus their synergistic 

mechanisms merit intense scrutiny at the molecular level. Determining the genomic 

impact of these rearrangements will potentially lead to a novel method for prostate cancer 

patient stratification and improved clinical management.  
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 Chapter 3

Recurrent copy number alterations in prostate cancer: 

an in silico meta-analysis of publicly available genomic data 

Contributions to thesis from the publication – Julia L Williams, Peter A Greer, 

Jeremy A Squire. Recurrent copy number alterations in prostate cancer: an in silico 

meta-analysis of publicly available genomic data. Submitted to Cancer Genetics in 

February 2014. 

3.1 Abstract   

We present a meta-analysis of somatic CNAs from eleven publications that 

examined 662 prostate cancer patient samples, derived from 546 primary and 116 

advanced tumours. Normalization, segmentation and identification of corresponding 

CNAs for meta-analysis were achieved using established commercial software (Nexus). 

Unsupervised analysis identified five genomic subgroups in which ~90% of the samples 

are characterized by abnormal profiles with gains of 8q. The most common loss was at 8p 

(NKX3.1). The CNA distribution in other genomic subgroups was characterized by losses 

at 2q, 3p, 5q, 6q, 13q, 16q, 17p, 18q and at 10q (PTEN) and acquisition of the 21q 

deletions associated with the TMPRSS2:ERG fusion rearrangement. Parallel analysis of 

advanced and primary tumours in the cohort indicated that genomic deletions of PTEN 

and the gene fusion were enriched in advanced disease. A supervised analysis of PTEN 

deletion and the fusion gene showed that PTEN deletion was sufficient to impose higher 
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levels of CNA. Moreover, the overall percentage of the genome altered was significantly 

higher when PTEN was deleted; suggesting that this important genomic subgroup was 

likely characterized by intrinsic chromosomal instability. Predicted alterations in 

expression levels of candidate genes in each of the recurrent CNA regions characteristic 

of each subgroup showed that signalling networks associated with cancer progression and 

genome stability were likely to be perturbed at the highest level in the PTEN deleted 

genomic subgroup.  

3.2 Introduction  

Prostate cancer is the most commonly diagnosed malignancy in men and a leading 

cause of cancer deaths in developed countries246. Emerging prostate cancer genomic data 

hold great promise not only in stratifying this heterogeneous disease at biopsy, but also in 

providing the groundwork for future development of targeted therapies247. 

The frequency of mutated genes in prostate cancer, determined by sequence-based 

methods, is surprisingly low: TP53 (17%), TTN (15%), PTEN (11%), MUC16 (9%) and 

SPOP (8%) (Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer (COSMIC)175, January 2014). In 

contrast the frequency of large-scale CNAs and genomic rearrangements is significantly 

higher, suggesting that the development and progression of prostate cancer is primarily 

the result of an accumulation of larger scale genomic aberrations such as deletions, gains 

and gene fusion formation38,39,73 rather than more localized mutational events.  

Genomic rearrangements leading to the formation of TMPRSS2:ETS gene fusions 

and deletion of the PTEN tumour suppressor (10q23.31) often occur concurrently, and are 
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the most widely reported genomic biomarkers in prostate cancer248. The TMPRSS2:ERG 

gene fusion is the principle ETS prostate cancer-specific gene fusion, a characteristic 

signature in approximately half of prostatic malignancies. PTEN deletions and 

TMPRSS2:ERG fusion genes are independently associated with aggressive disease, 

likewise concurrent exhibition portends a shorter time to biochemical recurrence and 

decreased prostate cancer-specific survival37,74,95,159,244. Metastatic disease is portrayed by 

heightened genomic complexity as well as increased frequency of CNAs38,248. Hormonal 

therapies for treatment of advanced or recurrent disease often results in genomic 

amplification of the androgen receptor (AR, Xq11.2-q12) locus, one of several 

mechanisms to overcome androgen ablation regimens resulting in the development of 

castration-resistant prostate cancer34.  

In recent years several prostate cancer cohort microarray studies have been 

published, but interpretations have been limited by the relatively small sample sizes and 

rarely has there been uniformity in the methods used for data analysis between 

studies39,69,70,73,77,94,101,249–256. Thus, the objective of this study was to perform a 

systematic review and selection of public domain prostate cancer genomic datasets, 

followed by a comprehensive meta-analysis of the pooled data of 662 tumours to derive 

consensus data on the common CNAs. The combined genomic data was then used to 

identify distinct subgroups and associated candidate pathways of prostate carcinogenesis 

that could be inferred from the diverse patterns of genomic imbalance. The subgroups 

that were the most distinct were tumours positive for PTEN deletions and/or 
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TMPRSS2:ERG fusion status. PTEN deletions were significantly associated with a 

greater percent of the genome altered (PGA). Predicted changes in expression levels of 

candidate genes that mapped to recurrent CNA regions showed that signalling networks, 

and canonical pathways associated with cancer progression were more likely to be 

perturbed in the PTEN deleted subgroups. The large size of this meta-dataset permitted an 

in-depth survey and examination of concurrent losses and gains that consistently 

associate within tumours, suggesting that previously unrecognized relationships may 

exist between specific DNA changes and recurrently targeted signalling pathways. 

3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 Collecting prostate cancer public genomic datasets 

High resolution, human prostate cancer aCGH or SNP microarray datasets were 

collected from supplementary files of published manuscripts and the National Center for 

Biotechnology Information’s (NCBI) Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo) using ‘prostate cancer’ with ‘aCGH’, ‘copy number’ 

or ‘SNP’ as keyword combinations. Querying the ArrayExpress (http://www.ebi.ac.uk) 

database did not reveal any additional datasets. Six Agilent aCGH 

datasets73,77,251,253,254,256 and five Affymetrix datasets70,101,249,250,252 were integrated to 

create a prostate cancer genomic copy number meta-dataset (Table 3.1). A total of 879 

raw genomic microarray files were collected, including primary and advanced prostate 

cancers, HGPIN lesions, cell lines, xenografts as well as matched normal tissues 

(Supplementary Table A.3 located in Appendix A.4).  
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Table 3.1 Prostate cancer genomic meta-dataset 
Eleven datasets were incorporated to build the meta-dataset, referenced by GEO accession numbers, PubMed IDs, platform and breakdown of the 
sample type. The right side of the table displays the number and type of samples that passed quality control inspection as well as the number of 
samples excluded from the analysis and the reason why. HGPIN, cell line and xenograft samples were not included in the analysis due to the small 
sample sizes. Matched benign controls were used as baseline when available for Affymetrix data. Samples were excluded for the following 
reasons: a - corrupt and unable to be processed; b - poor QC resulting in undetectable CNAs; c - benign controls removed as a result of harboring 
large CNAs; and, d - duplicate patient samples.  Table 1: Prostate cancer genomic meta-dataset 

GSE # Platform Neoplastic Samples 
Downloaded

Additional Samples 
Dowloaded

Total Samples          
(passed QC analysis) Excluded Total Unique Samples Reference PMID

GSE20393 Agilent 244K 58 primary 0 58 primary 0 58 primary Kan et al 20668451

GSE21032 Agilent 244K 181 primary / 37 advanced 13 cell lines/xenografts 180 primary / 37 
advanced 1b 180 primary / 37 advanced Taylor et al 20579941

GSE34174 Agilent 244K 15 advanced 0 15 advanced 1d 14 advanced Friedlander et al 22158653

GSE35988 Agilent 105K (119); Agilent 
244K (3 advanced) 59 primary / 35 advanced 28 benign 59 primary / 35 

advanced 1c 59 primary / 35 advanced Grasso et al 22722839

GSE28403 Agilent 44K 2 primary / 16 advanced 0 2 primary / 16 
advanced 0 2 primary + 16 advanced 

(15 patients) Vainio et al 21919029

GSE29229 Agilent 44K 86 primary 0 84 primary 1a + 1b 84 primary Huang et al 22179824

GSE14996 Affymetrix SNP 6.0 58 advanced 16 benign 58 advanced 1c + 44d 14 advanced Liu et al 19363497

GSE29569 Affymetrix SNP 6.0 35 primary / 13 HGPIN 18 benign 33 primary / 12 
HGPIN 1a + 2b + 2c + 16d 19 primary (18 patients) Boyd et al 22334418

GSE18333 Affymetrix SNP 6.0 44 primary 38 benign 44 primary 6c + 3d 41 priamry Mao et al 20516122

GSE12072 Affymetrix 500K SNP 20 primary 20 benign 20 primary 0 20 primary Castro et al 19242612

GSE19399 Affymetrix 250K SNP 83 primary 4 cell lines 83 primary 0 83 primary Beroukhim et al 20164920

736 Total                           
563 Primary                      

161 Advanced                
12 HGPIN

80 Total                       
6 Incompatable          
64 Duplicates                  
10 Controls

672 Unique                          
546 Primary                     

116 Advanced                     
10 HGPIN

Total&acceptable&files:&863&&!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
563!Primary!/!161!Advanced!/!12!HGPIN!/!
27!Agilent!control!/!83!Affymetrix!control!/!

17!Cell!lines!or!Xenografts

Total&downloaded&files:&879!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
568!Primary!/!161!Advanced!/!13!HGPIN/!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

28!Agilent!Control!/!92!Affymetrix!Control!/!17!Cell!Lines!or!Xenografts

a!E!files!were!corrupt!and!unable!to!be!processed!by!Nexus!Copy!Number!microarray!analytical!software;!b!E!files!removed!due!to!poor!QC!resulting!in!undetectable!CNAs;!c!E!benign!controls!removed!as!a!result!of!
harbouring!prostateEspecific!CNAs;!d!E!patient!duplicates!removed!for!frequency!analysis

Downloaded!files Incorporated!neoplastic!samples
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3.3.2 Sample quality control, inclusion and exclusion criteria 

Copy number data from 568 primary, 161 advanced, 13 HGPIN and 120 benign 

control samples as well as 17 cell line or xenograft samples were downloaded amassing 

879 raw data copy number profiles (Figure 3.1, Table 3.1 & Appendix A.4, 

Supplementary Table A.3). Sample exclusion criteria included: a) corrupt raw data files 

(2 samples), b) raw data of poor quality (5 samples) and for benign samples c) profiles 

exhibiting large or prostate cancer-like CNAs were believed to be potentially 

contaminated with adjacent tumour tissue (10 samples). A total of 563 primary, 161 

advanced, 12 HGPIN and 110 matched benign samples remained following quality 

control verification. Cell lines and xenografts were excluded from the analysis. To ensure 

the integrity of the meta-dataset only unique samples were included in the analysis. 

Unique samples are defined as a single sample per patient. In cases where multiple 

primary, HGPIN or metastatic foci were collected for a particular patient, incorporation 

of the sample harbouring the greatest number of aberrations was selected70,101,249,253. 

Therefore, final exclusion criteria included d) 1 tumour focus/patient tumour type (62 

samples). In only two cases (1 primary and 1 advanced) two samples were kept for an 

individual patient tumour type since each focus’ copy number profile exhibited aberrant 

yet different profiles249,254 (Figure 3.2). A total of 546 primary, 116 advanced and 10 

HGPIN unique samples remained in the pooled study group. The HGPIN samples will 

not be discussed further due to the small cohort size.  
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Figure 3.1 Workflow for prostate cancer meta-dataset and combined-analysis 
The grey and three light red panels depict the steps for sample selection and initial CNA 
profiling. The pale blue panels below demonstrate the analytical steps used to investigate 
the genomic groupings and association of CNAs with signaling pathways. Superimposed 
squares indicate the collection, inclusion and distribution of samples throughout the 
various steps and analyses. NCBI’s GEO was searched using the keywords: “prostate 
cancer” with “aCGH”, “copy number” or “SNP”. Eleven high-resolution human prostate 
cancer genomic datasets were collected a total of 879 individual samples related to 
prostate cancer patients (Table 3.1). The 879 genomic samples were queried using 
BioDiscovery’s Nexus Microarray software, applying the FASST2 segmentation 
algorithm to determine CNA profiles for each sample. Following quality assessment, 546 
unique primary and 116 unique advanced samples were incorporated. Copy number 
events were ascertained for each sample, permitting an examination of differences within 
and between the primary and advanced populations. Stratification of the primary cohort 
(blue panels) was performed using several different mechanisms to determine the most 
informative genomic groupings of prostate cancer. Unsupervised clustering of the 
primary prostate cancers produced five genomic subgroups: A, B, C1, C2 and C3. 
Supervised classification based on PTEN deletions or the gene fusion was also 
performed, creating PTEN intact/loss and FUSION –ve/+ve genomic subdivisions. PTEN 
and fusion gene levels were compared between primary and advanced samples. 
Assessment of genomic instability and exploration of perturbed signaling pathways was 
performed to explore biological and potential clinically significant differences between 
the various genomic subdivisions. 
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Keywords:*“prostate*cancer”*with*either****
“aCGH”,*“SNP”*or*“copy*number’
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Normalization*and*segmentation*using*FASST2*
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Unsupervised'Clustering:'Primary'Prostate'Cancer'
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Figure 3.2 Duplicate samples remaining in the meta-dataset 
A – a single patient (Boyd et al, sample IDs: GSM731945 & GSM731946) had genomic profiles from two primary tumour foci 
genomic profiles included in the assay as they each contained a unique combination of rearrangements. The top sample is 
characterized by PTEN deletion and deletion at the TMPRSS2 breakpoint, whereas the bottom profile is characterized by deletion of 
the 8p arm and a deletion at 12p, not found in the top sample. However, similar to the above sample it contains the fusion gene but 
lacks the PTEN deletion. B – a single advanced patient (Vainio et al, sample IDs: GSM702541 & GSM702542) had genomic profiles 
from two metastases included in the analysis as they each contained obviously distinct genomic profiles with few similarities. 
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3.3.3 Reported clinical characteristics of patient tumours in pooled study group   

568 prostate cancer primary tumour samples from a total of 546 men diagnosed 

with clinically localized prostate cancer following radical prostatectomy and published in 

8 manuscripts73,77,101,249–252,256. In most cases tumours were staged using the 2002 TNM 

classification of malignant tumours 219 and graded according to the revised Gleason 

Grading System257. The distribution of the Gleason Grade (available for 350 (61.6%) 

primary tumours) was the following: 149/350 (42.6%) had Gleason Grade 5 or 6, 

156/350 (44.6%) had Gleason Grade 7, and 37/350 (10.6%) had Gleason Grade 8 or 

higher. The 161 advanced prostate cancers (158 (98.1%) which are distant metastatic 

lesions) obtained for this study were derived from 116 men and were obtained from the 

following manuscripts70,73,77,253,254. Of these advanced cases, 89 (55.2%) are castration-

resistant metastatic prostate cancer. Further details of the clinical characteristics of the 

729 tumours include in this study are provided in Supplementary Table A.3 (Appendix 

A.4) when it was available. 

3.3.4 Microarray analysis and CNA assignment 

Nexus Copy Number, v7.0 (BioDiscovery, Santa-Clara, CA, USA), a platform-

independent microarray analytical software permitting the incorporation of all acquired 

genomic microarray datasets in a single investigative environment. Normalization, 

segmentation and identification of corresponding copy number events of all genomic files 

in a single Nexus project, using build 37 (human genome 18) of the genome as the 

common scaffold for all tumour profiles. Specific settings and algorithm details can be 
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found in the Appendix A.1.3. To accurately define hemizygous or homozygous deletions 

and similarly gain or amplification (high level gain), examination of each individual 

genomic profile was performed, ensuring the probes centered at a log ratio of 0 or no 

copy change, noting the extent of gain or loss at any given region of the genome and 

utilizing known regions of homozygous (8p, 13q, PTEN, etc.) and hemizygous (PTEN, 

fusion gene) deletions to accurately choose appropriate limitations of hemizygous and 

homozygous thresholds (Expert communication, BioDiscovery, Appendix A.1.4). 

3.3.5 Detection of fusion rearrangements by genomic microarrays  

Analysis of microarray copy number profiles, specifically deletions of 21q22.2-

q22.3 (39.9-42.8Mb) implies the presence of the classic TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion 

rearrangement, “Edel”73 (Figure 3.3). Class “Esplit” TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusions retain 

the intervening sequences within the nuclei, in a copy neutral manner, consequently 

microarray copy number data cannot always identify this fusion rearrangement, 

nevertheless small deletion(s) at either ERG (39.7-39.9Mb), TMPRSS2 (42.8Mb) or both 

breakpoints were considered indicative of an alternative 5’ (androgen regulated or 

ubiquitously expressed promoter) or 3’ (ETS transcription factor) partner, or Class Esplit 

fusions, respectively. 
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Figure 3.3 Identifying gene fusion rearrangements using copy number data 
Snapshot of chromosome 21 with 4 individual samples and a magnified view from 39.4–
41.5 Mb of chromosome 21 are provided below with ERG and TMPRSS2 identified. 
Deletions of the entire intervening sequence (21q22.2-3, 39.9–42.8 Mb) identifies the 
classic TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion rearrangement, “Edel” (sample 1). The classic 
“Esplit” is the TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion configuration that retains the intervening 
sequences within the nucleus in a copy neutral manner (sample 2). Small deletion(s) at 
either TMPRSS2 (42.8 Mb) or ERG (39.7–39.9 Mb) are indicative of an alternate 3’ 
(sample 3) or 5’ partner (sample 4), respectively.  
 

Figure'S1:'Iden.fying'gene'fusion'constructs'using'copy'number'data'

ERG$ TMPRSS2$

Sample'1'
Sample'2'
Sample'3'
Sample'4'

Sample'1:'Classic'Edel'dele.on;'Sample'2:'Esplit'where'dele.on'occurs'at'each'breakpoint'but'intervening'
sequences'are'retained;'Sample'3:'alterna.ve'3’'ETS'partner'indicated'by'a'dele.on'at'the'TMPRSS2'
breakpoint;'and'Sample'4:'alterna.ve'5’'partner'signified'by'the'dele.on'at'the'ERG'breakpoint.'
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2'
3'
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3.3.6 Unsupervised hierarchical clustering 

Complete linkage hierarchical clustering (CLHc) was performed on the 546 

unique primary prostate tumours leading to 3 groups of distinct genomic alterations. The 

third group contained 339 tumours thus requiring additional segregation. K-means 

clustering, a non-hierarchical method, was performed to further subdivide the largest 

CLHc group, 8p-deleted tumours, k = 3 (n = 339). Further segregation beyond 3 clusters 

with the CLHc algorithm produced a growing number of small clusters while continuing 

to maintain a large proportion of samples in one cluster. K-means clustering permitted the 

segregation of the large cluster of 8p-deleted tumours. Unsupervised clustering (CLHc 

and K-means) of the advanced cohort was unsuccessful as samples were 

disproportionately allocated into the derivative clusters (data not shown). These five 

unsupervised clusters represent the first set of genomic subgroups of this meta-analysis. 

3.3.7 Supervised subgroup classification based on PTEN deletions and fusion status 

The supervised analysis comprised three main comparisons of the cohorts: (1) an 

overall analysis of the entire cohort of 662 samples (including both primary and advanced 

tumours); (2) an analysis of the 546 primary tumour samples; and (3) an analysis of the 

116 advanced tumour samples. For each comparison, samples were subdivided based on 

PTEN (10q23.31, 89.6-89.7Mb) deletion and TMPRSS2:ERG (21q22.2-q22.3) gene 

fusion status. Each cohort was specifically analysed for differences in samples containing 

each rearrangement alone (PTEN deletion versus PTEN intact; fusion positive versus 

fusion negative) or in combination (fusion negative/PTEN intact; fusion positive/PTEN 
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intact; fusion negative/PTEN deleted; and fusion positive/PTEN deleted). Ultimately, the 

cohort was divided based on PTEN or fusion gene status and profiles from Nexus CNA 

analyses were directly compared. Association of different genomic regions with presence 

or absence of PTEN deletion of fusion events was based on p-values obtained from the 

Student’s t-test and the CNA associations were graphically depicted using circos plots 

from Nexus v7.0 (BioDiscovery, Santa-Clara, CA, USA). 

3.3.8 Genomic instability assessment  

The frequency of samples harbouring losses and gains at specific genomic 

intervals commonly gained or lost in primary prostate cancer were enumerated and 

compared between genomic groups. The genomic instability metric, PGA, is the 

percentage of base pairs lost and gained relative to the entire genome (NCBI hg19 

database (GRCh37.p13) comprising 3,095,677,412 base-pairs). Genomic instability being 

examined by these two approaches (frequency of CNAs across the genome and PGA) 

provides a much more comprehensive appreciation for the integrity of the genome. 

3.3.9 Pathways implicated in different genomic subgroups 

Gene lists were compiled for each genomic grouping: genes deleted or gained in 

greater than or equal to 25% of the samples from the subgroup. Although correlation of 

altered gene expression with CNA was not experimentally verified in our study, 

simulated expression levels were created based on each gene’s relationship to the sub 

population in question, taking into account the direction of copy number change (Table 
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3.2). Genes in polymorphic copy number variation regions or in close proximity to 

telomeres or centromeres were excluded. The ‘Core Analysis’ function in IPA 

(Ingenuity® Systems, www.ingenuity.com) was used to explore each of the eight 

genomic subgroups in the context of biological functions and canonical pathways. 

General settings: ‘Ingenuity knowledge Base (Genes Only)’ reference set was used as the 

population of genes to consider for p-value calculations, and direct and indirect 

relationships were included. Analysis filter summary: consider only molecules and/or 

relationships where species = human or mouse or rat. The significance of the biological 

functions and canonical pathways implicated to be perturbed in a subgroup’s gene list is 

determined by the Fisher Exact test p-value. For each analysis a maximum of 25 

molecular interaction networks containing a maximum of 35 nodes each were generated.  

3.3.10 Statistical analysis 

Association between particular CNAs was performed using χ2 test and differences 

in the frequency of CNAs between groups was computed using the Student’s t-test. The 

comparisons between the various cohort populations were performed using Fisher’s exact 

test. All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics v21 (IBM 

Corporation, USA).  
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Table 3.2 IPA simulated fold change criteria 

An entire genomic drilldown was performed for each genomic subgroup in Nexus. Areas 

correlating with polymorphic copy number variation (CNV) were excluded. The Nexus 

output provides the copy number event (gain, loss (hemi), high gain, homozygous loss 

(homo)) for each gene. If a gene met the following tiered inclusion criteria (column 2) it 

was incorporated in the IPA gene list: homozygous deletions (not experiencing more than 

5% gains), hemizygous deletions and finally gained genes. In the primary cohort there 

were no genes that had a high gain (amplification) in greater than 10% of any subgroup. 

Finally, simulated expression levels were created based on the gene’s relationship in each 

sub population and the direction of copy number change (column 3 and 4). 

 

Event& Inclusion&criteria&(frequency)& Frequency&in&subdivision& SimFold&
homo! >=5%!and!gains!<=5%! >=5%! 05!
hemi! >=25%! 25034%! 03!
!!

!
35044%! 04!

!! !! >45%! 05!
gain! >=10%!and!losses!<=5! 10014%! 3!
!!

!
15019%! 4!

!! !! >20%! 5!
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3.4 Results 

The frequencies of recurrent CNAs were calculated across the entire genome and 

grouped into deletions and gains (Table 3.3, Figure 3.4) for all 662 prostate cancer 

samples (546 primary tumours and 116 advanced) derived from the 11 genomic copy 

number datasets. Thirteen regions of recurrent deletion and five regions of recurrent gain 

were identified in the combined dataset (Table 3.3). Systematic PubMed literature and 

cancer Gene Census258 searches supplemented by recent COSMIC174,175 data were used to 

establish candidate driver genes for each region of imbalance shown under the profiles in 

Figure 3.4. Mining of Progenetix prostate cancer data (592 chromosomal CGH and 95 

aCGH samples) confirmed the genes and regions of imbalance identified in this meta-

analysis259,260.  

3.4.1 Recurrent deletions 

As previously reported38, deletion of chromosome 8p (8p23.3-8p11.21; 1-43Mb) 

is the most recurrent CNA observed in the prostate cancer genome with 409 of 662 

(61.8%) prostate tumours being affected. Losses of 8p were found in 304 of 546 (55.7%) 

and 105 of 116 (90.5%) cases of localized and advanced prostate carcinoma, respectively. 

The minimal region of deletion occurs in the interval 8p21.3-8p21.2, containing the 

prostate-specific tumour suppressor, NKX3-1, at cytoband 8p21.2. 8p deletions display a 

unimodal distribution of loss extending in both directions along the 8p arm. 

Telomerically, the deletion frequency diminishes to ~40% mid 8p22.2 before decreasing 
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to ~35% of samples exhibiting deletion of the 8p telomeric region. Centromerically, the 

deletion frequency decreases to ~25% (~20% in primary and ~35% in advanced) at 

8p11.21. The deletion profile demonstrates a sharp decline at the 8p pericentromeric 

region in the primary tumours and returns to a copy neutral or gained state on 8q, 

however, in ~19% of advanced tumours the deletion interval is much larger and extends 

into the q arm at 8q11.21 and diminishes below background by 8q13.1 (66Mb). 

The second most frequent deletion detected in prostate cancer is the extensive 

genomic region surrounding the RB1 tumour suppressor gene, comprising the following 

cytobands, 13q13.1-13q31.1 (33-86Mb), with the deletion frequently encompassing the 

13q telomeric region in advanced tumours. 350 of 662 (52.9%) prostate cancers (245 of 

546 (44.9%) primaries and 105 of 116 (90.5%) of advanced cases) harbour a deletion 

within this genomic interval, with the minimal region of deletion occurring at cytoband 

13q14.2 containing the RB1 gene locus. The configuration of the 13q deletion has a 

bimodal trend, with the weak secondary peak at 13q21.33 (73Mb) in the primary cohort.  

Deletions at 16q22.1-24.3 (entire 16q arm in advanced disease) and 6q12-6q22.33 

follow as the third and fourth most common deletions observed in prostate cancer. 

Remaining recurrent deletions, in order of prevalence, include 5q11.2-23.3, 17p13.3-

11.2, 10q23.31, 18q, 21q22.2-22.3, 12p13.31-12.1, 2q14.1-24.1 and 3p13. 

3.4.2 Recurrent gains 

Chromosome 8q was the most frequent gain observed in this meta-analysis 

dataset, with 211 of 662 (31.9%) tumours harbouring extra copies of 8q. Chromosome 8q 
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gain was identified in 114 of 546 (20.9%) and 97 of 116 (83.6%) primary and advanced 

cases, respectively. The pattern of gain along the long arm of chromosome 8q has an 

extensive region of consistent gain across the entire arm (8q11.21-q24.3) in both the 

primary and advanced disease. Within this region of 8q gain, the advanced disease cases 

often have a small focal region of high gain at cytoband 8q24.21, corresponding to the 

MYC oncogene. Additional gains observed in primary disease are quite infrequent but 

include gain of 16p (100 of 546, 18.3%), chromosome 7 (77 of 546, 14.1%), 3q (9.7%) 

and 20p (4.2%). 

Gain of chromosome 7 was also frequent with 164 of 662 (24.8%) prostate 

tumours harbouring gains encompassing the entire chromosome when primary and 

advanced tumours are combined. Gains of the 16p arm (100 of 546 (18.3%) and 74 of 

116 (63.8%) in primary and advanced tumours, respectively) were identified in a higher 

frequency than chromosome 7 gains in the primary cohort.  

3.4.3 Genomic rearrangements specific to advanced disease 

Gain of chromosome 7 is the second most common gain identified in 74 of 116 

(63.8%) advanced disease cases; this is in high contrast to the low frequency and third 

ranked position of chromosome 7 gains in primary disease. Subsequently the AR locus on 

chromosome X (Xq12, 76 of 116 (65.5%)) ranks third for advanced disease gains. Extra 

copies of the AR found in advanced disease cohort relative to the 2.9% observed in the 

primary tumour cohort is consistent with mechanisms to overcome the androgen 

blockade imposed by anti-androgens and chemical castration treatments to combat 
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Table 3.3 Recurrent genomic imbalances identified in prostate cancer 

The frequency of recurrent CNAs across the entire meta-dataset (n = 662), the primary 

tumours (n = 546) and the advanced cohort (n = 116). The cytobands spanning the region, 

the entire region (Location), the minimal region of overlap (MRO) and genes of 

particular interest to prostate cancer are listed for each CNA. 

 

 

Table 2: Recurrent copy number alterations in prostate cancer

N % N % N % Region Cytobands Location2(Mb) MRO2(Mb) Genes

193 29.2% 137 25.1% 56 48.3% Fusion 21q22.24q22.3 40.0442.8 39.96&642.8 ERG,%TMPRSS2

205 31.0% 124 22.7% 81 69.8% PTEN 10q23.31 Gene6only 89.6489.7 PTEN

196 29.6% 125 22.9% 71 61.2% Del_2q 2q14.14q24.2 1174160 136.24137.2 CXCR4

145 21.9% 108 19.8% 37 31.9% Del_3p13 3p13 71474 71.9472.9 FOXP1,%RYBP,%SHQ1

284 42.9% 196 35.9% 88 75.9% Del_5q 5q11.24q23.3 54.84128 66.8473.26&6984103 CHD1,%APC

309 46.7% 223 40.8% 86 74.1% Del_6q 6q124q22.33 63.94129.7 88.1493.1 MAP3K7

409 61.8% 304 55.7% 105 90.5% Del_8p 8p23.34p11.21† 2.9442.1 21.9425.1 NKX3;1

240 36.3% 144 26.4% 96 82.8% Del_10q 10q23.24q26.12 884131.4 89.6489.7 PTEN

191 28.9% 130 23.8% 61 52.6% Del_12p 12p13.31412.3 7.8417.9 11.8413.8 CDKN1B

350 52.9% 245 44.9% 105 90.5% Del_13q 13q12.34q31.1† 32.14110.3 48.1450.1 BRCA2,%RB1

346 52.3% 242 44.3% 104 89.7% Del_16q 16q11.24q24.3 46.6488.8 85.2490.2 CDH1

245 37.0% 155 28.4% 90 77.6% Del_17p 17p13.3417p11.2 2.2418.3 7.5 TP53

143 21.6% 95 17.4% 48 41.4% Del_17q 17q21.24q21.31 40.5442.3 41.1441.7 BRCA1,%ETV4

217 32.8% 139 25.5% 78 67.2% Del_18q 18q12.14q23 26.1476.7 71.2476.7 SMAD4,%BCL2

124 18.7% 53 9.7% 71 61.2% Gain_3q 3q13.334q27.3 120.94187.8 1404170 PIK3CA,%ETV5

164 24.8% 77 14.1% 87 75.0% Gain_7 7p22.34q36.2 1.54153 whole6chromosome6gain ETV1,%EGFR,%MCM7,%BRAF

211 31.9% 114 20.9% 97 83.6% Gain_8q 8q11.21424.3 48.84142.9 128.8 MYC

174 26.3% 100 18.3% 74 63.8% Gain_16p 16p13.34p11.2 1.1433.6 whole6arm6gain ;

83 12.5% 23 4.2% 60 51.7% Gain_20q 20q11.224q13.33 32.2462.9 55462.9 4

*Primary6&6advanced6tumours6combined
†aberration6extends6in6advanced6cases
MRO6minimal6region6of6overlap

Prostate2cancer*2222222222222222222
(n2=2662)

Primary22222222222222222222222222222222222
(n2=2546)

Advanced22222222222222222222222222222222
(n2=2116)

Region2Information
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Figure 3.4 Recurrent genomic copy number alterations in prostate cancer 
Snapshot from Nexus Copy Number microarray analytical software. The genome is displayed horizontally and the frequency of CNA 
at any given location is displayed on the y-axis. Red and dark red represent regions of hemizygous and homozygous deletions, 
respectively and blue and dark blue represent regions of gain and amplification, respectively. Advanced prostate cancer is displayed 
by the top profile and primary in the bottom profile. Systematic COSMIC, PubMed literature and Cancer Gene Census searches 
identified candidate driver genes for each region of imbalance. *Some genes that have been identified as 3’ or 5’ prostate cancer gene 
fusion partners.  
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advanced recurrent prostate carcinoma. Chromosome 16p (63.8%), 3q (61.2%) and 20q 

(51.7%) were also identified as frequent regions of gain in advanced disease. 

3.4.4 Unsupervised clustering identifies three major genomic subgroups 

Unsupervised hierarchical clustering was used to generate a dendrogram of the 

546 unique primary prostate cancer samples (Figure 3.5). The cluster analysis produced 

three main genomic branches: subgroup A lacks any consistent genomic imbalance 

(10.1% of the samples). Subgroups B and C both had 6q loss accompanied by gain of 

chromosome 7 and at 8q. The subgroup B (9.5% of samples) branch of the dendrogram 

was classified by the absence of 8p deletions. The other CNAs within the branch include 

losses at 2q, 5q, 13q, and 16q. The most prevalent subgroup C (80.6% of samples) was 

characterized by the presence of 8p deletions together with several other large-scale CNA 

alterations. The 8p-deleted samples were further partitioned into three related genomic 

subgroup branches (C1-3), based on their individual CNA profiles. Subgroup C1 was 

characterized by 2q, 6q, 8p and 13 deletions. However, chromosomal losses at 5q, 16q, 

17p and 18q, as well as PTEN and fusion rearrangements were not apparent in this 

subgroup (10.1%). In contrast, subgroups C2 and C3 harboured the majority of the PTEN 

deletions and fusion genes, with several additional chromosomal losses commonly 

identified in prostate cancer. One apparent distinction of C2 tumours is the absence of 

13q deletions (9.5%), whereas C3 (60.8%) tumours have a greater frequency of CNAs 

across the entire genome including the common 13q deletion. While the overall level of 

differential genomic CNA observed within each of the subgroup C arms was minor, the 
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Figure 3.5 Unsupervised clustering of primary prostate cancer 

Top: The dendrogram depicting the unsupervised hierarchical separation of primary 

samples. The line below corresponds to the final genomic subgroup, as subgroup C was 

further subdivided using a non-hierarchical unsupervised clustering algorithm.  

Bottom: Snapshot from Nexus Copy Number microarray analytical software. The 

genome is displayed horizontally and the frequency of CNA at any given location is 

displayed on the y-axis. Supervised clustering analysis produced 5 genomic subgroups: A 

(aqua bar, top diagram) - genomically benign (n = 55); B (green bar, top diagram) - 

absence of 8p deletions (n = 52); C-presence of 8p deletions (n = 439). Cluster C was 

further subdivided: C1 (white bars, top diagram) - an absence of PTEN and fusion 

rearrangements (n = 55); C2 (grey bars, top diagram) - an absence of 13q deletions (n = 

52); and C3 (black bars, top diagram) – the presence of PTEN and/or fusion gene 

deletions (n = 332). 
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pattern of alterations suggested that acquisition of PTEN genomic deletions and/or the 

TMPRSS2:ERG fusion may underlie the distinction between C1 and C2/C3 tumours. We 

therefore undertook a more detailed evaluation of genomic subgroupings based on 

presence or absence of PTEN deletion and TMPRSS2:ERG fusions in the cohort. 

3.4.5 PTEN deletions and TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusions 

As PTEN deletions and ETS gene fusions are frequently concurrent events in 

prostate cancer CNAs affecting these regions were examined in more detail17,40. PTEN 

deletions were identified in 205 of 662 (31.0%) prostate cancer cases (124 of 546 

(22.7%) primary and 81 of 116 (69.8%) advanced cases). The PTEN deletions were then 

characterized into hemizygous and homozygous deletions (Table 3.4) where 96 and 28 of 

546 (17.6% and 5.1%) primary cancers harboured a detectable hemizygous and 

homozygous deletion, respectively (Figures 3.6 & 3.7). Conversely, advanced disease not 

only harboured an elevated frequency of PTEN genomic loss (69.8% vs 22.7%), but also 

a significantly greater proportion (Fisher’s exact test, p>0.0001) of homozygous 

deletions; 18 (15.5%) and 63 (54.3%) of 116 advanced tumours harboured a detectable 

hemizygous and homozygous deletions respectively. The deletion pattern observed on 

chromosome 10 in primary disease corresponds very specifically to an interstitial focal 

deletion centred on the PTEN genomic locus. In cases where a larger genomic region is 

involved, the deletion more frequently extends in a telomeric direction, consistent with 

the PTEN deletion FISH findings from our laboratory74. The rearrangements on 

chromosome 10 also exhibit a more complex pattern of chromosome 10 imbalance in the 
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advanced cohort compared to the overall trend of focal interstitial deletions targeting the 

PTEN genomic locus in primary disease. Furthermore, when comparing PTEN deleted 

samples to those without PTEN deletions in the primary cohort, tumours with an intact 

PTEN locus have almost no detectable CNAs targeting chromosome 10.   

The most prevalent mechanism resulting in the TMPRSS2:ERG fusion, termed 

“Edel”, results from deletion of 21q22.2-q22.3 fusing the 5’ untranslated region of 

TMPRSS2 (21q22.3) to the coding sequences of ERG (21q22.2) (Table 3.4). This typical 

CNA was identified in 145 of 662 (21.9%) prostate cancers, with 104 of 546 (19%) and 

41 of 116 (35.3%) in primary and advanced disease, respectively73,95 (Figure 3.8). 

Another 33 of 546 (6%) and 15 of 116 (12.9%) were found to harbour a deletion at either 

the ERG breakpoint (suggestive of an alternative 5’ partner), the TMPRSS2 breakpoint 

(indicating an alternative 3’ ETS partner) or at both breakpoints (representative of the 

“Esplit” TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion where the intervening sequences are retained but 

relocated elsewhere in the genome)73.  

There was a significant association between PTEN deletions and gene fusions by 

the χ2 statistic (p<0.001) in both primary and advanced cohorts. There was also a 

significant shift (p>0.0001) in the distribution when comparing primary and advanced 

cohorts with the smallest fraction of primary tumours (9%) but the majority (42%) of the 

advanced tumours harbouring both rearrangements (Table 3.4). The advanced cohort was 

significantly enriched for both PTEN deletions and/or the gene fusion (75.9% compared 

to 38.8% of primary samples).  These data suggested that a supervised analysis of the 
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Table 3.4 Frequency of PTEN and fusion rearrangements in prostate cancer 

 PTEN deletion frequency and fusion status are presented for the meta-dataset. PTEN loss 

is stratified by the extent of deletion and positive fusion status is arranged according to 

mechanism of rearrangement: Edel or other. The frequencies of the PTEN and fusion 

supervised classifications are displayed. There were a significantly greater proportion of 

advanced samples harboring both rearrangements compared to the primary cohort.   

 

  

 

 

Table 3: PTEN deletions and fusion status in prostate cancer

!!PTEN!hemizygous!loss 114 17.2% 96 17.6% 18 15.5%
!!PTEN!homozygous!loss 91 13.7% 28 5.1% 63 54.3%
!!PTEN!loss 205 31.0% 124 22.7% 81 69.8%
%%TMPRSS2:ERG%Edel 145 21.9% 104 19.0% 41 35.3%
!!Fusion!other! 48 7.3% 33 6.0% 15 12.9%
!!Fusion!(total) 193 29.2% 137 25.1% 56 48.3%
!!PTEN!intact/fusion!negative 362 54.7% 334 61.2% 28 24.1%
!!PTEN!intact/fusion!positive 95 14.4% 88 16.1% 7 6.0%
!!PTEN!loss/fusion!negative 107 16.2% 75 13.7% 32 27.6%
!!PTEN!loss/fusion!positive 98 14.8% 49 9.0% 49 42.2%

*Primary!&!Advanced!combined

Prostate!cancer* Primary! Advanced!
(n!=!662) (n!=!546) (n!=!116)
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Figure 3.6 PTEN deletions in the meta-dataset 
Snapshot from Nexus of PTEN deletions in individual samples. Each line in the bottom 

portion of the image represents an individual sample, with approximately 200 samples 

visible. Red represents genomic loss, with dark red indicating homozygous deletions. The 

deletion pattern is clearly interstitial in the majority of cases. Furthermore, in most cases 

where the deletion encompasses a larger region it extends towards the 10q telomere.  
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Figure 3.7 An example of a PTEN homozygous deletion 
The chromosome 10 ideogram is laid horizontally across the top of the figure. An 

individual Agilent 244K aCGH sample (GSM525657) with a homozygous deletion of 

PTEN is displayed. The portion encompassed by the deletion (86–107 Mb) is magnified 

and individual probes are visible. A very small segment overlapping the PTEN locus is 

homozygously deleted. 

 

Figure'S6:'PTEN'homozygous'dele3on'
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Figure 3.8 TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusions in the meta-dataset 
Snapshot from Nexus of TMPRSS2:ERG rearrangements in individual samples. Each line 

in the bottom portion of the image represents an individual sample, with approximately 

150 samples visible. Red represents genomic loss, with dark red indicating homozygous 

deletions. The reproducibility and consistency of the breakpoints at both the TMPRSS2 

and ERG loci is quite clearly evident. 
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genomic impact of PTEN deletion and gene fusion rearrangements on the primary cohort 

may be highly informative. 

3.4.6 Supervised classification with respect to PTEN deletions and the fusion gene  

To determine how the presence or absence of PTEN deletion and fusion 

rearrangement affected the overall CNA distribution within the primary cohort, we 

undertook a series of comparisons of their combined affect on profiles in Figure 3.9 (i-

iv), followed by an evaluation of their individual effects in Figure 3.9 (v-x).  

The genomic profiles were initially subjected to a four-way supervised 

classification in which the 546 primary tumours were used to generate CNA profiles from 

the subset bearing neither PTEN deletion nor fusion rearrangements (Figure 3.9 (i)). 

Similarly the subset derived from samples with just the gene fusion are shown in Figure 

3.9 (ii), those with just PTEN deletion in Figure 3.9 (iii), and those samples bearing both 

PTEN deletion and a fusion rearrangement in Figure 3.9 (iv). By comparing the two 

profiles in Figure 3.9 (i & ii) to the two profiles in Figure 3.9 (iii & iv) it is possible to 

directly infer the overall impact of PTEN deletion in comparison to the fusion 

rearrangement. It can be seen that there are strong similarities between the profiles (i) and 

(ii), (both with intact PTEN) with only minor CNAs evident along the genome. Likewise, 

profiles (iii) and (iv), both with PTEN deletions, are very similar. The presence of PTEN 

deletion seems to be strongly associated with more extreme copy number differences and 

a wider distribution of CNAs along the genome. Collectively, the profiles in Figure 3.9 

(i-iv) suggest that the presence of PTEN deletion may have a more general impact on the 
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extent of CNAs in other regions of the genome. In contrast, the fusion rearrangement has 

less overall influence on the distribution or level of CNAs along the genome. 

The Figure 3.9 panels (v-vii) provide profiles of the CNA intensity and 

distribution along the genome in which a pairwise comparison of the consensus from 

samples without a fusion (panel v) is made against samples with a fusion rearrangement 

(panel vi). In panel (vii) the fusion negative imbalance profile was used as a baseline 

reference against the fusion positive profile to obtain the enriched CNA distribution 

strongly associated with the presence of a fusion rearrangement.  It can be seen that 

losses at 3p13, 8p, 10q, 16q and 17p accompany the 21q deletion that were used to define 

fusion events.  

Figure 3.9 panels (viii-x) provide a similar pairwise comparison of the CNA 

intensity and distribution along the genome; differentiating the CNA distribution of the 

PTEN gene intact samples (panel viii) relative to PTEN deleted samples (panel ix). In 

panel (x) the PTEN intact imbalances are used as a baseline reference against PTEN 

deleted samples to provide a more specific evaluation of the CNAs associated with PTEN 

deleted samples. It can be seen that the influence of PTEN deletion leads to more extreme 

copy number differences and a wider distribution of CNAs along the genome (x). 

Moreover regions of losses associated with PTEN deletion at 10q included losses at 3p13, 

8p, 13q, 16q, 17p and 21q. Gain at 8q was also present. Overall there were a significantly 

greater proportion of differential CNAs when stratifying the primary cohort by PTEN  

(Figure 3.9 (x)) than when the gene fusion was used (Figure 3.9 (vii)).  In summary, this
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Figure 3.9 Supervised subsets of primary prostate cancer 
The genome is displayed horizontally and the frequency of CNA at any given location is displayed on the 
y-axis. Panels (i)-(iv) show a four-way classification of CNAs, stratified according to status of fusion gene 
rearrangements and PTEN deletion status as indicated in each panel. There are strong similarities between 
profiles (i) and (ii) (both PTEN intact), with only a small number of CNAs evident along the genome. 
Profiles (iii) and (iv) (both PTEN deleted) also have very similar overall profiles, but there is a much more 
extensive and extreme distribution of CNAs.  In contrast, the presence (panels ii and iv) or absence (panels 
i and iii) of the fusion rearrangement did not seem to influence the overall CNA profile. Panel (v) shows all 
samples with a fusion, and panel (vi), all samples without a fusion rearrangement. In panel (vii) the fusion 
negative imbalance profile was used as a baseline reference against the fusion positive profile to obtain the 
consensus CNA distribution that is associated with the presence of the fusion rearrangement.  In panel 
(viii), PTEN gene intact samples can be compared to PTEN deleted samples (panel ix). In panel (x) PTEN 
intact imbalances are used as a baseline reference against PTEN deleted samples to show the consensus 
CNAs associated with PTEN deleted samples. The influence of PTEN deletion leads to more extreme copy 
number differences and a wider distribution of CNAs along the genome (x).   
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analysis demonstrated that the overall pattern of CNAs is influenced predominantly by 

PTEN deletions rather than the fusion gene status per se. Ultimately, two distinct 

genomic profiles emerge from the primary cohort: genomically unstable PTEN deleted 

tumours and the simpler PTEN intact tumours. 

3.4.7 CNAs and candidate genes associated with PTEN deletions and the fusion gene 

A statistical comparison of the regions of CNAs associated with either the 

presence of the fusion gene, or with the presence of PTEN deletion was made using 

circos plots (Figure 3.10).  In these analyses the candidate driver genes (see Figure 3.4) 

were assigned to the regions of recurrent imbalance. The fusion positive samples were 

associated with deletions at 3p13 (FOXP1, EIF4E3, RYBP and SHQ1 p=5.95E-5), 8p 

(NKX3-1, p=0.003), 10q23.31 (PTEN, p=7.7E-5), 16q (p=2.4E-4) and 17p (TP53, 

p=4.8E-5) (Figure 3.10A). PTEN deleted samples (Figure 3.10B) had a high concordance 

with deletions at 3p13 (FOXP1, EIF4E3, RYBP and SHQ1, p=1.95E-6), 8p (NKX3-1, 

p=2.3E-12), 10q regions telomerically adjacent to PTEN (p=1.1E-11), 13q (RB1, p=3.4E-

6), 16q (p=5.4E-5), 17p (TP53, p=5.9E-19) and 21q22.2-q22.3 (gene fusion, p=1.95E-6), 

as well as gain of 8q (MYC, p=6.8E-7). Based on the magnitude of the p-values, the 

likelihood of association between PTEN and its recurrent CNA regions was more 

significant than the association levels found for the fusion gene. Taken together these 

findings continue to support the notion that PTEN deletions are sufficient to impose 

higher levels of CNA and overall genetic diversity. 
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Figure 3.10 CNAs and candidate genes associated with PTEN and TMPRSS2:ERG 
rearrangements 
 
The above circos plots provide a statistical relationship between the regions of CNAs 

associated with PTEN deletion (A), and fusion rearrangement (B). In these analyses the 

candidate driver genes from Figure 3.4 have been assigned to the regions of recurrent 

imbalance.   
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3.4.8 Genomic instability metric 

To compare overall levels of genomic instability in those tumours with PTEN 

genomic deletion to those without an apparent deletion, the percentage of base pairs lost 

or gained relative to the entire genome was used to calculate the PGA. A significant 

difference (p<0.001) in PGA was observed when segregating the primary cohort based on 

deletion of the PTEN genomic region. There was a significantly greater frequency and 

number of CNAs as well as a larger PGA in samples with deletion of the PTEN locus 

(Figure 3.11A & B). Conversely, division of the cohort based on fusion status did not 

yield a significant difference in terms of CNA frequency or PGA (p=0.25). The 

frequency of deletions was higher in the fusion positive samples only for the common 8p 

and 16q deletions, similarly, no difference was observed with respect to the frequency of 

gains across the genome (Figure 3.11C & D). 
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Figure 3.11 Genomic instability: PTEN deletions or fusion status 

A significant difference (p<0.001) was observed when segregating the primary cohort 
based on deletion of the PTEN genomic region. The line graph (A) demonstrates the 
percentage of primary prostate cancer samples (n = 546) that contained deletions (right) 
or gains (left) across the genome. At every point PTEN deleted samples have a greater 
frequency of aberration when compared to PTEN intact samples. Furthermore, an 
increased proportion of the genome is deleted and gained in samples that have a deletion 
of PTEN (B). Segregation of the cohort based on fusion status alone does not yield a 
significant difference (p=0.25). 8p and 16q deletions are slightly elevated and 2q 
deletions are fewer in the fusion positive samples; otherwise, there is no difference based 
on fusion status (C). Similarly, the proportion of the genome altered is comparable 
between fusion positive and fusion negative samples (D). 
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3.4.9 Pathways implicated by CNAs impact on gene expression in genomic 

subgroups 

IPA ‘Core Analysis’ determined significant networks, biological functions and 

canonical pathways associated with each genomic subgroups: B, C1, C2, C3; PTEN 

intact/loss; Fusion positive/negative) CNAs (Table 3.5, Figure 3.12). Cancer is the most 

significant biological function across all eight subgroups, however the PTEN loss group 

has the most significant number (1461) of input genes overlapping with the ‘Cancer’ 

function. ‘DNA replication, recombination, and repair’ and ‘Cell Cycle’ are found in the 

top five ‘Molecular and Cellular Functions’ significantly altered in the unsupervised 

genomic subgroups containing PTEN genomic deletions (B (33 genes), C2 (46 genes) 

and C3 (44 genes)) but not in the C1 group, which lack PTEN deletions. ‘Telomere 

Extension by Telomerase’ canonical pathway is found significantly associated with the C 

genomic subgroups, likely suggesting a connection with the 8p deletion, the common 

factor between these samples. Differences between the supervised classification 

subgroups based on the fusion gene are almost completely lacking; 3, 2 and 2 of the top 

‘Diseases and Disorders’, ‘Molecular & Cellular Functions’ and ‘Physiological System 

Development and Function’, respectively, are the same between both fusion negative and 

positive samples. PTEN deletion supervised classification of the primary cohort 

successfully established that the majority of the PTEN deleted genes are associated with 

cancer progression and metastasis. The top 5 PTEN deleted ‘Molecular & Cellular 

Functions’ comprising 1029 genes, are: Cellular Movement; Cell Death and Survival; 
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Cellular Growth and Proliferation; and Cellular Development and Drug Metabolism. The 

top 5 PTEN intact ‘Molecular & Cellular Functions’ comprising only 163 genes, are: Cell 

Cycle; DNA Replication, Recombination, and Repair; Cell Death and Survival; Gene 

Expression; and RNA post-transcriptional Modification. ‘DNA replication, 

recombination and repair’ was not found in the top 5 in the PTEN deleted group, 

nevertheless it is still significantly altered with 111 genes contributing to this biological 

function. Whereas in the PTEN intact group there are only 36 genes linked to this 

function despite the fact that it is found in the top 5. The unsupervised genomic 

subgroups and supervised classification using the gene fusion provided limited 

differences, however supervised classification using PTEN deletions lead to numerous 

significant differences in both the canonical signalling pathways as well as biological 

functions. These observations further support the significance of stratifying primary 

prostate cancer based on PTEN deletions.  
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Table 3.5 Summary of IPA genomic subgroup analyses  

The number of significantly perturbed canonical pathways and biological processes 

identified for each primary prostate cancer genomic subgroup. 

  

 

 

Table 4: Summary of genomic subgroup IPA analyses 

Canonical(Pathways Biological(Functions

SubGp&B 7 656
SubGp&C1 13 249
SubGp&C2 24 535
SubGp&C3 14 498
FUSION&neg 14 399
FUSION&pos 14 469
PTEN&intact 17 227
PTEN&loss 50 773
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Figure 3.12 Extent of biological function disruptions in the various genomic 
subgroups 
The most significantly altered biological processes and signalling pathways, either 
increasing (orange) or decreasing (blue), with the intensity reflecting the prediction 
strength, are displayed for each primary prostate cancer genomic subdivision. Large 
squares represent the functional category (i.e. cancer) while the smaller squares contained 
within are the specific biological processes (i.e. cancer growth). Squares on the left 
indicate the most significant p-values, while the sizes of the smaller internal squares 
correlate with the number of genes perturbed in the gene list of interest. The four 
genomically active unsupervised clustering subgroups (B-C3) were examined, 
demonstrating that groups C2 and C3 experienced a much more distorted signalling 
network relative to B and C1. The greatest differences were observed in the PTEN 
deleted group compared to any other genomic grouping. The loss of PTEN group, as with 
the C2, C3 and fusion positive divisions (divisions with the highest levels of PTEN 
deletions) have “Cancer” processes as the most deregulated.  
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3.5 Discussion   

Prostate cancer has a variable clinical course, and recent characterizations of 

CNAs have revealed marked genomic heterogeneity that may help explain the differences 

in prognosis261.  One of the historical limitations of attempting genomic subgroup 

analysis has been the small cohort size of individual studies. This is the first meta-

analysis to address this problem and to systematically examine publicly accessible 

prostate cancer genomic datasets to derive a consensus map of the most frequent CNAs in 

662 unique prostate cancers comprising 546 primary tumours and 116 from advanced 

disease. This large cohort size allowed us to stratify the CNAs into distinct genomic 

subgroups, and to demonstrate that there were potential pathways that might be 

deregulated by changes in gene expression, arising from the recurrent genomic imbalance 

that characterized the individual subgroups.  

At present there is less evidence of molecular subtypes based on somatic 

mutations in prostate cancer derived from next generation sequencing approaches75,262–

264. The recurrent mutation frequency at the sequence level remains relatively low, with 

changes in copy number or physical position (rearrangements) being more common than 

somatic mutations262,265,266. While localized sequence mutations do occasionally target 

important cancer genes, albeit at a low frequency, CNAs seem to be much more 

prevalent. Since recurrent CNAs can significantly reduce the expression levels of both 

tumour suppressors (PTEN, TP53, RB1) by deletion, and increase the expression of 

oncogenes (MYC, ERG) by gains, amplifications or gene fusion rearrangements, there 
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remains considerable interest in classifying prostate cancer based on the patterns of 

recurrent CNAs.  

In keeping with the published literature deletions at 8p (NKX3-1), 13q (RB1), 16q 

and 6q were the most frequent overall CNA losses observed in the cohort. Consistent 

interstitial focal deletions included the tumour suppressor genes PTEN at 10q23 and 

TP53 at 17p13. Other frequent focal deletions involved 3p13 (FOXP1, RYBP and SHQ1 

gene losses) and the 2.9Mb deletion at 21q22 required to generate the common 

TMPRSS2:ERG genomic fusion. The most frequent CNA gains affected the majority 8q 

arm (MYC) and all of chromosome 7.  

PTEN deletions were reported in 20-30% of primary prostate cancers and were 

recognized to have prognostic significance with respect to earlier biochemical 

relapse37,74, and prostate cancer-specific death40. Studies of castration-resistant prostate 

cancer also showed that PTEN deletions were present at a much higher frequency (50-

70%)72,79. Whilst the prognostic significance of ETS rearrangements remains unresolved 

(reviewed in 267), it is well-established that ERG fusion rearrangements are more likely to 

occur when PTEN is deleted, and that the presence of both alterations impacts prostate 

cancer prognosis17,40,79. Consistent with these findings both of these genomic alterations 

were found to be significantly associated in the overall cohort in this study. Moreover, 

there was a significantly marked increase in the proportion of cases harbouring both 

rearrangements in the 116 advanced disease samples. Specific regions particularly 

associated with PTEN deletions included deletions of 3p13, 8p (NKX3-1, prostate-
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specific tumour suppressor), 10q, 13q (RB1), 16q, 17p (TP53) and the TMPRSS2:ERG 

gene fusion, as well as gain of 8q (MYC). Regions associated with the fusion 

rearrangement were deletions at 3p13 (FOXP1), 8p (NKX3-1), PTEN deletions, 16q, 17p 

(TP53), whereas fusion negative samples had a weak association with deletions of 2q 

(CXCR4).  

Our analysis of the impact of PTEN deletion on the overall pattern of CNAs in the 

primary meta-analysis cohort showed there are more marked copy number differences, 

affecting wider regions of the genome when PTEN was lost. Thus the overall pattern of 

CNA appeared to be strongly influenced by the presence or absence of PTEN genomic 

deletion. In contrast, the presence or absence of the gene fusion did not seem to influence 

the overall trends of CNA in the entire dataset. 

The PTEN protein is thought to maintain genomic stability through AKT-

dependent mechanisms which inactivate CHEK1 by AKT, thus permitting cell cycle 

progression to continue in the presence of DNA damage50. If this model is correct, then 

when genomic deletion of PTEN takes place, the absence, or reduced levels of PTEN 

protein will lead to AKT activation and accumulation of CNAs as a result of unresolved 

DNA damage. There have been conflicting results with respect to non-canonical 

mechanisms of PTEN’s function in maintaining genomic integrity. Several groups have 

shown that lack of PTEN protein correlates with a reduction in RAD51 foci201,202 and an 

increase of γH2AX foci200,268, whereas other groups have demonstrated no association of 

PTEN with RAD51 expression or foci203,204. It therefore seems likely that PTEN loss 
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could be involved in multiple cell cycle progression checkpoints, some of which have 

downstream effects leading to defective DNA double-strand break repair.  

In addition to genomic deletion, the PTEN protein can be lost as a result of indels, 

small DNA point mutations, or promoter methylation of the gene79,173,174.  Thus there is a 

possibility that our supervised analysis of PTEN genomic losses based on CNA detection 

may not have detected all tumours with a PTEN protein loss, and introduced bias into our 

analysis of the impact of PTEN deletion on overall levels of CNAs. However since it is 

estimated that only 11% of prostate cancers have intragenic somatic mutations of 

PTEN175, and aberrant promoter methylation of the PTEN gene appears to be rare79 our 

supervised classification of PTEN deletions is unlikely to have been significantly 

affected.    

Collectively, this in silico meta-analysis has demonstrated that deletion of PTEN 

is associated with genomic instability and other oncogenic changes such as formation of 

the TMPRSS2 gene fusion and loss of several tumour suppressor genomic regions, 

including RB1 and TP53.  Moreover, the overall pattern of genomic change found in 

PTEN deleted primary tumours most closely resembles the CNA distribution present in 

advanced disease (Figure 3.4). These findings are in agreement with the crucial 

oncogenic role for PTEN loss as a primary driver gene in prostate cancer67,159,269. 

Interestingly, a recent in silico study of expression datasets, based on integrative network 

analysis, showed that the PTEN protein was an independent prognostic biomarker of 

biochemical recurrence-free survival in prostate cancer270. This finding is in keeping with 
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our pathway analysis, which also indicated that the PTEN deleted tumours had the most 

significantly distorted biological functions, highlighting cancer, cell death/survival, and 

cellular movement in keeping with the PTEN protein’s pivotal prognostic role.  

The costs and feasibility of sequencing and CNA analysis is continually 

decreasing. Thus using publicly available genomic data to provide novel genomic sub 

classifications in tumours will become increasingly important. Such approaches provide 

combined evidence from multiple studies to indicate which biologically relevant 

pathways should be pursued for clinical utility, prognostic significance and stratification 

of patients.  
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                                                                                                Chapter 4

Thesis Discussion 

4.1 Summary    

Prostate cancer is a disease affecting a significant proportion of older males and it 

is probably one of the most over-treated cancers. At least 70% of men may be candidates 

for less aggressive treatments such as active surveillance24. Although genomic profiling 

and CNA analyses have been performed on patient tumours for over 10 years there is still 

no clear consensus concerning the best molecular biomarkers to identify men with 

indolent disease. Studies in this laboratory36,37,74 and by others (summarized in Chapter 2) 

have shown that rearrangements of one tumour suppressor-oncogene pair, PTEN 

deletions and ETS fusion rearrangements, each independently predispose to worse 

outcome. While concurrent association classifies an aggressive phenotype with 

significantly worse prostate-specific and overall survival37,40. Therefore, a major focus of 

this thesis is the examination of the genomic impact of ETS fusion and PTEN loss and 

their potential as genomic molecular determinants for pre-treatment decisions.  

There is no deficiency of prostate cancer genomic data but rather numerous copy 

number datasets are publicly available. Therefore, in Chapter 3 we employed this 

abundance of prostate cancer DNA copy number data to identify prostate cancer 

biomarkers and determine the impact of PTEN deletions and ETS gene fusions on the 

prostate cancer genomic landscape. 
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Our in silico meta-analysis successfully substantiated that the combination of 

several smaller genomic datasets obtained from the public domain can be effectively 

mined, permitting a comprehensive catalogue of recurrent CNAs. We were able to 

deduce a consensus on the copy number changes observed in prostate cancer, both in 

primary and advanced diagnostic categories. Subsequent detailed examination 

determined the genomic impact of relevant genomic rearrangements, as well as their 

association with perturbed signalling pathways. Conclusions were established with 

respect to PTEN deletions and ETS gene fusions beyond their prevalence to include their 

relevance for the genomic subclassification of prostate cancer and association with other 

prominent CNAs. 

4.2 Benefits of mining higher resolution genomic profiles 

A consensus of genomic deletions and gains was determined for both primary 

prostate cancer and advanced disease cases from the 546 individual primary and 116 

unique advanced samples. Deletions of 8p were the most common alteration in both 

prostate cancer diagnostic categories, followed by deletion at 13q, 16q and 6q. Gains 

were also present, although most predominately in advanced cases and included 8q and 

the entire chromosome 7. Amplification of the AR locus (Xq12) was clearly evident in 

the advanced cohort, specifically since numerous were castration-resistant metastases.    

A previous study38 attempted a similar combined analysis of prostate cancer copy 

number datasets. This group successfully incorporated a large number of samples (n = 

872), but the analysis suffered from severe limitations including low resolution and 
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incomplete data. The low resolution is a result of the data obtained from both 

chromosomal and older aCGH studies versus high resolution of contemporary aCGH and 

SNP data. Several incorporated datasets had copy number data obtained from only a 

specific chromosome or chromosome arm, rather than being genome wide, illustrating 

the incompleteness of the data. The imbalance peaks had insufficient resolution to relate 

regions of CNA to specific genes or gene clusters with certainty. Likely a consequence of 

both the lack of complete genome-wide data in 2007, coupled with the much lower 

resolution than we provided in Chapter 3. This study therefore failed to detect important 

CNAs, including 3p13 (FOXP1, EIF4E3, RYBP and SHQ1), 12p13 (CDKN1B, only 

identified in advanced cases), 17p13 (TP53), and 21q22 deletions pertaining to ETS gene 

fusion rearrangements, which were detected in this thesis.  

Another major inadequacy was the inability to determine informative genomic 

subgroups, the findings derived from this combined analysis are simply a survey of large 

scale genomic CNAs observed in primary and/or advanced prostate cancer. Another 

study from this period39 successfully identified three clinically relevant genomic subtypes 

of primary prostate cancer, consistent with our unsupervised clusters (Chapter 3.4.4), 

however this single study had a small sample size that precluded more extensive 

subtyping.   

Although several challenges exist in the preparation and analysis of public 

domain data, there is now a wealth of genome-wide data available from various 

biological levels with enormous research potential. The available genomic copy number 
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data, however, are not being taken advantage of. Gene expression data published from 

one laboratory is usually derived from a relatively small sample size and is typically used 

to support that laboratory’s own research agenda. Recent papers and opinions from those 

doing large-scale analysis of RNA expression suggest that these public domain datasets 

should not only be used for simply providing in silico validation, but also for performing 

in depth meta-analyses or re-analyses (reuse of raw data to answer a different question or 

for a different purpose) of public domain data271. It is therefore not surprising that reuse 

and combinatory analyses of the public domain DNA data is similarly lacking. 

4.2.1 Selection of an appropriate analytical approach for subclassifications 

Optimally, the prostate cancer meta-dataset would have segregated easily into 

distinct subgroups using unsupervised methods.  As the data presented in Chapter 3 

demonstrates it was necessary to establish our own supervised classification system to 

resolve differences in primary prostate cancer genomic copy number profiles. Previous 

attempts38,272 of similar combined cancer genomic surveys had an inability to readily 

perform subset comparisons precluding them from establishing genomic classifications.  

Numerous genomic copy number methods and commercial software packages are 

available and while some may perform better than others, it is generally the study 

purpose or the research question and type of data that dictates this selection273. A brief 

evaluation of writing in house scripts to perform these analyses was abandoned, as focus 

of this laboratory continues to be on the biological relevance of prostate cancer CNAs 

rather than informatics per se. We therefore investigated two potential microarray 
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analytical software bundles, Nexus (BioDiscovery) and Partek Genomics Suite (Partek 

Incorporated) to analyze the meta-dataset. Nexus and Partek both have similar 

capabilities, each permitting the incorporation of several genomic copy number data 

sources, however, due a general laboratory consensus, and cost we pursued the use of 

Nexus for our analyses. Nexus was designed for bench-based researchers and the 

software has the key analytical features needed for the depth of classification described in 

Chapter 3, based on consideration presented below and in Appendix A. 

Nexus makes use of a modified Hidden Markov Model segmentation algorithm, 

FASST2, which permits an accurate inference of copy number calls in especially 

heterogeneous samples such as cancer genomes. The advantages and details of the 

FASST2 segmentation algorithm are detailed in Appendix A.1.3. Another crucial concept 

is that Nexus permits the user to choose CNA parameters that allow selection of 

appropriate copy number cut-offs for identification of hemizygous versus homozygous 

deletions, which other approaches cannot accurately distinguish (Appendix A.1.3, Table 

A.1). This is especially critical for the deletion of PTEN in prostate cancer since the 

extent of deletion is correlated with worse outcome36. Nexus also permits the comparison 

of various user-defined groupings, unsupervised clustering algorithms and concordance 

analyses to determine association between CNAs in a highly interactive investigative 

environment, amongst several other functions. One disadvantage however, is there was a 

necessity to work quite closely with the technical advisers at BioDiscovery to have the 
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academic freedom to understand exactly how the various algorithms could be 

comprehensively utilized to address the questions raised in this thesis.  

4.2.1.1 Unsupervised classification of primary prostate cancer 

Unsupervised hierarchical clustering proved relatively indiscriminate, likely a 

consequence of high similarity at the DNA level apart from the genomically benign 

(subgroup A) samples and 8p deletions. Subgroup A samples lacked any perceivable 

CNAs potentially representing a group of men who have been misdiagnosed. This 

inability to segregate beyond the most common prostate cancer genomic imbalance (8p) 

was also evident in the study by Lapointe et al39, where the clinically favourable subtype 

1 was characterized by 5q and 6q deletions with an absence of 8p deletions. This 

clinically favourable subtype mirrors our subgroup B, harbouring the greatest proportion 

of 5q deletions while lacking 8p deletions with minimal PTEN and fusion 

rearrangements39,182. We however did observe an interesting trend based on this 

unsupervised molecular segregation technique: the majority of PTEN deletions and fusion 

gene rearrangements were evident in subgroups C2 (8p deletions in combination with 

many other common prostate cancer deletions except 13q (RB1)) and C3 (highest 

frequency of prostate cancer specific CNAs, including PTEN deletions and gene fusions). 

This overrepresentation of PTEN and fusion rearrangements in specific genomic 

subgroups confirmed the association of these clinically significant rearrangements in our 

meta-dataset. The concordant expression of PTEN deletions and gene fusions within 

specific clusters however led us to further investigate their influences on prostate cancer 
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biology as well as genomic instability. Not to be omitted, subgroup C1 displayed some 

interesting particularities, most notably an absence of many recurrent prostate cancer 

CNAs (5q, 10q (PTEN), 16q, 17p, 18q and 21q (gene fusion)). These relatively common 

genomic profiles of these subgroups highlights the obstacle of performing unsupervised 

classifications to segregate the cohort based on individual CNA profiles since the most 

frequent rearrangement governs the initial segregation, which may not necessarily be the 

most biologically relevant.   

4.2.1.2 Supervised classification of primary and advanced prostate cancers 

To investigate the specific impact of PTEN deletion and acquisition of the ETS 

fusion rearrangement, the meta-dataset was manually segregated into genomic subgroups 

based on PTEN and fusion status, as described in Chapter 3.4.6. A significant association 

of these two rearrangements was established for both the primary and advanced 

populations, yet the distributions were dramatically different with the majority of 

primaries harbouring neither, while the majority of advanced tumours harboured both 

rearrangements. This discrepancy in the distribution of supervised classification 

subgroups between the two diagnostic categories suggests that many men with localized 

primary disease are likely carrying indolent tumours (neither rearrangement) and 

consistent with the unsupervised “normal” unrearranged subgroup A tumours. This 

surprisingly high proportion of tumours lacking obvious genomic imbalances further 

confirms the immediate requirement for molecular determinants for prostate cancer 

management at diagnosis, since it seems unlikely that prostate tumours with an 
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apparently ‘normal genome’ based on CNA profiling would pose a high clinical risk to 

patients. 

Intriguingly, distinctions were only observed relative to deletion of PTEN where 

an increased number as well as frequency of genomic aberrations is observed irrespective 

of fusion status (see Chapter 3, Figure 3.9 i-iv). This advocated an examination based on 

each rearrangement independently. Segregation based on fusion status alone did not yield 

significant differences (Figure 3.9 v-vii). The profiles of both fusion positive and fusion 

negative samples are similar and reminiscent of the general copy number changes 

observed overall in primary disease (Figure 3.4). No significant copy number events were 

associated with PTEN intact tumours instead they were characterized by significantly less 

CNAs compared to PTEN deleted tumours (Figure 3.9 viii-x).  

4.2.2 Impact on genomic instability  

In Chapter 3.4.8 we demonstrated that PTEN deleted samples are portrayed by 

increased genomic instability established based on a greater frequency of genomic 

changes across the entire genome. Additionally, we established a metric to evaluate the 

fraction of the genome altered, which was significantly greater when PTEN is lost. The 

advantage of PGA is it permits a comparison of the proportion of the genome that has 

undergone copy number changes. In contrast, there was no difference observed when the 

proportion of the genome altered was examined with respect to fusion gene status. These 

findings further advocate that tumour suppressor PTEN plays an important role in 

maintaining the integrity of the genome, in keeping with the AKT-dependent CHEK1 
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inhibition, as well as nuclear functions of PTEN50,53,200. The accumulation of passenger 

aberrations likely masks earlier consequences of PTEN loss leading to heightened 

genomic instability prior to advanced disease progression. 

4.2.3 Pathway analysis implicates AKT-PI3K activation  

In Chapter 3.4.9 we demonstrated that the cohort could be partitioned based on 

PTEN deletion status, permitting the identification of informative differences in the 

altered signalling pathways compared to the five unsupervised subgroups as well as 

classification based on fusion status. PTEN supervised classification of primary prostate 

cancer tumours suggest that these tumours experience the greatest extent of pathway 

disruptions in numerous biological functions and processes and warrant special attention. 

The PTEN deleted subgroup displayed significant perturbations in cellular movement, 

cell death and survival, cellular growth and proliferation, and cellular development and 

drug metabolism, all important features characteristic of activated PI3K-AKT signalling. 

Over 100 genes identified as altered in the PTEN deleted subgroup, including PTEN, 

contributed to the significant association with the DNA replication, recombination and 

repair function, further suggesting a role for PTEN in maintaining genomic stability. 

Also noteworthy, the unsupervised subgroups C2 and C3 subgroups, 

characterized by an elevated presence of PTEN deletions each displayed a relatively 

higher level of pathways disruptions further supporting inactivation of PTEN as a major 

driver of oncogenesis. PTEN supervised classification was therefore the most significant 

and informative genomic stratification of primary prostate cancer, whereas fusion status 
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had almost negligible differences in biological functions and no difference in perturbed 

pathways.  

4.2.4 In silico meta-analysis limitations 

In silico analysis of the public domain does not fit the typical hypothesis driven 

research studies and therefore experiences unique challenges, such as collection, 

preparation and quality control of the data for common comparison as well as the 

combined analysis and interpretation of the data. The major restriction remains the 

unavailability of the actual tumour sample for follow-up validation to determine clinical 

significance and absolute biomarker potential. However, the statistical power gained by 

combining multiple datasets coupled with the ability to examine all CNA profiles within 

a single investigative environment far exceeds this limitation. Nevertheless, clinical 

validation on patient samples is compulsory and will be further discussion in the Chapter 

4.4 and Appendix D.  

4.2.5 Potential novel prostate cancer biomarkers from this study  

An advantage to this meta-analysis is the ability to not only define specific groups 

of genomic imbalances but also and perhaps more importantly link these regions to 

specific genes relating to significance to prostate cancer biology to determine biomarker 

significance. Gains of the MYC (8q) oncogene were identified in our meta-dataset to be 

significantly associated with PTEN deletions but not the TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion. 

Recently MYC gains in the presence of PTEN deletions were found to be prognostic of 
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relapse following RP274. PHLPP1 a serine/threonine phosphatase recently garnering 

attention as an AKT antagonist, directly inactivating AKT, appears to play a redundant 

role when PTEN signalling is not disturbed275. Our dataset demonstrated a significant 

deletion of PHLPP1 (18q) in advanced tumours however deletions of 18q are evident in 

primary disease, suggesting that loss of both PTEN and PHLPP1 lead to uncontrolled 

PI3K-AKT signalling and may play an important role in progression to advanced disease, 

warranting further validation of PHLPP1 and PTEN deletions as a potential biomarker 

combination. CDH1, frequently lost due to recurrent 16q deletions, was significantly 

associated with both PTEN and ERG rearrangements in our meta-dataset. Loss of CDH1 

(E-cadherin) expression is considered to be a significant event in the epithelial to 

mesenchymal transition, an important change permitting cells to acquire invasive 

properties. CDH1 is an important co-activator of APC/C preventing cell cycle 

progression, however when CDH1 is lost unregulated cell cycle progression ensues53. 

Chr16q deletions are one of the most recurrent deletions in both diagnostic categories of 

prostate cancer and therefore warrant further investigation as a member of the molecular 

diagnostic panel for prostate cancer clinical management. Consideration of additional 

biomarkers returns to the ‘driver’ debate in prostate cancer. Specifically that many of 

these findings continue to support PTEN deletions as a ‘driver’ change with additional 

recurrent alterations being significant in ‘enhancer’ roles, such as ERG, MYC, PHLLP1 

and CDH1 alterations. 
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4.3  Implications for clinical management and novel therapeutic approaches 

To date a common limitation for molecular classification of tumours based on 

genomic analyses has been the small cohort sizes (<100) of many DNA microarray 

studies. The findings presented in Chapter 3 provide the first meta-analysis of high-

throughput, high-resolution genomic copy number analysis of prostate cancer patient 

tumours. PTEN deleted tumours significantly associate with ETS prostate-specific gene 

fusions as well as deletion of many other important tumour suppressors (PHLPP1, 

CDH1, RB1, TP53, CDKN1B, NKX3-1). The concurrent accumulation of these oncogenic 

changes in specific tumours, mirror those of advanced disease insinuating these men 

should receive more personalized treatment specific to the disrupted signalling pathways 

in their tumour, and could potentially permit a novel method of patient stratification.  

Our findings continue to elucidate and enhance the current understanding of 

prostatic carcinogenesis by characterizing the pathway disruptions PTEN loss and ETS 

overexpression described in Chapter 2, and identifying a series of biomarkers and 

molecular pathways relevant to prostate cancer progression. Encompassing PTEN 

deletions into a prognostic signature could potentially lead to a highly informative 

nomogram that incorporates conventional risk stratification factors with biomarkers of 

progression. There is translational significance in segregating patients depending on 

PTEN and ETS status into separate arms of a clinical trial permitting a tumour-specific 

study to take place. For example, an as yet to be discovered ETS inhibitor combined with 

mTOR and PI3K inhibitors could provide a novel targeted therapeutic combination for 
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the patients whose tumours harbour both alterations276. Furthermore, utilizing PTEN 

induced cellular senescence to artificially force cells into a senescence response appears 

to be a potential avenue, however work remains to elucidate the specific mechanisms at 

play. Thus, the findings from this study will encourage creative approaches for the 

development of novel and tailored therapeutic strategies that take advantage of our 

understanding of the genomics and molecular biology of this disease. 

4.4 Future directions 

In silico analyses permits a critical investigation of patient genomes providing a 

detailed overview of the CNAs across the entire genome. However the identified 

genomic imbalances require validation to determine their translational significance, 

ideally in a retrospective cohort of prostate cancer specimens with long follow-up linked 

to highly annotated clinicopathological data (see Appendix D). Validation of patient 

samples with identified PTEN using FISH methods developed in Appendix B and for 

fusion rearrangement status will further elucidate the clinical significance of these 

rearrangements independently and concurrently. Furthermore, FISH or IHC can be 

applied to determine the inclusion of associated CNAs to build an informative panel of 

molecular determinants with clinical significant. IHC analyses are readily applicable to 

routine pathological assessment and as such various antibodies targeting the regions of 

CNAs should be investigated to translate these results into a clinical panel of molecular 

determinants. Appendix D details a tissue microarray that is currently being developed 

with biochemical recurrence as the end-point to critically assess the clinical significance 
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of PTEN and fusion rearrangements with outcome, each other as well as additional 

recurring CNAs (Figure 4.1).  

Additionally, Appendix C describes the completed work for the future functional 

validation of this in silico analysis. Using PTEN knockdown and/or ERG overexpression 

I developed a panel of cell lines to recapitulate the various combinations of PTEN 

deletions and ETS gene fusions in human prostate cancer. These derivative cell lines will 

be an excellent tool to further the understandings of the synergistic mechanisms between 

the signally pathways and consequences on cellular processes.  

4.4.1 Integrating various biological levels 

High-throughout technologies with great resolution have made many important 

advances in recent years enabling the combination of a multitude of available smaller 

genomic datasets from various biological levels. The Cancer Genomic Atlas project is 

making great strides to enlarge cohort size and standardize analyses. The Cancer 

Genomic Atlas project is further supplementing genomic information (DNA imbalances) 

with corresponding samples from additional molecular levels (RNA and microRNA 

expression, SNPs and epigenomics). It is these large-scale, high-throughput multicenter 

integrative projects that are making it possible to divide cancers into molecularly relevant 

groups that will be actionable in the clinic. Our systematic meta-analysis of public 

domain prostate cancer genomic datasets permitted a comprehensive catalogue of CNA 

in primary and advanced prostate cancer tumours and successful differential genomic 

subgrouping.  
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Figure 4.1 Clinical validation workflow 

Validation of in silico findings in a cohort of clinically annotated patient samples is 

necessary to determine the clinical significance. Ideally the tumour samples should be 

compiled to construct a TMA to allow for high throughput efficiency and parallel 

analyses (using adjacent TMA slides) of the established gene. Using prostate cancer as a 

model, PTEN and TMPRSS2:ERG rearrangement status can be assessed by FISH on 

adjacent TMA sections. Immunohistochemistry or FISH can then be performed on 

additional adjacent TMA sections for each region of genomic imbalance or gene 

identified through the in silico analyses. Permitting an association of CNAs and gene 

expression levels with respect to PTEN deletions and fusion status, as well as with 

respect to clinical outcome data to determine potential of each gene or combination of 

genes as biomarkers. Figure designed and produced by Julia L Williams. 
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Performing an integrative analysis using our genomic copy number events as the 

backbone to layer additional biological levels will further elucidate the current 

understanding of aggressive prostate cancer development and is therefore an obvious 

future direction for this project. This can be followed with a high-throughput mining 

analysis of additional molecular levels (mRNA and microRNA expression, epigenomics 

and protein) to identify genes and cellular signalling pathways associated with PTEN loss 

and ETS overexpression (Figure 4.2). Generation of a list of genes from the integrated in 

silico analyses could then be used to identify pathways with biological significance to 

aggressive prostate cancer tumourigenesis and progression. Finally, applying the 

principles of systems biology can potentially translate these findings into a biomarker 

panel for improved clinical management.  

4.4.2 Application of in silico analyses in other diseases 

In a similar manner, there exists numerous genomic datasets for various 

malignancies as well as other disorders and syndromes. Researchers are not taking 

advantage of this rich data source and instead continue working on small sample sizes 

derived from their laboratories.  Pancreatic cancer for example has a 5-year survival rate 

of only 6% often as a result of late stage detection3. It is therefore imperative that markers 

are detected to determine a panel of screening biomarkers for the development of 

pancreatic cancer or identify those patients who would be suitable candidates for 

treatment, despite the advanced stage at diagnosis. A recent search of ArrayExpress 

(public genomic data repository, similar to NCBI’s GEO) identified 2365 DNA array 
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Figure 4.2 Integrative in silico analyses workflow 

The first step is to obtain genomic copy number datasets of your disease of choice from 
the public domain. Following normalization, segmentation and quality control 
assessment, the samples meeting the appropriate criteria can then be segregated into 
genomic subgroups to determine relevance with respect to their CNA profiles. 
Differential regions of genomic imbalance can be identified. Public domain RNA 
(mRNA and/or miRNA) as well as epigenomic datasets can also be obtained, grouping 
these samples based on the same genomic subgrouping as the DNA backbone, for 
example by examining perturbations in PTEN expression levels or targets of AKT as well 
as increased expression of ETS genes, indicative of gene fusion formation for prostate 
cancer. The integration of the data from various molecular levels onto the DNA backbone 
permits the generation of a list of genes and genomic imbalances that are differentially 
perturbed relative to the other genomic subgroups or benign control samples. Signalling 
pathway exploration can establish the relevance of the differential gene lists to determine 
a specific subset of genes or genomic regions with biological significance. Figure 
designed and produced by Julia L Williams. 
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experiments of human pancreatic cancers, including copy number (aCGH and SNP), gene 

and microRNA expression and methylation profiling, the majority with publicly available 

raw data.  Thus there is great potential for integrative genomic analyses and larger scale 

meta-analyses in the common cancers and in many other human diseases.  

4.5 Long term implication 

The results from this thesis imply that more widespread use of data mining could 

be performed to further understand the molecular biology and clinical management of 

many human diseases. This could be achieved by systematically re-analyzing previously 

published data with appropriate in silico analyses, and including higher resolution 

platforms such as next generation sequencing.  Such studies could be designed to survey 

genomic imbalances or perturbed genes and signalling pathways within or between 

various biological data levels, to answer specific questions with respect to variables of 

therapeutic response and outcome in different classes of epithelial cancers. The findings 

from this thesis strongly suggest that meta-analyses are a valuable resource and can 

improve our knowledge of prostate cancer by elucidating the mechanisms driving 

genomic subsets such as the PTEN deleted aggressive prostate cancer tumours. Studies of 

this nature will continue to improve diagnostic accuracy (patient stratification), 

therapeutic decisions and identification of novel therapeutic targets. It is therefore 

practical and feasible to perform such analyses providing a wealth of information from 

diagnostic, prognostic and therapeutic targets aiding in the clinical management of any 

number of diseases, syndromes or disorders.   
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Appendix A                                                                              

Supplementary considerations related to Chapter 3 

Contributions to thesis from the publication – Julia L Williams, Peter A Greer, 

Jeremy A Squire. Recurrent copy number alterations in prostate cancer: an in silico 

meta-analysis of publicly available genomic data. Submitted to Cancer Genetics in 

February 2014. 

A.1 Genomic microarray principles and analyzing samples with Nexus 

The aCGH datasets incorporated in this study were all two-colour, that is, an 

experimental comparison of two differentially labeled genomes: the test genome against a 

reference genome on the same microarray chip (Agilent aCGH specific details can be 

found in Appendix A.2.1). Whereas the included SNP array datasets determine copy 

number changes based on the interpretation of either SNP probes alone or in combination 

with copy number probes (Affymetrix array specific details can be found in Appendix 

A.2.2). A reference genome is then used as a baseline for the test genome during the 

analytical phase rather than in the experimental stage as with aCGH. The reference 

genomes for the aCGH samples incorporated into this meta-analysis can be found in the 

associated manuscripts (Chapter 3, Table 3.1 for the PubMed ID). For the Affymetrix 

SNP arrays, paired-matched benign samples were specified as the baseline in Nexus 

Copy Number when available (Supplementary Table A.3, see Appendix A.4). In cases 

where no paired-matched benign sample was available, Nexus Copy Number defaults to 
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the appropriate baseline reference file according to the specific platform (using the 

HapMap Project (hapmap.org)). 

A.1.2 Nexus Copy NumberTM microarray analytical software 

Nexus Copy NumberTM (BioDiscovery) is a platform independent microarray 

analytical software permitting the incorporation and examination of all the acquired 

genomic microarray datasets into a single investigative environment. Nexus is ideal for a 

meta-analysis of this magnitude and diversity since it allows the profiling of samples 

from different platforms with varying resolution, probe coverage, commercial or in house 

sources and technology (SNP or aCGH data). As with any software package, Nexus is 

continually upgrading and improving its technology. This meta-analysis began with 

Nexus v4.0 and has made significant improvements throughout their development to 

Nexus v7.0, which was available for the completion of the analysis. The initial Nexus 

upgrades required re-analysis of the samples within the new version, however since v6.0 

the projects are capable of seamlessly transferring to the upgraded version. 

Normalization, segmentation and quality control was performed using human genome 19 

(build 37) as the scaffold reference genome for comparison between all copy number 

profiles derived from the 11 datasets. BioDiscovery’s FASST2 algorithm was employed 

for this analysis, this is currently the default and recommended algorithm for copy 

number data analysis, especially when analyzing heterogeneous or mosaic samples, such 

is the case with cancer samples. 
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A.1.3 The FASST2 algorithm  

The Fast Adaptive States Segmentation Technique (FASST2) based on the 

Hidden Markov Model was used to process the Agilent aCGH raw data files. The SNP-

FASST2 algorithm was used for the Affymetrix datasets. To ensure that the identified 

copy number events were authentic and did not represent background or artefact, 

segmentation algorithms were applied. In general, this form of algorithm compares the 

intensities (amount of gain/loss) of the probe signals in the adjacent genomic regions to 

determine if the value for each probe signal falls above or below the set thresholds. 

Cancer specimens are frequently contaminated with normal cells from the surrounding 

tissue or have subclonal populations that may represent a small portion of the total cell 

population and therefore changes in signal intensity may not be as pronounced, thus 

requiring a more sensitive method to detect aberrations.  

A.1.3.1 FASST2 algorithm settings – Agilent aCGH arrays  

BioDiscovery’s FASST2 algorithm, a Hidden Markov Model based approach 

that, unlike other common Hidden Markov Model methods, does not aim to estimate the 

copy number state at each probe but uses many states to cover more possibilities, such as 

mosaic events. These state values are then used to make calls based on a log-ratio 

threshold. The significance threshold for segmentation was set at 5E-6 and 5E-5 

(244K/105K and 44K aCGH, respectively). The exception was if the quality metric was 

greater than 0.2 and, following inspection of the profile it was deemed appropriate to 

include in the analysis, the stringency was increased 10-fold to 5E-7 and 5E-6 
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(244K/105K and 44K aCGH, respectively) to compensate for the slightly elevated 

distribution of the probes (expert communication with BioDiscovery technical advisors). 

This algorithm also required a minimum of 3 probes per segment and a maximum probe 

spacing of 1000Kb between adjacent probes before breaking a segment. The log ratio 

thresholds for single copy gain and single copy loss were set at 0.2 and 0.18, respectively. 

The log ratio thresholds for two or more copy gains and homozygous losses were set at 

0.8 and -0.6, respectively (Table A.1).  

A.1.3.2 SNP-FASST2 algorithm settings – Affymetrix SNP arrays 

BioDiscovery’s SNP-FASST2 algorithm is an extension of the FASST2 

Segmentation Algorithm. With the SNP-FASST2 algorithm, B-allele frequency (BAF) 

probes are assigned to a range of possible states and a combination of the BAF and Log-

R states are used to make the final copy number and allelic event calls. The significance 

threshold for segmentation was set at 1E-8 and 5E-7 (SNP 6.0 and 500K/250K SNP 

arrays, respectively). The exception was if the quality metric was greater than 0.4 and, 

following inspection of the profile it was deemed appropriate to include in the analysis, 

the stringency was increased 10-fold to 1E-9 for the SNP 6.0 samples (no samples from 

either the 500K or 250K SNP arrays surpassed this quality metric) to compensate for the 

slightly elevated distribution of probes (expert communication with BioDiscovery 

technical advisors). This algorithm also required a minimum of 3 probes per segment and 

a maximum probe spacing of 1000Kb between adjacent probes before breaking a 

segment. The log ratio thresholds for single copy gain and single copy loss were set at 0.1 
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and -0.15, respectively. The log ratio thresholds for two or more copy gains and 

homozygous losses were set at 0.7 and -1.1, respectively. The Homozygous Frequency 

Threshold was set to 0.85. The Homozygous Value Threshold was set to 0.8. The 

Heterozygous Imbalance Threshold was set to 0.4. The minimum loss of LOH length was 

set at 500Kb and minimum SNP probe density at 0 (Table A.1). 

A.1.4 Quality control 

Nexus Copy Number provides a metric of quality allowing the user to gauge the 

distribution of the probes (tightness of probes). The quality metric increases from 0 as the 

probe distribution for a specific sample increases or as the data becomes more “noisy”. 

Generally, copy number profiles with a quality metric >0.2 are deemed to be of poor 

quality. However, through professional communications with technical advisors at 

BioDiscovery, it was advocated that the cut-off for the SNP arrays (an intrinsically more 

noisy technology) be increased to <0.4, while the aCGH cut-off remained at <0.2. Whole 

genome profiles were critically examined for each sample with a quality metric 

exceeding the defined limit, and were only excluded if their genomic profiles did not 

have clear and concise CNAs consistent with those documented and observed in prostate 

cancer (expert communication, BioDiscovery). Those with an elevated quality metric but 

appropriate clear and concise CNAs were then subjected to a slightly more stringent 

segmentation by increasing the significance threshold setting ten-fold. 
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Table&A.1&Nexus&(SNP1)FASST2&algorithm&array1specific&settings

Significance,Threshold 5.00E806 Significance,Threshold 5.00E805
Max,Contiguous,Probe,Spacing,(Kbp) 1000 Max,Contiguous,Probe,Spacing,(Kbp) 1000
Min,number,of,probes,per,segment 3 Min,number,of,probes,per,segment 3
High,Gain 0.8 High,Gain 0.8
Gain 0.2 Gain 0.2
Loss 80.18 Loss 80.18
Big,Loss 80.6 Big,Loss 80.6
3:1,Sex,chromosome,gain 1.2 3:1,Sex,chromosome,gain 1.2
4:1,Sex,chromosome,gain 1.7 4:1,Sex,chromosome,gain 1.7

Significance,Threshold 1.00E808 Significance,Threshold 5.00E807 Significance,Threshold 5.00E807
Max,Contiguous,Probe,Spacing,(Kbp) 1000 Max,Contiguous,Probe,Spacing,(Kbp) 1000 Max,Contiguous,Probe,Spacing,(Kbp) 1000
Min,number,of,probes,per,segment 3 Min,number,of,probes,per,segment 3 Min,number,of,probes,per,segment 3
High,Gain 0.7 High,Gain 0.7 High,Gain 0.7
Gain 0.1 Gain 0.1 Gain 0.1
Loss 80.1 Loss 80.1 Loss 80.1
Big,Loss 80.8 Big,Loss 80.8 Big,Loss 80.8
3:1,Sex,chromosome,gain 1.2 3:1,Sex,chromosome,gain 1.2 3:1,Sex,chromosome,gain 1.2
4:1,Sex,chromosome,gain 1.7 4:1,Sex,chromosome,gain 1.7 4:1,Sex,chromosome,gain 1.7
Homozygous,Frequency,Threshold 0.85 Homozygous,Frequency,Threshold 0.85 Homozygous,Frequency,Threshold 0.85
Homozygous,Value,Threshold 0.8 Homozygous,Value,Threshold 0.8 Homozygous,Value,Threshold 0.8
Heterozygous,Imbalance,Threshold 0.4 Heterozygous,Imbalance,Threshold 0.4 Heterozygous,Imbalance,Threshold 0.4
Minimum,LOH,Length,(KB) 500 Minimum,LOH,Length,(KB) 500 Minimum,LOH,Length,(KB) 500
Minimum,SNP,Probe,Density,(Probes/MB) 0 Minimum,SNP,Probe,Density,(Probes/MB) 0 Minimum,SNP,Probe,Density,(Probes/MB) 0

Each Agilent and Affymetrix has specific tailored settings according to the guidelines found in the Nexus user manual, as well as through expert communication with the technical staff at 
BioDiscovery. It should be noted that the stringency is increased (by decreasing the significance threshold) as the resolution of the array increases (greater probe coverage). 

FASST21segmentation&1&244K&&&105K

SNP1FASST2&segmentation&1&250K&SNPSNP1FASST2&segmentation&1&500K&SNPSNP1FASST2&segmentation&1&SNP6

FASST21segmentation&1&44K
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A.1.4.1 Significance threshold 

Differences in probe resolution can affect the stringency of analysis that should be 

applied to different microarray platform data sets. For example, the lower resolution of 

the Agilent 44K aCGH was examined using the least stringent setting to capture all copy 

number events while minimizing noise (expert communication, BioDiscovery). The 

Affymetrix SNP 6.0 array, on the other hand, has more than 1.8 million probes and 

therefore requires a much more stringent significance threshold to minimize noise. 

A.1.4.2 Choosing appropriate copy number boundaries 

A challenge when performing a meta-analysis with genomic microarray data is 

that the compiled samples originate from various technologies, platforms and resolution, 

making it difficult to achieve one-size-fits-all copy number settings for single copy loss, 

homozygous loss, gain and amplification (high gain). This becomes further complicated 

when analyzing neoplastic samples due to the heterogeneity observed in malignancies, 

since the output from genomic microarray analyses is an average profile of all the cells 

used to extract DNA. Consequently, clonal populations and contamination with benign or 

stromal cells can dilute out copy number events, making it difficult to choose a constant 

level to define each copy number state. Therefore, every array was initially analyzed with 

the default settings in Nexus Copy Number for each type of data (Agilent or Affymetrix). 

Using the default settings, each individual sample was examined at the probe level over 

the entire genome. Specific regions of expected copy number changes were used as 
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reference for each sample’s threshold settings. Specifically PTEN and gene fusion 

rearrangements with known breakpoints and extent of deletion were useful. Using these 

known regions of copy number change, thresholds for gain/loss and 

amplification/homozygous deletions were adjusted accordingly on a sample-by-sample 

basis (expert communication, BioDiscovery). The Agilent datasets required settings 

slightly tailored individual settings; however, the Affymetrix datasets fit consistently with 

array-specific settings (Table A.1). This is likely a consequence of the differences 

between aCGH and SNP technology, where the magnitude of the log ratios are greater 

when using copy number probes alone (Agilent aCGH) as compared to using SNP probes 

to interpret copy number data (Affymetrix SNP arrays). The process for determining 

appropriate copy number thresholds is detailed below and was performed according to 

expert communication with the BioDiscovery technical advisors: 

1. Examine each copy number profile at the probe level, across the entire genome 

for every sample using default settings 

2. Determine if the default copy number boundaries (gain, hemizygous loss, high 

gain and big (homozygous) loss) are permitting accurate copy number calls: 

a) If the sample is of acceptable quality then log ratio thresholds can be adjusted 

to make correct calls for segments clearly above or below 0 (no copy change) 

but not quite passing the boundary into gain or loss, respectively. 
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b) If it is perceived that hemizygous deletions are being called homozygous, this 

indicates that the homozygous boundary is set too close to log ratio = 0. The 

same holds true for gain and amplification. 

c) Conversely, if perceived homozygous deletions are being called hemizygous, 

the segment is not falling below the homozygous boundary. This is often 

clear, as there is often a step-wise progression in the segments from no copy 

change to hemizygous loss and finally to homozygous loss. The same holds 

true for gain and amplification. 

3. After examination of all samples for a general platform, re-assess thresholds 

4. If it is appropriate, adjust platform-specific thresholds for groups of individual 

samples. This will minimize having individual thresholds for every sample and 

allowing platform-specific settings to be tailored to specific samples  

5. This is essential for a variety of reasons. A few examples are highlighted below: 

a) Adjust the loss (hemizygous) threshold up to capture deletion events that were 

not detected (Figure A.2) 

i) Clonal populations containing a small proportion of the input cells 

harbouring the copy number event 

ii) Contamination by normal cells causing a dilution of copy number events 

iii) Evolution of copy number events, rearrangements occurring later may be 

present in a smaller proportion of the input cells (i) 
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b) Adjust the big (homozygous) loss deletion log ratio threshold down to ensure 

only capturing true homozygous deletions (Figure A.3) 

i) In cases where the majority of the input cells harbour a copy number event 

the hemizygous deletions may be captured below the homozygous 

threshold. For example, if every deletion across the genome is 

homozygous it is likely the homozygous log ratio threshold should be 

lowered to capture only true homozygous deletions. 

A.1.4.2.1 Examples of copy number boundary selection 

I have included some images to help illustrate the issue of selecting appropriate 

copy number boundaries. Figure A.1 displays an example of a sample that fits very nicely 

within predefined copy number boundaries found. Figure A.2 demonstrates a sample with 

obvious heterogeneity and was adjusted slightly to capture hemizygous deletions that 

were being missed. Figure A.3 displays a sample for which the hemizygous threshold is 

correctly placed but the homozygous threshold must be adjusted to a lower level to avoid 

calling hemizygous deletions as homozygous losses.  
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Figure A.1 Nexus default settings are appropriate 

This Agilent aCGH sample demonstrates very concise hemizygous deletions that fall 
very nicely between the default thresholds initially set by Nexus. The top image displays 
the genome with chromosomes laid out 1-22, X and Y. Segments falling above the top 
blue line indicate high gain, between the blue lines indicates gain, between the lower blue 
and upper red indicate no copy change, between the red lines indicates hemizygous 
deletion and below the lower red line signifies homozygous loss. The lower panel is a 
magnification of the Chr1 deletion. 
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Figure A.2 Hemizygous threshold adjustment required 

This Agilent aCGH sample demonstrates no concise CNA pattern. The top image 
displays the genome with chromosomes laid out 1-22, X and Y. The Chr13 segment for 
example, one of the most recurrent deletions in prostate cancer, is hovering along the 
hemizygous threshold but just above, as visible in the magnification of Chr13, bottom 
panel. Adjusting the hemizygous threshold up slightly will allow the capture of what is 
clearly a deletion of Chr13 in some of the input cells. Segments falling above the top blue 
line indicate high gain, between the blue lines indicates gain, between the lower blue and 
upper red indicate no copy change, between the red lines indicates hemizygous deletion 
and below the lower red line signifies homozygous loss.  
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Figure A.3 Homozygous threshold adjustment required 

This Agilent aCGH sample demonstrates very concise hemizygous deletions that fall 
very nicely between the default thresholds initially set by Nexus. The top image displays 
the genome with chromosomes laid out 1-22, X and Y. Segments falling above the top 
blue line indicate high gain, between the blue lines indicates gain, between the lower blue 
and upper red indicate no copy change, between the red lines indicates hemizygous 
deletion and below the lower red line signifies homozygous loss. The lower panel is a 
magnification of the Chr1 deletion. 
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A.1.5 Use of benign control samples to determine array artefacts 

Copy number variation (CNV) is a natural form of structural level sequence 

variation that differ between individuals, in contrast to CNAs where changes are a result 

of increasing genomic instability. It was noticed that several regions in close proximity to 

telomeres and centromeres frequently exhibited peaks of gains and deletions 

corresponding to these CNV sequences. To verify these were natural polymorphisms that 

the arrays and software have difficulty determining accurate copy number events for, the 

benign samples from both Agilent and Affymetrix arrays were examined (Figure A.4). 

Indeed both Agilent and Affymetrix arrays displayed similar peaks at these CNV regions, 

although slight differences were apparent between the technologies. Therefore these 

findings confirmed that the observed CNV regions of gains and deletions are likely a 

result of polymorphic differences and not true prostate cancer CNAs. 

A.2 Incorporated microarray platforms 

Initially, the goal of this meta-analysis was to collect all publicly available human 

prostate cancer microarray datasets. Therefore the inclusion criteria began as:  

• Human samples, i.e. no cell lines or xenografts 

• Prostate cancer tumours and associated files 

• Genomic copy number data 

Many in house designs such as BAC-tiling and cDNA arrays proved difficult to 

incorporate. The probes did not align correctly to the reference genome (probes were 
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Figure A.4 Benign control samples 

The top profile (pink bar) is combine Affymetrix control samples’ profile (n = 83). 

Second profile (orange bar) represents the Agilent control samples (n = 27). Followed by 

the 10 unique HGPIN samples (green bar), 116 unique advanced samples (aqua bar) and 

546 unique primary samples (blue bar).  
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skewed or were unmappable due to the varying genome build and continual updating of 

genomic annotations causing some BAC probes to no longer be mapped to their intended 

location) but more importantly, many suffer from low resolution thus limiting a thorough 

examination of the genome. The resolution of some custom BAC arrays is approximately 

20-30K, much lower than is currently available from commercial platforms69,94. 

Therefore, the inclusion criteria were further refined to create our high-quality 

comprehensive meta-dataset. Additional criteria were: 

• Commercially available platform 

• High-resolution microarray platforms (probe resolutions all >40K) 

Finally, a total of 6 Agilent aCGH datasets ranging from 44K to 244K in 

resolution and 5 Affymetrix SNP array datasets, which incorporating 3 levels of 

resolution from 250K to 1.8 million probes. 

A.2.1 Agilent microarrays incorporated 

As briefly described in Chapter 1, the Agilent datasets included in the meta-

dataset are all two-colour arrays, indicating that the test and reference DNA samples were 

compared at the experimental stage on the microarray slide itself. The Agilent 

microarrays are oligo array-based CGH, which permits the profiling of genomic DNA at 

a high resolution across the entire genome with minimal amount of background noise, i.e. 

providing the highest quality of copy number data. Three levels of resolution were 

identified and met the criteria to be incorporated, the Agilent 44K, 105K and finally the 
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244K Human Genome CGH microarrays (Table A.2). The probes are 60-mer oligos that 

are synthesized in situ by Agilent’s SurePrint technology. 

 

Table A.2 Agilent CGH Arrays 

 

 

A.2.2 Affymetrix microarrays incorporated 

The Affymetrix SNP array technology differs in many aspects from aCGH. Not 

only is the comparison of the test DNA to reference DNA performed experimentally, the 

probe size and experimental as well as analytical approaches differ greatly. Affymetrix 

SNP array technology uses short 25bp probes, whereas, the Agilent aCGH probes are 

longer oligos. More importantly, SNP arrays specifically assess the allelic content at 

various SNPs across the genome, i.e. they assess whether the major or minor SNP is 

present. Therefore, each SNP probe representing a specific genomic location is really a 

combination of two different probes, one for the major allele and one for the minor allele. 

Feature 44K 105K 244K
Agilent Product Number G4426B G4412A G4411B
Slide Format 4 x 44K 2 x 105K 1 x 244K
Arrays/Slide 4 2 1
Distinct Biological Features 42,494 99,026 236,381
Replicated Biological Features (X5) 301 525 1,000
Internal Quality Control Features 2,118 4,626 5,045
Composition Content sourced from - UCSC hg18 (NCBI Build 36), March 2006
Median Probe Spacing (overall) 43 KB 22 KB 8.9 KB
Median Probe Spacing (in RefSeq genes) 24 KB 19 KB 7.4 KB
Manufacturing Agilent 60-mer SurePrint technology
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This is partially the requirement for shorter oligos that form the probes, since a SNP 

differs only by a single nucleotide and a longer probe may still be able to hybridize if 

only a single nucleotide is different over a longer sequence.  

A.2.2.1 Affymetrix 500K (250K Nsp and 250K Sty) SNP array 

The GeneChip® Human Mapping 500K Array Set from Affymetrix is composed 

of two arrays: Nsp and Sty, which contain approximately 262,000 and 238,000 SNPs, 

respectively. The 250K arrays incorporated into our meta-dataset are either Nsp or Sty 

arrays, with both being present independently for the majority of samples. With the 

exception of a single study252 of 20 primary prostate cancers tumours whose copy number 

profiles are derived from both 250K arrays, utilizing the 500K mapping array to it’s 

fullest potential. Both the Nsp and Sty 250K SNP arrays have probes dispersed across the 

entire genome permitting the usage of one as simply a reduction in resolution. 

A.2.2.2 Affymetrix SNP6.0 array 

The SNP Array 6.0 includes more than 906,600 SNPs and more than 946,000 

probes for the detection of copy number alterations. The copy number probes include 

202,000 probes targeting 5,677 known polymorphic regions from the Toronto Database 

of Genomic Variants. The additional 744,000 probes are evenly spaced throughout the 

genome. 
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A.3 Ingenuity® pathway analysis 

Since large-scale analyses, such as this meta-analysis, produce massive gene lists, 

it is therefore essential to explore the biological and clinical significance of each of the 

identified genomic subgroupings. This was achieved using the systems biology software 

Ingenuity Pathways Analysis (IPA) to analyze pathway interactions and biological 

functions. IPA uses highly advanced literature searches to connect molecules and 

pathways, in view of gene ontology, cellular organization and disease state, among other 

features. Gene lists can be uploaded into IPA for pathway analyses or a single gene can 

be examined to determine its principal interactions.  

A.4 Supplemental file: complete meta-dataset details 

Table A.3 Complete meta-dataset details   

This table follows on the 14 subsequent pages. Each raw data genomic copy 

number file that was acquired is detailed with the available, relevant and compiled 

information.  
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Table&A.3&Complete&meta/dataset&details

GEO&accession&number&/&Reference File&name&(GSM#) Array QC&metric Type Patient Tissue&origin Gleason&Score Matched&Ref Inclusion
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318728.CEL/&/GSM318773.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.1282 primary Castro01 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318729.CEL/&/GSM318774.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.3500 Control/Affy Castro01 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318730.CEL/&/GSM318775.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.1556 primary Castro02 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318731.CEL/&/GSM318776.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.2400 Control/Affy Castro02 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318732.CEL/&/GSM318777.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.0918 primary Castro03 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318733.CEL/&/GSM318778.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.3770 Control/Affy Castro03 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318734.CEL/&/GSM318779.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.0840 primary Castro04 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318735.CEL/&/GSM318780.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.2980 Control/Affy Castro04 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318736.CEL/&/GSM318781.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.1099 primary Castro05 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318737.CEL/&/GSM318782.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.1830 Control/Affy Castro05 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318738.CEL/&/GSM318783.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.1183 primary Castro06 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318739.CEL/&/GSM318784.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.4030 Control/Affy Castro06 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318740.CEL/&/GSM318785.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.0726 primary Castro07 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318741.CEL/&/GSM318786.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.2440 Control/Affy Castro07 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318742.CEL/&/GSM318787.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.0911 primary Castro08 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318743.CEL/&/GSM318788.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.2260 Control/Affy Castro08 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318744.CEL/&/GSM318789.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.1033 primary Castro09 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318745.CEL/&/GSM318790.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.1740 Control/Affy Castro09 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318746.CEL/&/GSM318791.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.1066 primary Castro10 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318747.CEL/&/GSM318792.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.1870 Control/Affy Castro10 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318748.CEL/&/GSM318793.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.1194 primary Castro11 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318749.CEL/&/GSM318794.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.4320 Control/Affy Castro11 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318750.CEL/&/GSM318795.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.0585 primary Castro12 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318751.CEL/&/GSM318796.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.1910 Control/Affy Castro12 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318752.CEL/&/GSM318797.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.0997 primary Castro13 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318753.CEL/&/GSM318798.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.2090 Control/Affy Castro13 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318754.CEL/&/GSM318799.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.0836 primary Castro14 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318755.CEL/&/GSM318800.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.3070 Control/Affy Castro14 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318756.CEL/&/GSM318801.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.2201 primary Castro15 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318757.CEL/&/GSM318802.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.2240 Control/Affy Castro15 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318758.CEL/&/GSM318803.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.1843 primary Castro16 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318759.CEL/&/GSM318804.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.3580 Control/Affy Castro16 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318760.CEL/&/GSM318805.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.2093 primary Castro17 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318761.CEL/&/GSM318806.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.3360 Control/Affy Castro17 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318762.CEL/&/GSM318807.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.0866 primary Castro18 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318763.CEL/&/GSM318808.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.3580 Control/Affy Castro18 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318764.CEL/&/GSM318809.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.0801 primary Castro19 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318765.CEL/&/GSM318810.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.1810 Control/Affy Castro19 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318766.CEL/&/GSM318811.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.0880 primary Castro20 freshly/froze/cancer/from/RP average/for/cohort yes yes
GSE12702(Castro/et/al GSM318767.CEL/&/GSM318812.CEL Affymetrix/500K/Mapping/Array/Set 0.2080 Control/Affy Castro20 freshly/frozen/benign/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374529.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1692 Control/Affy Lymphs Lymphs NA NA excluded/(/unsuitable/control
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374530.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1582 Control/Affy Kidney Kidney NA NA matched/benign
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374531.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1534 Control/Affy Liver Liver NA NA matched/benign
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374532.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1169 Control/Affy Kidney Kidney NA NA matched/benign
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374533.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1499 Control/Affy Liver Liver NA NA matched/benign
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374534.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2233 Control/Affy Kidney Kidney NA NA matched/benign
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374535.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1886 Control/Affy Liver Liver NA NA matched/benign
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374536.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1496 Control/Affy Spleen Spleen NA NA matched/benign
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374537.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1959 Control/Affy Spleen Spleen NA NA matched/benign
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374538.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1557 Control/Affy Spleen Spleen NA NA matched/benign
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374539.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2012 Control/Affy Spleen Spleen NA NA matched/benign
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374540.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1674 Control/Affy Liver Liver NA NA matched/benign
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374541.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0909 Control/Affy Spleen Spleen NA NA matched/benign
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374542.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0965 Control/Affy Liver Liver NA NA matched/benign
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374543.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0833 Control/Affy Blood Blood NA NA matched/benign
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374544.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0968 Control/Affy Spleen Spleen NA NA matched/benign
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374552.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1640 advanced A3 Pelvic/Paraaortic/LN/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374553.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2099 advanced A3 Pericardial/Mass/Met/1A NA NA yes
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374554.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1572 advanced A3 Pertitoneal/Nodule/pc1/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374555.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1408 advanced A12 Paraaortic/LN/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374556.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1401 advanced A12 Mediastinal/LN/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374557.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1588 advanced A12 R/Pelvic/LN/Met NA NA yes
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374558.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1707 advanced A16 Pulm/Hilar/LN/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374559.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1838 advanced A16 R/Temporal/Subdural/Met NA NA yes
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GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374560.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1274 advanced A16 Pericardial/Mets NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374561.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2375 advanced A17 Abd/Paraaortic/LN/Met NA NA yes
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374562.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1118 advanced A17 Supraclavicular/LN/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374563.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2145 advanced A17 R/Femur/marrow/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374564.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1065 advanced A17 Subdural/Met/Fossa/C NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374565.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0965 advanced A17 Axillary/LN/#2/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374566.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1995 advanced A19 Sternum/Soft/Met NA NA yes
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374567.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1681 advanced A19 Paraaortic/LN/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374568.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1679 advanced A19 Subdural/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374569.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2513 advanced A21 Single/Liver/Met/#4 NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374570.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2858 advanced A21 Single/Liver/Met/#8 NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374571.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1545 advanced A21 L/Adrenal/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374572.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1780 advanced A21 Single/Liver/Met/#5 NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374573.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1949 advanced A21 R/Rib/Nodular/Met NA NA yes
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374574.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1766 advanced A22 L/Humerus/Bone/Marrow/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374575.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1464 advanced A22 Aprical/Prostate/CA NA NA yes
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374576.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1771 advanced A22 L/Adrenal/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374577.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1992 advanced A22 L/Pelvic/LN7/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374578.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1443 advanced A24 R/Diaphramagmatic/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374579.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1809 advanced A24 R/Axillary/LN/Met NA NA yes
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374580.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1467 advanced A24 R/Rib7/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374581.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1606 advanced A24 Xiphoid/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374582.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1351 advanced A28 Posterior/Bladder/Polypoid/Met/A1 NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374583.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1671 advanced A28 R/Lower/Lung/Met/A2 NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374584.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1674 advanced A28 Anterior/Mediastinal/LN/Met/A8 NA NA yes
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374585.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1629 advanced A28 L/Superficial/Ing/LN/Met/A1 NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374586.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1657 advanced A30 L/Liver/Single/Met/1(7 NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374587.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1723 advanced A30 L/Liver/Signle/Met/2(5 NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374588.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1490 advanced A30 R/Femur/Marrow/Met/1 NA NA yes
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374589.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1599 advanced A30 R/Humerus/Marrow/Met/3 NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374590.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1404 advanced A31 Prostate/1(1(2/CA NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374591.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1291 advanced A31 R/Ing/LN/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374592.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1402 advanced A31 L/Adrenal/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374593.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1774 advanced A31 R/Subdural/Met NA NA yes
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374594.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1555 advanced A31 R/Rib/7/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374595.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0948 advanced A32 Prostate/10(1(3/CA NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374596.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0927 advanced A32 L/Cervical/LN/Met NA NA yes
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374597.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1063 advanced A32 L/Subclavicualr/LN/Met/1(5 NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374598.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0862 advanced A32 R/Rib/8/Met/1(11 NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374599.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0894 advanced A32 R/Humerus/Met/1(12 NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374600.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0955 advanced A33 L/Axillary/LN/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374601.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0854 advanced A33 Paratracheal/LN/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374602.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1221 advanced A33 L/Adrenal/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374603.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1103 advanced A33 L/Subdural/Met NA NA yes
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374604.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0898 advanced A33 T12(1/Vertebral/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374605.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1080 advanced A33 R/Rib/7/Met NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374606.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0918 advanced A34 Liver/Met/1 NA NA yes
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374607.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0916 advanced A34 Liver/Met/12 NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374608.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1043 advanced A34 Liver/Met/3 NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE14996(Liu/et/al GSM374609.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1037 advanced A34 Spinal/Cord/Compressing/Met/391T NA NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457679_SH1_T_SNP6_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0878 primary Chinese01 not/specified 4+3 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457680_SH1_N_SNP6_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2272 Control/Affy Chinese01 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457681_SH2_T_SNP6_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1008 primary Chinese02 not/specified 3+4 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457682_SH2_N_SNP6_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2062 Control/Affy Chinese02 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457683_SH3_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0943 primary Chinese03 not/specified 3+4 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457684_SH3_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2873 Control/Affy Chinese03 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457685_SH4_T_SNP6_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0377 primary Chinese04 not/specified 3+4 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457686_SH4_N_SNP6_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2136 Control/Affy Chinese04 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457687_SH5_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0869 primary Chinese05 not/specified 3+4 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457688_SH5_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2527 Control/Affy Chinese05 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457689_SH6_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0828 primary Chinese06 not/specified 5+3 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457690_SH6_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2899 Control/Affy Chinese06 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457691_SH7T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.3104 primary Chinese07 not/specified 4+3 no yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457692_SH9_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1614 primary Chinese09 not/specified 4+4 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457693_SH9_N_SNP6_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1969 Control/Affy Chinese09 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457694_SH10_T_SNP6_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0892 primary Chinese10 not/specified 5+5 yes yes
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GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457695_SH10_N_SNP6_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2092 Control/Affy Chinese10 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457696_SH11_T_SNP6_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0553 primary Chinese11 not/specified 4+3 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457697_SH11_N_SNP6_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2066 Control/Affy Chinese11 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457698_SH12T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2031 primary Chinese12 not/specified 4+3 yes excluded/(/duplicate/(Boyd)
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457699_SH12_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2625 Control/Affy Chinese12 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457700_SH13T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2573 primary Chinese13 not/specified 5+4 no yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457701_SH14T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2526 primary Chinese14 not/specified 3+4 yes excluded/(/duplicate/(Boyd)
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457702_SH14_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_2.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2975 Control/Affy Chinese14 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457703_SH15_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_2.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1336 primary Chinese15 not/specified 3+4 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457704_SH15_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.4187 Control/Affy Chinese15 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457705_SH16T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1612 primary Chinese16 not/specified 4+4 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457706_SH16_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2682 Control/Affy Chinese16 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457707_SH17_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2849 primary Chinese17 not/specified 4+3 yes excluded/(/duplicate/(Boyd)
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457708_SH17_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2230 Control/Affy Chinese17 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457709_SH18_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2607 primary Chinese18 not/specified 5+4 removed/(/poor/QC yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457710_SH18_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2464 Control/Affy Chinese18 not/specified NA NA excluded/(/unsuitable/control
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457711_SH19_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1193 primary Chinese19 not/specified 3+3 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457712_SH19_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2448 Control/Affy Chinese19 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457713_SH20T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0983 primary Chinese20 not/specified 3+4 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457714_SH20N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2363 Control/Affy Chinese20 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457715_SH21_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0839 primary Chinese21 not/specified 5+4 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457716_SH21_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2318 Control/Affy Chinese21 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457717_SH22T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.3051 primary Chinese22 not/specified 3+3 no yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457718_SH23_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0907 primary Chinese23 not/specified 5+3 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457719_SH23_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2407 Control/Affy Chinese23 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457720_SH24_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0554 primary Chinese24 not/specified 4+3 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457721_SH24_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2903 Control/Affy Chinese24 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457722_SH25_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0755 primary Chinese25 not/specified 4+3 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457723_SH25_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2402 Control/Affy Chinese25 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457724_SH26_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1082 primary Chinese26 not/specified 3+3 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457725_SH26_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.3878 Control/Affy Chinese26 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457726_SH27_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0969 primary Chinese27 not/specified 5+4 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457727_SH27_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2816 Control/Affy Chinese27 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457728_SH28_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1789 primary Chinese28 not/specified 4+3 removed/(/poor/QC yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457729_SH28_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1875 Control/Affy Chinese28 not/specified NA NA excluded/(/unsuitable/control
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457730_SH29_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_2.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1480 primary Chinese29 not/specified 4+3 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457731_SH29_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_2.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2052 Control/Affy Chinese29 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457732_SH30_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_3.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0655 primary Chinese30 not/specified 3+4 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457733_SH30_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_2.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2937 Control/Affy Chinese30 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457734_SH31T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.3189 primary Chinese31 not/specified 4+3 no yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457735_SH32T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2877 primary Chinese32 not/specified 3+4 no yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457736_SH33_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1321 primary Chinese33 not/specified 3+4 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457737_SH33_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.4327 Control/Affy Chinese33 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457738_SH34_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1453 primary Chinese34 not/specified 3+5 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457739_SH34_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2871 Control/Affy Chinese34 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457740_SH35_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0959 primary Chinese35 not/specified 3+4 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457741_SH35_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2660 Control/Affy Chinese35 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457742_SH36_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0878 primary Chinese36 not/specified 4+3 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457743_SH36_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.3540 Control/Affy Chinese36 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457744_SH37_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1573 primary Chinese37 not/specified 4+3 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457745_SH37_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2776 Control/Affy Chinese37 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457746_SH38_T_SNP6_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0928 primary Chinese38 not/specified 3+4 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457747_SH38_N_SNP6_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2076 Control/Affy Chinese38 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457748_SH39_T_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2224 primary Chinese39 not/specified 4+5 no yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457749_SH40T_GenomeWideSNP_6_3.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0859 primary Chinese40 not/specified 3+4 yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457750_SH40_N_GenomeWideSNP_6_3.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2429 Control/Affy Chinese40 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457751_P9T_SNP6_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.4268 primary UK1 not/specified NA removed/(/poor/QC yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457752_P9N_SNP6_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.3072 Control/Affy UK1 not/specified NA NA excluded/(/unsuitable/control
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457753_P55T_SNP6_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2211 primary UK2 not/specified NA removed/(/poor/QC yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457754_P55N_SNP6_GenomeWideSNP_6_.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.3540 Control/Affy UK2 not/specified NA NA excluded/(/unsuitable/control
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457755_P68T_SNP6.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1371 primary UK3 not/specified NA yes yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457756_P68N_SNP6.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.3045 Control/Affy UK3 not/specified NA NA baseline/reference
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457757_P98_T_SNP6.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1569 primary UK4 not/specified NA removed/(/poor/QC yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457758_P98_N_SNP6.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1451 Control/Affy UK4 not/specified NA NA excluded/(/unsuitable/control
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457759_P130_T_SNP6.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2157 primary UK5 not/specified NA removed/(/poor/QC yes
GSE18333(Mao/et/al GSM457760_P130_N_SNP62_2.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2405 Control/Affy UK5 not/specified NA NA excluded/(/unsuitable/control
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GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al BARRE_p_Sty10_Mapping250K_Sty_A03_56464.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1359 primary Beroukhim01 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al BARRE_p_Sty10_Mapping250K_Sty_F11_56602.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.2047 primary Beroukhim02 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al CLONE_p_STY29_(CO(106422)_Mapping250K_Sty_A09_104500.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1813 primary Beroukhim35 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al CLONE_p_STY29_(CO(106422)_Mapping250K_Sty_B03_104406.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1586 primary Beroukhim36 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al CLONE_p_STY29_(CO(106422)_Mapping250K_Sty_B11_104534.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1499 primary Beroukhim37 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al CLONE_p_STY29_(CO(106422)_Mapping250K_Sty_C01_104376.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1641 primary Beroukhim38 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al CLONE_p_STY29_(CO(106422)_Mapping250K_Sty_C09_104504.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1617 primary Beroukhim39 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al CLONE_p_STY29_(CO(106422)_Mapping250K_Sty_D03_104410.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1777 primary Beroukhim40 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al CLONE_p_STY29_(CO(106422)_Mapping250K_Sty_D07_104474.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1657 primary Beroukhim41 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al CLONE_p_STY29_(CO(106422)_Mapping250K_Sty_E05_104444.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1514 primary Beroukhim42 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al CLONE_p_STY29_(CO(106422)_Mapping250K_Sty_E09_104508.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1430 primary Beroukhim43 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al CLONE_p_STY29_(CO(106422)_Mapping250K_Sty_F03_104414.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1404 primary Beroukhim44 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al CLONE_p_STY29_(CO(106422)_Mapping250K_Sty_F11_104542.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1524 primary Beroukhim45 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al CLONE_p_STY29_(CO(106422)_Mapping250K_Sty_G01_104384.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1605 primary Beroukhim46 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al CLONE_p_STY29_(CO(106422)_Mapping250K_Sty_G05_104448.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1199 primary Beroukhim47 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al CLONE_p_STY29_(CO(106422)_Mapping250K_Sty_H08_104498.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1280 Cell/Line NCI(H660 NA NA NA no
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al CLONE_p_STY29_(CO(106422)_Mapping250K_Sty_H11_104546.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1303 primary Beroukhim48 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al COMET_p_Sty15_Mapping250K_Sty_F11_70164.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.2657 primary Beroukhim03 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al DOLCE_p_Sty7_Mapping250K_Sty_B03_53876.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1459 primary Beroukhim04 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al DOLCE_p_Sty7_Mapping250K_Sty_D08_53960.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1277 primary Beroukhim05 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al DOLCE_p_Sty7_Mapping250K_Sty_E02_53866.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1180 primary Beroukhim06 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al DOLCE_p_Sty7_Mapping250K_Sty_E08_53962.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.2549 Cell/Line DU145 NA NA NA no
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al DOLCE_p_Sty7_Mapping250K_Sty_E09_53978.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1647 primary Beroukhim07 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al DOLCE_p_Sty7_Mapping250K_Sty_H07_53952.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1651 primary Beroukhim08 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al DRAWS_p_Sty11_Mapping250K_Sty_D12_66706.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.2457 primary Beroukhim09 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al HAREM_p_STY35_Redo_Mapping250K_Sty_F08_151084.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1234 Cell/Line LnCaP NA NA NA no
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al HAREM_p_STY35_Redo_Mapping250K_Sty_G01_150974.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1332 Cell/Line PC3 NA NA NA no
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al KNACK_p_STY28_(CO(106345)_Mapping250K_Sty_A05_104628.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1427 primary Beroukhim49 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al KNACK_p_STY28_(CO(106345)_Mapping250K_Sty_B12_104742.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1208 primary Beroukhim50 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al KNACK_p_STY28_(CO(106345)_Mapping250K_Sty_C04_104616.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1475 primary Beroukhim51 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al KNACK_p_STY28_(CO(106345)_Mapping250K_Sty_D02_104586.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1745 primary Beroukhim52 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al KNACK_p_STY28_(CO(106345)_Mapping250K_Sty_D08_104682.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1713 primary Beroukhim53 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al KNACK_p_STY28_(CO(106345)_Mapping250K_Sty_F03_104606.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1555 primary Beroukhim54 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al KNACK_p_STY28_(CO(106345)_Mapping250K_Sty_G06_104656.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1114 primary Beroukhim55 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al KNACK_p_STY28_(CO(106345)_Mapping250K_Sty_G12_104752.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.0985 primary Beroukhim56 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al KNACK_p_STY28_(CO(106345)_Mapping250K_Sty_H07_104674.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.0960 primary Beroukhim57 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al SHOER_p_Sty12_Mapping250K_Sty_A11_67650.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.2649 primary Beroukhim10 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al SHOER_p_Sty12_Mapping250K_Sty_C10_67638.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.2173 primary Beroukhim11 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al SHOER_p_Sty12_Mapping250K_Sty_F07_67596.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.2123 primary Beroukhim12 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al SHOER_p_Sty12_Mapping250K_Sty_G12_67678.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.2251 primary Beroukhim13 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al SOARS_p_Sty23_Mapping250K_Sty_B09_89056.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1198 primary Beroukhim14 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al SOARS_p_Sty23_Mapping250K_Sty_C04_88978.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1216 primary Beroukhim15 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al SOARS_p_Sty23_Mapping250K_Sty_E01_88934.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1249 primary Beroukhim16 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al SOARS_p_Sty23_Mapping250K_Sty_E07_89030.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.2333 primary Beroukhim17 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al SOARS_p_Sty23_Mapping250K_Sty_H01_88940.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1179 primary Beroukhim18 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al SOARS_p_Sty23_Mapping250K_Sty_H09_89068.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1895 primary Beroukhim19 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al UNZIP_p_Sty14_Mapping250K_Sty_A06_67954.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.2084 primary Beroukhim20 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al UNZIP_p_Sty14_Mapping250K_Sty_F08_67996.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1932 primary Beroukhim21 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al UNZIP_p_Sty14_Mapping250K_Sty_G11_68046.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1858 primary Beroukhim22 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al VINOS_p_Sty8_Mapping250K_Sty_C04_54086.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1766 primary Beroukhim23 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al VINOS_p_Sty8_Mapping250K_Sty_C07_54134.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1585 primary Beroukhim24 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al VINOS_p_Sty8_Mapping250K_Sty_D04_54088.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1828 primary Beroukhim25 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al VINOS_p_Sty8_Mapping250K_Sty_H02_54064.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1502 primary Beroukhim26 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al VINOS_p_Sty8_Mapping250K_Sty_H05_54112.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1688 primary Beroukhim27 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al VINOS_p_Sty8_Mapping250K_Sty_H12_54224.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.2066 primary Beroukhim28 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al VOLTS_p_Sty9_Mapping250K_Sty_A10_57920.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1527 primary Beroukhim29 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al VOLTS_p_Sty9_Mapping250K_Sty_B11_57938.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1782 primary Beroukhim30 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al VOLTS_p_Sty9_Mapping250K_Sty_C09_57908.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.2724 primary Beroukhim31 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al VOLTS_p_Sty9_Mapping250K_Sty_E04_57832.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.2622 primary Beroukhim32 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al VOLTS_p_Sty9_Mapping250K_Sty_H03_57822.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1583 primary Beroukhim33 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al VOLTS_p_Sty9_Mapping250K_Sty_H05_57854.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1407 primary Beroukhim34 Rapid/Autopsy NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_A05_110504.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1260 primary Beroukhim58 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_A09_110526.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1783 primary Beroukhim59 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_B01_107598.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1484 primary Beroukhim60 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_B05_107618.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1169 primary Beroukhim61 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_B09_110536.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1301 primary Beroukhim62 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
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GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_B11_110540.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1103 primary Beroukhim63 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_C01_110544.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1139 primary Beroukhim64 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_C05_107608.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1218 primary Beroukhim65 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_C09_110554.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1455 primary Beroukhim66 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_D03_110566.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1454 primary Beroukhim67 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_D07_107622.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1490 primary Beroukhim68 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_D11_110580.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1187 primary Beroukhim69 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_E01_110584.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1275 primary Beroukhim70 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_E05_110592.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1465 primary Beroukhim71 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_E09_107624.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1063 primary Beroukhim72 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_E11_110602.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1066 primary Beroukhim73 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_F03_107626.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1206 primary Beroukhim74 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_F07_110614.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1659 primary Beroukhim75 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_F11_110620.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1100 primary Beroukhim76 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_G01_110624.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1295 primary Beroukhim77 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_G05_107652.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1635 primary Beroukhim78 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_G10_110636.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1178 primary Beroukhim79 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_H01_107610.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1709 primary Beroukhim80 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_H03_107614.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1205 primary Beroukhim81 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_H07_107638.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.1424 primary Beroukhim82 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE19399(Beroukhim/et/al WHOOP_p_STY30_(CO(108057)_Mapping250K_Sty_H11_107654.CEL Affymetrix/250K/SNP/Array 0.2053 primary Beroukhim83 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511404.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0382 primary Kan01 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511405.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0287 primary Kan02 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511406.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0348 primary Kan03 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511407.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0292 primary Kan04 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511408.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0375 primary Kan05 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511409.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0305 primary Kan06 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511410.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0310 primary Kan07 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511411.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0348 primary Kan08 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511412.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0376 primary Kan09 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511413.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0347 primary Kan10 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511414.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0421 primary Kan11 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511415.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0417 primary Kan12 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511416.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0532 primary Kan13 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511417.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0414 primary Kan14 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511418.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0485 primary Kan15 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511419.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0331 primary Kan16 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511420.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0588 primary Kan17 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511421.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0354 primary Kan18 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511422.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0300 primary Kan19 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511423.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0458 primary Kan20 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511424.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0533 primary Kan21 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511425.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0352 primary Kan22 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511426.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0510 primary Kan23 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511427.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0528 primary Kan24 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511428.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0549 primary Kan25 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511429.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0801 primary Kan26 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511430.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0561 primary Kan27 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511431.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0324 primary Kan28 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511432.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0931 primary Kan29 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511433.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0555 primary Kan30 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511434.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0714 primary Kan31 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511435.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0559 primary Kan32 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511436.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0440 primary Kan33 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511437.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0845 primary Kan34 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511438.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0564 primary Kan35 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511439.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0546 primary Kan36 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511440.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0502 primary Kan37 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511441.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0497 primary Kan38 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511442.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0596 primary Kan39 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511443.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0547 primary Kan40 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511444.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0460 primary Kan41 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511445.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0554 primary Kan42 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511446.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0428 primary Kan43 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511447.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0697 primary Kan44 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511448.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0489 primary Kan45 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
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GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511449.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0534 primary Kan46 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511450.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0576 primary Kan47 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511451.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.2585 primary Kan48 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511452.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0478 primary Kan49 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511453.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0514 primary Kan50 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511454.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1243 primary Kan51 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511455.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0556 primary Kan52 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511456.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0714 primary Kan53 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511457.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0583 primary Kan54 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511458.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0712 primary Kan55 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511459.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0751 primary Kan56 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511460.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0535 primary Kan57 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE20393(Kan/et/al GSM511461.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0901 primary Kan58 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525575.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1104 primary PCA0001 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525576.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0735 primary PCA0002 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525577.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0760 primary PCA0003 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525578.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0589 primary PCA0004 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 5 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525579.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0538 primary PCA0005 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525580.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0724 primary PCA0006 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525581.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0911 primary PCA0007 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525582.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0492 primary PCA0008 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525583.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0391 primary PCA0009 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525584.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1722 primary PCA0010 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525585.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0361 primary PCA0011 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525586.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0430 primary PCA0012 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525587.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0412 primary PCA0013 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525588.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0804 primary PCA0014 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525589.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0845 primary PCA0015 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525590.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1413 primary PCA0016 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525591.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0582 primary PCA0017 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525592.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1754 primary PCA0018 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525593.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0598 primary PCA0019 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525594.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0498 primary PCA0020 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525595.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.2518 primary PCA0021 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525596.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0328 primary PCA0022 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525597.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0492 primary PCA0023 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525598.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0496 primary PCA0024 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525599.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0310 primary PCA0025 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525600.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0667 primary PCA0026 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525601.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0443 primary PCA0027 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 5 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525602.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0638 primary PCA0028 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525603.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0417 primary PCA0029 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525604.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0718 primary PCA0030 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525605.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0423 primary PCA0031 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 8 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525606.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1253 primary PCA0032 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525607.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0435 primary PCA0033 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525608.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0848 primary PCA0034 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525609.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0442 primary PCA0035 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525610.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1759 primary PCA0036 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525611.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0509 primary PCA0037 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525612.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0316 primary PCA0038 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 9 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525613.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0492 primary PCA0039 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525614.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0376 primary PCA0040 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525615.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0360 primary PCA0041 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525616.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0447 primary PCA0042 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525617.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0262 primary PCA0043 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525618.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0444 primary PCA0044 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525619.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0729 primary PCA0045 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525620.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.7520 primary PCA0046 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 9 NA excluded/(/poor/quality
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525621.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0536 primary PCA0047 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525622.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0637 primary PCA0048 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 9 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525623.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0373 primary PCA0049 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525624.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0642 primary PCA0050 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525625.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0190 primary PCA0051 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525626.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0680 primary PCA0052 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525627.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0818 primary PCA0053 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
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GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525628.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0267 primary PCA0054 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525629.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0222 primary PCA0055 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 8 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525630.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0241 primary PCA0056 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525631.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0887 primary PCA0057 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525632.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0232 primary PCA0058 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525633.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0476 primary PCA0059 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525634.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0195 primary PCA0060 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525635.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0293 primary PCA0061 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525636.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0358 primary PCA0062 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525637.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0509 primary PCA0063 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525638.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0463 primary PCA0064 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525639.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0455 primary PCA0065 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525640.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0668 primary PCA0066 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525641.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0387 primary PCA0067 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525642.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0628 primary PCA0068 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525643.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1129 primary PCA0069 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525644.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0309 primary PCA0070 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525645.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0680 primary PCA0071 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525646.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0272 primary PCA0072 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525647.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0528 primary PCA0073 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525648.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0218 primary PCA0074 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525649.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0441 primary PCA0075 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525650.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0526 primary PCA0076 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525651.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0225 primary PCA0077 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525652.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0475 primary PCA0078 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525653.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0498 primary PCA0079 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525654.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0291 primary PCA0080 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 8 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525655.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0377 primary PCA0081 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525656.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0283 primary PCA0082 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525657.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1249 primary PCA0083 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525658.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0254 primary PCA0084 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525659.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0271 primary PCA0085 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525660.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0267 primary PCA0086 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525661.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0428 primary PCA0087 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525662.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0551 primary PCA0088 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525663.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0280 primary PCA0089 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525664.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1146 primary PCA0090 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525665.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0282 primary PCA0091 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525666.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0308 primary PCA0092 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525667.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0260 primary PCA0093 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525668.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0423 primary PCA0094 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525669.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0257 primary PCA0095 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525670.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0618 primary PCA0096 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525671.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0267 primary PCA0097 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525672.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0292 primary PCA0098 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525673.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0649 primary PCA0099 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 9 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525674.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0954 primary PCA0100 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525675.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0300 primary PCA0101 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525676.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1087 primary PCA0102 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525677.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0334 primary PCA0103 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525678.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0304 primary PCA0104 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525679.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0276 primary PCA0105 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525680.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0175 primary PCA0106 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525681.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0194 primary PCA0107 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525682.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0275 primary PCA0108 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525683.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0167 primary PCA0109 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525684.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0206 primary PCA0110 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525685.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0166 primary PCA0111 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525686.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0188 primary PCA0112 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 8 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525687.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0170 primary PCA0113 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525688.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0181 primary PCA0114 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525689.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0263 primary PCA0115 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525690.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0199 primary PCA0116 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525691.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0268 primary PCA0117 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 8 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525692.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0498 primary PCA0118 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525693.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0223 primary PCA0119 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
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GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525694.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0595 primary PCA0120 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525695.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0227 primary PCA0121 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525696.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0193 primary PCA0122 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525697.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0441 primary PCA0123 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525698.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0369 primary PCA0124 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525699.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0284 primary PCA0125 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525700.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0193 primary PCA0126 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525701.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0175 primary PCA0127 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 8 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525702.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0350 primary PCA0128 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525703.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0300 primary PCA0129 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525704.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0292 primary PCA0130 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 8 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525705.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0288 primary PCA0131 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525706.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0873 primary PCA0132 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525707.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0390 primary PCA0133 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525708.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0289 primary PCA0134 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525709.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0305 primary PCA0135 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525710.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0354 primary PCA0136 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525711.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0316 primary PCA0137 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525712.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0323 primary PCA0138 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525713.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0279 primary PCA0139 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 8 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525714.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0342 primary PCA0140 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525715.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0637 primary PCA0141 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525716.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0580 primary PCA0142 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525717.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0344 primary PCA0143 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525718.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0317 primary PCA0144 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525719.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0314 primary PCA0145 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525720.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0392 primary PCA0146 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525721.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0308 primary PCA0147 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525722.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0226 primary PCA0148 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525723.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0787 primary PCA0149 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525724.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0346 primary PCA0150 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525725.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1333 primary PCA0151 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525726.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0271 primary PCA0152 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525727.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0894 primary PCA0153 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 8 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525728.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0423 primary PCA0154 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525729.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0395 primary PCA0155 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525730.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0559 primary PCA0156 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525731.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1315 primary PCA0157 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525732.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0897 primary PCA0158 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525733.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0196 primary PCA0159 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525734.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0182 primary PCA0160 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525735.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0438 primary PCA0161 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525736.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0852 primary PCA0162 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525737.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1448 primary PCA0163 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525738.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1123 primary PCA0164 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525739.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0620 primary PCA0165 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525740.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0683 primary PCA0166 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525741.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0196 primary PCA0167 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525742.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0831 primary PCA0168 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525743.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0656 primary PCA0169 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525744.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0666 primary PCA0170 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525745.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0253 primary PCA0171 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525746.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1216 primary PCA0172 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 8 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525747.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0508 primary PCA0173 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525748.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1072 primary PCA0174 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525749.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0745 primary PCA0175 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525750.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1430 primary PCA0176 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525751.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0760 primary PCA0177 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 8 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525752.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1646 primary PCA0178 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525753.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0871 primary PCA0179 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 9 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525754.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1489 primary PCA0180 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525755.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1357 primary PCA0181 snap/frozen/cancer/from/RP 9 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525756.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1213 advanced PCA0182 node/met 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525757.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0487 advanced PCA0183 CR,/bone/met 9 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525758.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0613 advanced PCA0184 node/met 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525759.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0981 advanced PCA0185 node/met 6 NA yes
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GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525760.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0482 advanced PCA0186 CR,/neck/met 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525761.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0432 advanced PCA0187 CR,/spine/met 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525762.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0614 advanced PCA0188 CR,/spine/met 9 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525763.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0647 advanced PCA0189 node/met 8 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525764.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0744 advanced PCA0190 CR,/lung/met NA NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525765.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1581 advanced PCA0191 CR,/testes/met 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525766.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0585 advanced PCA0192 CR,/brain/met 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525767.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1170 advanced PCA0193 CR,/brain/met 9 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525768.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1545 advanced PCA0194 CR,/brain/met 6 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525769.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1297 advanced PCA0195 CR,/bone/met 8 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525770.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0572 advanced PCA0196 CR,/brain/met 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525771.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0497 advanced PCA0197 CR,/exent/bladder/locally/progressive/met 9 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525772.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0515 advanced PCA0198 CR,/bone/lung/met 8 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525773.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0697 advanced PCA0199 CR,/bone/met 9 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525774.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0584 advanced PCA0200 node/met 9 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525775.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0346 advanced PCA0201 node/met 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525776.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1132 advanced PCA0202 CR,/spine/met 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525777.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0349 advanced PCA0203 CR,/bone/met 8 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525778.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.2412 advanced PCA0204 CR,/spine/met 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525779.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0685 advanced PCA0205 CR,/brain/met 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525780.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1181 advanced PCA0206 node/met 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525781.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0382 advanced PCA0207 node/met 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525782.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1330 advanced PCA0208 CR,/bone/met 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525783.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.2265 advanced PCA0209 neck/met 8 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525784.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1130 advanced PCA0210 CR,/brain/met 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525785.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0703 advanced PCA0211 CR,/spine/met 9 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525786.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1930 advanced PCA0212 CR,/bone/met 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525787.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1292 advanced PCA0213 CR,/exent/colon/locally/progressive/met 7 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525788.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0633 advanced PCA0214 CR,/spine/met 8 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525789.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0204 advanced PCA0215 CR,/exent/bladder/locally/progressive/met 8 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525790.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1890 advanced PCA0216 CR,/exent/bladder/locally/progressive/met 9 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525791.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0353 advanced PCA0217 CR,/bone/met 9 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525792.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0229 advanced PCA0218 CR,/lung/met 8 NA yes
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525793.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.7967 cell/line Cell/line/CWR22Rv1 NA NA NA no
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525794.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.2738 cell/line Cell/line/DU145 NA NA NA no
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525795.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1271 xenograft Xenograft/LAPC3(1 NA NA NA no
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525796.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1034 xenograft Xenograft/LAPC3(2 NA NA NA no
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525797.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.2433 xenograft Xenograft/LAPC4(1 NA NA NA no
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525798.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1803 xenograft Xenograft/LAPC4(2/ NA NA NA no
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525799.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.2514 xenograft Xenograft/LAPC9/ NA NA NA no
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525800.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.3608 cell/line Cell/line/LNCaP/ NA NA NA no
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525801.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1439 cell/line Cell/line/LNCaP104S/ NA NA NA no
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525802.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.2690 xenograft Xenograft/LNM971/ NA NA NA no
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525803.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.2385 xenograft Xenograft/LuCAP35/ NA NA NA no
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525804.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0451 cell/line Cell/line/PC3/ NA NA NA no
GSE21032(Taylor/et/al GSM525805.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.4384 cell/line Cell/line/Vcap/ NA NA NA no
GSE28403(Vainio/et/al GSM702530_160905_251328213003_S01.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.2349 advanced Vainio01 CRPC/recurrence NA NA yes
GSE28403(Vainio/et/al GSM702531_US12302330_251275012748_S01.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0682 advanced Vainio02 CRPC/recurrence NA NA yes
GSE28403(Vainio/et/al GSM702532_US12302330_251275011939_S01.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1784 advanced Vainio03 CRPC/recurrence NA NA yes
GSE28403(Vainio/et/al GSM702533_US12302330_251275012749_S01.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0813 advanced Vainio04 CRPC/recurrence NA NA yes
GSE28403(Vainio/et/al GSM702534_140905_251275012750_S01.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1228 advanced Vainio05 CRPC/recurrence NA NA yes
GSE28403(Vainio/et/al GSM702535_140905_251328213000_S01.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1340 advanced Vainio06 CRPC/recurrence NA NA yes
GSE28403(Vainio/et/al GSM702536_140905_251328213001_S01.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1370 advanced Vainio07 CRPC/recurrence NA NA yes
GSE28403(Vainio/et/al GSM702537_140905_251328213002_S01.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1942 advanced Vainio08 CRPC/recurrence NA NA yes
GSE28403(Vainio/et/al GSM702538_US12302330_251275012107_S01.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.2097 advanced Vainio09 CRPC/recurrence NA NA yes
GSE28403(Vainio/et/al GSM702539_US12302330_251328211878_S01.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0662 primary Vainio10 localized NA NA yes
GSE28403(Vainio/et/al GSM702540_US12302330_251275011958_S01.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0839 primary Vainio11 localized NA NA yes
GSE28403(Vainio/et/al GSM702541_US12302330_251275011962_S01.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1914 advanced Vainio12 Lung/Met NA NA yes
GSE28403(Vainio/et/al GSM702542_US12302330_251275011938_S01.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1827 advanced Vainio12 Liver/Met NA NA yes
GSE28403(Vainio/et/al GSM702543_US12302330_251275011959_S01.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1353 advanced Vainio13 LN/Met/CR NA NA yes
GSE28403(Vainio/et/al GSM702544_US12302330_251275011941_S01.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.4600 advanced Vainio14 LN/Met NA NA yes
GSE28403(Vainio/et/al GSM702545_US12302330_251275011963_S02.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.3154 advanced Vainio15 LN/Met NA NA yes
GSE28403(Vainio/et/al GSM702546_US12302330_251275012106_S01.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.3231 advanced Vainio16 LN/Met NA NA yes
GSE28403(Vainio/et/al GSM702547_US12302330_251328211880_S01.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0698 advanced Vainio17 LN/Met/CR NA NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722765.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1428 primary Huang01 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722766.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0988 primary Huang02 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 4+4 NA yes
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GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722767.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1093 primary Huang03 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722768.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0966 primary Huang04 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722769.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0840 primary Huang05 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722770.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0677 primary Huang06 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722771.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0828 primary Huang07 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722772.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0735 primary Huang08 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 4+5 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722773.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0456 primary Huang09 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722774.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.2135 primary Huang10 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722775.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0569 primary Huang11 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 4+5 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722776.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1052 primary Huang12 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 4+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722777.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1141 primary Huang13 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722778.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.2207 primary Huang14 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722779.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.2990 primary Huang15 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722780.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1745 primary Huang16 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722781.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0783 primary Huang17 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722782.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0687 primary Huang18 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722783.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0484 primary Huang19 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722784.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0856 primary Huang20 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722785.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0304 primary Huang21 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722786.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0364 primary Huang22 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722787.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0424 primary Huang23 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722788.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0716 primary Huang24 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722789.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0611 primary Huang25 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722790.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0708 primary Huang26 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722791.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0563 primary Huang27 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722792.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0704 primary Huang28 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722793.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1084 primary Huang29 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 4+5 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722794.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0838 primary Huang30 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722795.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0831 primary Huang31 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722796.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0849 primary Huang32 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722797.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1251 primary Huang33 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722798.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1456 primary Huang34 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722799.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0552 primary Huang35 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722800.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0367 primary Huang36 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 4+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722801.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH NA primary Huang37 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA excluded/(/file/corrupt
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722802.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0446 primary Huang38 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722803.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1444 primary Huang39 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 4+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722804.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1677 primary Huang40 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722805.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0278 primary Huang41 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722806.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1803 primary Huang42 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 4+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722807.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1413 primary Huang43 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722808.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1376 primary Huang44 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 4+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722809.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0948 primary Huang45 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722810.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0404 primary Huang46 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722811.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0235 primary Huang47 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722812.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0305 primary Huang48 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722813.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0240 primary Huang49 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722814.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0218 primary Huang50 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722815.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0627 primary Huang51 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722816.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0505 primary Huang52 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722817.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0482 primary Huang53 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 4+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722818.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0476 primary Huang54 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 4+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722819.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0492 primary Huang55 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 4+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722820.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0473 primary Huang56 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722821.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0354 primary Huang57 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 4+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722822.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0406 primary Huang58 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722823.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0825 primary Huang59 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722824.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0370 primary Huang60 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722825.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0273 primary Huang61 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 4+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722826.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0407 primary Huang62 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722827.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0324 primary Huang63 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722828.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0313 primary Huang64 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722829.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0437 primary Huang65 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722830.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0395 primary Huang66 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 4+3 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722831.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0434 primary Huang67 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722832.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0397 primary Huang68 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes
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GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722833.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0396 primary Huang69 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes

GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722834.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0447 primary Huang70 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes

GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722835.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0638 primary Huang71 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes

GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722836.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0234 primary Huang72 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes

GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722837.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.2160 primary Huang73 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA excluded/(/poor/quality

GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722838.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0223 primary Huang74 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+3 NA yes

GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722839.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0246 primary Huang75 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+3 NA yes

GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722840.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0246 primary Huang76 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes

GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722841.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0393 primary Huang77 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes

GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722842.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0503 primary Huang78 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes

GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722843.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0322 primary Huang79 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes

GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722844.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0211 primary Huang80 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes

GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722845.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0713 primary Huang81 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes

GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722846.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0985 primary Huang82 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3/+/4 NA yes

GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722847.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1291 primary Huang83 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 4+3 NA yes

GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722848.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0947 primary Huang84 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+4 NA yes

GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722849.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.0768 primary Huang85 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP 3+3 NA yes

GSE29229(Huang/et/al GSM722850.txt Agilent/44K/aCGH 0.1184 primary Huang86 clinically/localized/cancer/from/RP NA NA yes

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731942_WX1(TR1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2181 primary Boyd01 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/3 yes yes

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731943_WX1(TR2.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.3292 primary Boyd01 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/4 yes excluded/(/duplicate

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731944_WX1(N.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1723 Control/Affy Boyd01 Fresh/frozen/non(malignant/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731945_WX8(TL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0884 primary Boyd02 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/3 yes yes

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731946_WX8(TR1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0998 primary Boyd02 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/4 yes yes

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731947_WX8(N.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2081 Control/Affy Boyd02 Fresh/frozen/non(malignant/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731948_WX9(TL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.4800 primary Boyd03 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/4 NA excluded/(/poor/quality

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731949_WX9(TR1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2715 primary Boyd03 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/4 removed/(/poor/QC yes

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731950_WX9(N.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2327 Control/Affy Boyd03 Fresh/frozen/non(malignant/from/RP NA NA excluded/(/unsuitable/control

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731951_WX11(TL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1594 primary Boyd04 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/3 yes yes

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731952_WX11(TL2.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2239 primary Boyd04 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/3 yes excluded/(/duplicate

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731953_WX11(N.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2228 Control/Affy Boyd04 Fresh/frozen/non(malignant/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731954_WX12(TL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1754 primary Boyd05 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/3 yes yes

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731955_WX12(TL2.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2426 primary Boyd05 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/3 yes excluded/(/duplicate

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731956_WX12(N.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.3546 Control/Affy Boyd05 Fresh/frozen/non(malignant/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731957_WX21(TL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.5432 primary Boyd06 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 4/+/3 yes excluded/(/duplicate

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731958_WX21(TR1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0981 primary Boyd06 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 4/+/3 yes yes

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731959_WX21(N.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2775 Control/Affy Boyd06 Fresh/frozen/non(malignant/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731960_WX33(TL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2557 primary Boyd07 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/4 yes excluded/(/duplicate

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731961_WX33(TL2.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1447 primary Boyd07 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/3 yes yes

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731962_WX33(TR1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.9197 primary Boyd07 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/3 yes excluded/(/duplicate

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731963_WX33(N.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2639 Control/Affy Boyd07 Fresh/frozen/non(malignant/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731964_WX39(TR1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1291 primary Boyd08 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/3 yes yes

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731965_WX39(TM1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2956 primary Boyd08 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 4/+/3 yes excluded/(/duplicate

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731966_WX39(N.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1630 Control/Affy Boyd08 Fresh/frozen/non(malignant/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731967_WX47(TL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1584 primary Boyd09 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/4 yes yes

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731969_WX47(N.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2682 Control/Affy Boyd09 Fresh/frozen/non(malignant/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731970_WX73(TL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.4471 primary Boyd10 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/3 yes excluded/(/duplicate

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731971_WX73(TL2.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2139 primary Boyd10 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/3 yes yes

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731972_WX73(N.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2407 Control/Affy Boyd10 Fresh/frozen/non(malignant/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731973_WX76(TL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.6500 primary Boyd11 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 4/+/3 NA excluded/(/poor/quality

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731974_WX76(TL2.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1804 primary Boyd11 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/4 yes yes

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731975_WX76(N.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.4078 Control/Affy Boyd11 Fresh/frozen/non(malignant/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731976_WX92(TL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.3196 primary Boyd12 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/3 removed/(/poor/QC yes

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731977_WX92(TL2.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.3337 primary Boyd12 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/3 removed/(/poor/QC excluded/(/duplicate

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731979_WX92(TM1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.4097 primary Boyd12 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 4/+/3 removed/(/poor/QC excluded/(/duplicate

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM731984_WX92(N.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 1.0120 Control/Affy Boyd12 Fresh/frozen/non(malignant/from/RP NA NA excluded/(/unsuitable/control

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM732027_P107(TL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.3118 primary Boyd13 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/3 yes yes

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM732030_P107(TM1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.3898 primary Boyd13 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/4 yes excluded/(/duplicate

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM732031_P107(N.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2694 Control/Affy Boyd13 Fresh/frozen/non(malignant/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM732032_SH12(T1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1322 primary Boyd14 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/3 yes yes

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM732033_SH12(T2.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2048 primary Boyd14 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 4/+/3 yes excluded/(/duplicate

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM732036_SH12(N.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2625 Control/Affy Boyd14 Fresh/frozen/non(malignant/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM732043_SH14(T1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0949 primary Boyd15 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/3 yes yes

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM732048_SH14(T2.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2526 primary Boyd15 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/4 yes excluded/(/duplicate

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM732053_SH14(N.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2975 Control/Affy Boyd15 Fresh/frozen/non(malignant/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM732058_SH17(T1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2849 primary Boyd16 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 4/+/3 yes excluded/(/duplicate

GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM732063_SH17(T2.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1285 primary Boyd16 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/4 yes yes
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GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM732064_SH17(N.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2230 Control/Affy Boyd16 Fresh/frozen/non(malignant/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM775347_WXB8(PL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1260 HGPIN Boyd02 Fresh/frozen/HGPIN/from/RP NA yes yes
GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM775348_WXB8(PR1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1148 HGPIN Boyd02 Fresh/frozen/HGPIN/from/RP NA yes excluded/(/duplicate
GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM775349_WXB9(PR1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2385 HGPIN Boyd03 Fresh/frozen/HGPIN/from/RP NA removed/(/poor/QC yes
GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM775350_WXB12(PL3.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1643 HGPIN Boyd05 Fresh/frozen/HGPIN/from/RP NA yes yes
GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM775351_WXB12(PM1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1285 HGPIN Boyd05 Fresh/frozen/HGPIN/from/RP NA yes excluded/(/duplicate
GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM775352_WX21(PL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1407 HGPIN Boyd06 Fresh/frozen/HGPIN/from/RP NA yes yes
GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM775353_WX33(PR1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0952 HGPIN Boyd07 Fresh/frozen/HGPIN/from/RP NA yes yes
GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM775354_WX47(PL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0864 HGPIN Boyd09 Fresh/frozen/HGPIN/from/RP NA yes yes
GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM775355_WX68(TL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2046 primary Boyd17 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/3 yes yes
GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM775356_WX68(PL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1391 HGPIN Boyd17 Fresh/frozen/HGPIN/from/RP NA yes yes
GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM775357_WX68(N.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.3808 Control/Affy Boyd17 Fresh/frozen/non(malignant/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM775358_WX73(PL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1038 HGPIN Boyd10 Fresh/frozen/HGPIN/from/RP NA yes yes
GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM775359_WX92(PL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.2935 HGPIN Boyd12 Fresh/frozen/HGPIN/from/RP NA yes yes
GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM775360_P107(PL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.4843 HGPIN Boyd13 Fresh/frozen/HGPIN/from/RP NA yes yes
GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM775361_P123(TL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.0677 primary Boyd18 Fresh/frozen/cancer/from/RP 3/+/4 yes yes
GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM775362_P123(PL1.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 NA HGPIN Boyd18 Fresh/frozen/HGPIN/from/RP NA NA excluded/(/file/corrupt
GSE29569(Boyd/et/al GSM775363_P123(N.CEL Affymetrix/SNP/6.0 0.1890 Control/Affy Boyd18 Fresh/frozen/non(malignant/from/RP NA NA baseline/reference
GSE34174(Friedlander/et/al GSM843409.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0306 advanced Friedlander01 CRPC/met,/Rapid/Autopsy average/of/chort NA yes
GSE34174(Friedlander/et/al GSM843410.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0592 advanced Friedlander02 CRPC/met,/Rapid/Autopsy average/of/chort NA yes
GSE34174(Friedlander/et/al GSM843411.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0791 advanced Friedlander03 CRPC/met,/Rapid/Autopsy average/of/chort NA yes
GSE34174(Friedlander/et/al GSM843412.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0496 advanced Friedlander04 CRPC/met,/Rapid/Autopsy average/of/chort NA yes
GSE34174(Friedlander/et/al GSM843413.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1523 advanced Friedlander05 CRPC/met,/Rapid/Autopsy average/of/chort NA yes
GSE34174(Friedlander/et/al GSM843414.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0678 advanced Friedlander06 CRPC/met,/Rapid/Autopsy average/of/chort NA yes
GSE34174(Friedlander/et/al GSM843415.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.1584 advanced Friedlander07 CRPC/met,/Rapid/Autopsy average/of/chort NA yes
GSE34174(Friedlander/et/al GSM843416.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0669 advanced Friedlander08 CRPC/met,/Rapid/Autopsy average/of/chort NA yes
GSE34174(Friedlander/et/al GSM843417.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0556 advanced Friedlander09 CRPC/met,/Rapid/Autopsy average/of/chort NA yes
GSE34174(Friedlander/et/al GSM843418.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0434 advanced Friedlander10 CRPC/met,/Rapid/Autopsy average/of/chort NA yes
GSE34174(Friedlander/et/al GSM843419.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0584 advanced Friedlander11 CRPC/met,/Rapid/Autopsy average/of/chort NA yes
GSE34174(Friedlander/et/al GSM843420.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0266 advanced Friedlander11 CRPC/met,/Rapid/Autopsy average/of/chort NA excluded/(/duplicate
GSE34174(Friedlander/et/al GSM843421.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0306 advanced Friedlander12 CRPC/met,/Rapid/Autopsy average/of/chort NA yes
GSE34174(Friedlander/et/al GSM843422.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0351 advanced Friedlander13 CRPC/met,/Rapid/Autopsy average/of/chort NA yes
GSE34174(Friedlander/et/al GSM843423.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0629 advanced Friedlander14 CRPC/met,/Rapid/Autopsy average/of/chort NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878882_aN1.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1455 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878883_aN2.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0984 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878884_aN4.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1726 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878885_aN5.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1300 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878886_aN6.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0231 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878887_aN7.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0368 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878888_aN8.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0982 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878889_aN9.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0457 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878890_aN10.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0610 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878891_aN11.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0580 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878892_aN12.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0699 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878893_aN13.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0803 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878894_aN14.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0976 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878895_aN15.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0980 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878896_aN16.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1262 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878897_aN17.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0678 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878898_aN18.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0579 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA excluded/(/unsuitable/control
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878899_aN19.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1412 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878900_aN20.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0922 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878901_aN21.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0270 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878902_aN22.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0287 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878903_aN23.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0342 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878904_aN24.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0625 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878905_aN25.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0588 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878906_aN26.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0837 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878907_aN27.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0567 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878908_aN28.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0472 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878909_aN29.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0866 Control/Agilent Benign Benign NA NA benign
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878910_aT1.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0843 primary Grasso1 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878911_aT3.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.2697 primary Grasso2 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878912_aT5.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1019 primary Grasso3 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878913_aT6.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0301 primary Grasso4 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878914_aT7.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1427 primary Grasso5 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
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GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878915_aT8.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0932 primary Grasso6 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878916_aT9a.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1351 primary Grasso7 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878917_aT10.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1011 primary Grasso8 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878918_aT11.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1925 primary Grasso9 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878919_aT12.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1194 primary Grasso10 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878920_aT17.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1351 primary Grasso11 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878921_aT19.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1733 primary Grasso12 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878922_aT20.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.2128 primary Grasso13 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878923_aT21.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1521 primary Grasso14 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878924_aT24.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1596 primary Grasso15 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878925_aT25.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0698 primary Grasso16 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878926_aT26.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0582 primary Grasso17 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878927_aT27.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0572 primary Grasso18 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878928_aT29.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1434 primary Grasso19 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878929_aT31.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0406 primary Grasso20 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878930_aT32.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.2461 primary Grasso21 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878931_aT37.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1378 primary Grasso22 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878932_aT39.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1504 primary Grasso23 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878933_aT40.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0963 primary Grasso24 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878934_aT41.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0934 primary Grasso25 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878935_aT42.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0843 primary Grasso26 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878936_aT43.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1123 primary Grasso27 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878937_aT44.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1197 primary Grasso28 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878938_aT45.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0980 primary Grasso29 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878939_aT46.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0332 primary Grasso30 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878940_aT47.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0319 primary Grasso31 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878941_aT48.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0284 primary Grasso32 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878942_aT49.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0574 primary Grasso33 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878943_aT50.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0522 primary Grasso34 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878944_aT51.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0653 primary Grasso35 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878945_aT52.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0789 primary Grasso36 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878946_aT53.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0863 primary Grasso37 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878947_aT54.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0822 primary Grasso38 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878948_aT55.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1001 primary Grasso39 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878949_aT56.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1201 primary Grasso40 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878950_aT57.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1305 primary Grasso41 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878951_aT58.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1842 primary Grasso42 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878953_aT59.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0777 primary Grasso43 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878956_aT60.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1172 primary Grasso44 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878957_aT61.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0683 primary Grasso45 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878959_aT62.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1277 primary Grasso46 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878962_aT63.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1313 primary Grasso47 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878963_aT64.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1234 primary Grasso48 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878964_aT65.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1306 primary Grasso49 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878965_aT66.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.2297 primary Grasso50 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878966_aT67.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0800 primary Grasso51 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878967_aT68.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1380 primary Grasso52 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878968_aT69.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1441 primary Grasso53 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878969_aT70.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1520 primary Grasso54 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878970_aT73.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1816 primary Grasso55 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878971_aT75.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1193 primary Grasso56 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878972_aT82.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1397 primary Grasso57 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878973_aT83.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0984 primary Grasso58 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878974_aT85.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1056 primary Grasso59 clinically localized cancer from RP NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878975_aWA16.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1847 advanced Grasso70 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878976_aWA3.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1356 advanced Grasso61 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878977_aWA5.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.2021 advanced Grasso63 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878978_aWA4.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1032 advanced Grasso62 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878979_aWA13.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0582 advanced Grasso68 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878980_aWA20.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1688 advanced Grasso73 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878981_aWA22.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1029 advanced Grasso74 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878982_aWA24.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0495 advanced Grasso76 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878983_aWA18.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0455 advanced Grasso71 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878984_aWA25.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0666 advanced Grasso77 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878985_aWA31.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0865 advanced Grasso82 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878986_aWA32.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0689 advanced Grasso83 CRPC met NA NA yes
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GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878987_aWA33.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0392 advanced Grasso84 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878988_aWA35.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0566 advanced Grasso85 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878989_aWA37.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0697 advanced Grasso86 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878990_aWA39.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1323 advanced Grasso87 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878991_aWA40.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0602 advanced Grasso88 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878992_aWA42.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0785 advanced Grasso89 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878993_aWA46.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0511 advanced Grasso90 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878994_aWA47.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0447 advanced Grasso91 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878995_aWA2.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.3524 advanced Grasso60 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878996_aWA6.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1247 advanced Grasso64 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878997_aWA11.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0612 advanced Grasso67 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878998_aWA14.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1097 advanced Grasso69 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM878999_aWA19.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0729 advanced Grasso72 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM879000_aWA26.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0670 advanced Grasso78 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM879001_aWA28.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1285 advanced Grasso79 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM879002_aWA7.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0562 advanced Grasso65 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM879003_aWA10.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1313 advanced Grasso66 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM879004_aWA23.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.1332 advanced Grasso75 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM879005_aWA29.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0758 advanced Grasso80 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM879006_aWA30.txt Agilent/105K/aCGH 0.0555 advanced Grasso81 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM879007_aWA53.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0406 advanced Grasso92 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM879008_aWA54.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0438 advanced Grasso93 CRPC met NA NA yes
GSE35988(Grasso/et/al GSM879009_aWA55.txt Agilent/244K/aCGH 0.0568 advanced Grasso94 CRPC met NA NA yes
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Appendix B                                                                                                    

In silico mapping of the PTEN genomic region        

Contributions to thesis from the publication - Yoshimoto M, Ludkovski O, 

DeGrace D, Williams JL, Evans A, Sircar K, Bismar TA, Nuin P, Squire JA. PTEN 

genomic deletions that characterize aggressive prostate cancer originate close to 

segmental duplications. Genes Chromosomes Cancer. 2012 Feb;51(2):149-60. doi: 

10.1002/gcc.20939. Epub 2011 Nov 1. PMID: 22045666 are presented below.                                                                                  

B.1 Genomic mapping of PTEN deletions 

In this paper I performed the in silico mapping of the PTEN genomic region in a 

subset of primary prostate cancer tumours that had copy number data from Agilent 

microarrays. This in silico mapping was used to design probes for our highly sensitive 

PTEN deletion FISH assay that provided data supporting the rationale that PTEN is a 

crucial driver gene in prostate cancer as discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. The following 

sections B.1.1 - B.1.4 are excerpts from the above manuscript, with permission from all 

co-authors involved. 

B.2 Methods for mining human genome array datasets 

Publicly available human genome array data- sets were searched and obtained 

from the National Center for Biotechnology Information’s Gene Expression Omnibus 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). The datasets were interrogated for copy number 
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imbalances and the position of all genomic losses on chromosome 10. Copy number 

transitions were considered as breakage events that led to chromosome rearrangements 

that underlie imbalanced genomic regions with an abnormal threshold277,278. The rank 

segmentation algorithm was used to provide a list of aberrations, each determined by two 

copy number transitions. The identification of copy number transitions with adjacent 

genomic losses was used to infer where a chromosome 10 deletion break-point occurred 

and initiated flanking genomic losses leading to deletion of PTEN. 

B.3 Supplemental methods for mining human genome array datasets 

 The following publicly available human genome array datasets (n = 311) that 

became available after the publication of previous studies were mined: 83 primary 

prostate cancer samples assayed on the GeneChip Human Mapping 250K Nsp Array250; 

14 metastatic prostate samples, from individual patients, assayed on the Genome-Wide 

Human SNP Array 6.070; 126 primary and 35 metastatic prostate cancer samples, from 

individual patients73; and 53 primary prostate cancer samples251, assayed on the Human 

Genome 244K CGH microarray. Two Affymetrix (CA) SNP studies and two Human 

Genome 244K CGH studies (Agilent Technologies, CA) were selected for mapping copy 

number changes involving PTEN deletions on 10q in 311 prostate cancer samples 

previously described70,73,250,251. For the in silico analysis of the Affymetrix SNP arrays (n 

= 97), the copy number changes were examined using the Rank Segmentation, with 

significance threshold 1.0E-6, maximum contiguous probe spacing 1000 kb, and 

minimum number of probes per segment 5 (Nexus Copy Number v.5, BioDiscovery, Inc., 
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CA). Genomic imbalances were assigned as either gain (threshold of 0.18), amplification 

(threshold of 0.5), hemizygous loss (threshold of –0.18), or homozygous copy loss 

(threshold of –0.75). For the analysis of the Agilent datasets (n = 214), the copy number 

changes were also examined using the Rank Segmentation, with significance threshold 

1.0E-5, maximum contiguous probe spacing 1000 kb, and minimum number of probes 

per segment 3 (Nexus Copy Number v.5). Genomic imbalances were assigned as either 

gain (threshold of 0.2), amplification (threshold of 0.6), hemizygous loss (threshold of –

0.17), or homozygous copy loss (threshold of –0.65). The difference between the settings 

used to analyze the two different commercial platforms reflects the fact that Affymetrix 

arrays use allelic information to make copy number calls. 

B.4 Methods for fluorescence in situ hybridization 

A four-colour FISH method was designed based on genomic copy number 

transition regions and deletion positions in 311 prostate cancers determined by in silico 

analyses of public domain array datasets. Flanking probes were selected from the regions 

on either side of the minimal deleted region centering on PTEN (Figure B.1). Three 

probes were derived from BAC clones corresponding to PTEN and PTEN flanking 

genomic regions BMPR1A and FAS, respectively. To determine the number of Chr10 

centromeres present, the fourth probe was obtained commercially (CEP 10 Spectrum 

Aqua, 10p11.1-q11.1—Abbott Molecular, Inter-Medico, Markham, ON, Canada). Areas 

of adenocarcinoma were marked by the pathologist using an H&E stained section. FISH 

analysis was performed using adjacent sections stained with 4′,6-diamidino-2
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Figure B.1 PTEN genomic deletions that characterize aggressive prostate cancer 
originate close to segmental duplications 
Schematic diagram of an in silico deletion map of genomic region 10q22.1–10q25.1. A 
linear ideogram of chromosome 10 is dis- played across the top of the diagram. Blue, 
pink, green, and red boxes indicate cen(10), BMPR1A, PTEN, and FAS, respectively. The 
10q22.1–10q25.1 (unshaded region) is expanded below the chromosome 10 map, with 
exons and genes represented by blue boxes, as indicated. Above the exon/gene map, a 
green/red histogram displays the average percent gain and loss for 32 of 97 samples in 
the region. In the lower part of the figure, each gray horizontal line represents a single 
PTEN-deleted patient sample. Horizontal coloured bars represent deleted sequences: red, 
hemizygous loss; dark red, homozygous loss; and green, gain. Pink, green, and red 
vertical dashed heavy bars indicate BMPR1A, PTEN, and FAS, respectively. Note: 
diagram is modified output from Nexus (BioDiscovery) microarray analytical software. 
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phenylindole, dihydrochloride (DAPI) in tumour-rich areas. Details of the BAC probes 

and the method used to determine thresholds for identifying PTEN deletion levels are 

presented in Supporting Information Materials and Methods. PTEN copy number was 

evaluated by counting spots for each probe in 100 non-overlapping, intact interphase 

nuclei per tumour tissue core. 

B.5 Results of PTEN regional losses determined from prostate cancer genome array 

data 

To characterize chromosome 10 deletions associated with prostate cancer, in 

silico genomic studies were performed on 311 previously reported prostate cancer 

genomes. The goal of this in silico analysis was to use available aCGH and SNP data to 

infer copy number transitions, genomic losses, and the minimal 10q-deleted region 

associated with prostate cancer. Loss of genomic sequences corresponding to the 

chromosomal region 10q23.31 was consistently observed in all studies (93/311 samples, 

29.9%). Table B.1, found in Appendix B.7, details the CNAs for the PTEN genomic 

region of each tumour. Figure B.1 displays the mapping of the location of genomic losses 

and positions of copy number transitions indicated that hemizygous and homozygous 10q 

deletions centered on the PTEN locus (59/311 samples, 19.0%; and 34/311 samples, 

10.9%, respectively). The most frequent loss at 10q23 including PTEN was a recurrent 

interstitial microdeletion ranging from 36.5 kB to 1.9 MB in size (45 losses). The second 

most frequent type of deletion was more heterogeneous and involved loss of PTEN, 

BMPR1A, and FAS, and ranged from 2.6 to 93.4 MB in size (24 losses). The third most 
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frequent deletion involved loss of PTEN and FAS, and ranged from 1.3 to 38.1 MB in 

size (23 losses). These data were used to design a four-colour FISH assay to detect 

prostate cancer-associated deletions of PTEN. The assay used BMPR1A and FAS as 

proximal and distal flanking probes on either side of PTEN, respectively, as well as 

PTEN and centromeric probe cen(10). 

B.6 Discussion of in silico mapping for subsequent FISH analyses 

This is another example of repurposing public genomic data to aid in the 

appropriate design of FISH probes to experimentally detect PTEN deletions in prostate 

tumour samples. This is particularly important since PTEN is frequently lost through a 

microdeletion that is smaller than commercial probes and therefore would not be 

detected. Furthermore, this approach permitted the identification of suitable flanking 

control probes.  

B.7 Supplemental file: mapping the size of copy number transitions involving the 

PTEN gene locus 

Table B.1 Copy number transitions involving the PTEN gene locus 

This table follows on the four subsequent pages. Every sample incorporated with 

PTEN deletion is detailed with the start and end bp listed, the genomic imbalance, length, 

cytobands and type of deletion on 10q. 
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Table B1. Copy number transitions involving the PTEN gene locus 

Study Start bp End bp Genomic Imbalances Length Cytoband Type of 10q del 
Beroukhim et al 88,324,920 90,414,818 Homozygous Loss 2,089,899 q23.2 - q23.31 Deletions including BMPR1A and PTEN 

Beroukhim et al 82,812,226 90,183,850 Hemizygous loss 7,371,625 q23.1 - q23.31 Deletions including BMPR1A and PTEN 

Beroukhim et al 89,588,330 90,982,096 Homozygous Loss 1,393,767 q23.2 - q23.31 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Beroukhim et al 89,486,499 90,998,947 Homozygous Loss 1,512,449 q23.2 - q23.31 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Beroukhim et al 89,300,527 92,590,072 Homozygous Loss 3,289,546 q23.2 - q23.31 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Beroukhim et al 89,105,544 127,204,989 Hemizygous loss 38,099,446 q23.2 - q26.13 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Beroukhim et al 89,419,345 89,637,408 Hemizygous loss 218,064 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Beroukhim et al 89,637,408 90,195,470 Homozygous Loss 558,063 q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Beroukhim et al 89,574,214 90,253,808 Homozygous Loss 679,595 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Beroukhim et al 89,588,330 90,321,908 Hemizygous loss 733,579 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Beroukhim et al 89,389,503 90,172,269 Homozygous Loss 782,767 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Beroukhim et al 89,430,436 90,253,808 Hemizygous loss 823,373 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Beroukhim et al 89,430,436 90,578,932 Hemizygous loss 1,148,497 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Beroukhim et al 89,574,214 90,736,565 Hemizygous loss 1,162,352 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Beroukhim et al 89,155,647 90,321,908 Hemizygous loss 1,166,262 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Beroukhim et al 89,419,345 90,707,044 Hemizygous loss 1,287,700 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Beroukhim et al 89,105,544 90,690,072 Homozygous Loss 1,584,529 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Beroukhim et al 88,720,220 90,703,061 Hemizygous loss 1,982,842 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Beroukhim et al 88,447,677 91,008,238 Homozygous Loss 2,560,562 q23.2 - q23.31 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Beroukhim et al 88,476,717 91,350,664 Hemizygous loss 2,873,948 q23.2 - q23.31 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Beroukhim et al 87,080,438 93,320,328 Hemizygous loss 6,239,891 q23.1 - q23.32 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Beroukhim et al 86,003,979 110,484,532 Hemizygous loss 24,480,554 q23.1 - q25.1 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Beroukhim et al 85,119,545 110,332,616 Hemizygous loss 25,213,072 q23.1 - q25.1 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Beroukhim et al 81,242,411 113,445,887 Hemizygous loss 32,203,477 q22.3 - q25.2 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Beroukhim et al 78,551,492 135,374,737 Hemizygous loss 56,823,246 q22.3 - q26.3 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Beroukhim et al 41,956,473 135,374,737 Hemizygous loss 93,418,265 q11.1 - q26.3 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 
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Study Start bp End bp Genomic Imbalances Length Cytoband Type of 10q del 
Kan et al 74,915,384 90,134,115 Hemizygous loss 15,218,732 q22.2 - q23.31 Deletions including BMPR1A and PTEN 

Kan et al 89,604,710 90,896,723 Homozygous Loss 1,292,014 q23.31 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Kan et al 89,220,524 113,945,425 Hemizygous loss 24,724,902 q23.2 - q25.2 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Kan et al 89,517,308 90,230,812 Hemizygous loss 713,505 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Kan et al 89,543,002 90,554,488 Hemizygous loss 1,011,487 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Kan et al 89,290,316 90,517,042 Hemizygous loss 1,226,727 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Kan et al 89,220,524 90,517,042 Homozygous Loss 1,296,519 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Kan et al 89,267,504 90,660,815 Homozygous Loss 1,393,312 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Kan et al 89,247,439 90,675,130 Hemizygous loss 1,427,692 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Kan et al 87,389,042 91,433,580 Hemizygous loss 4,044,539 q23.1 - q23.31 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Kan et al 82,014,564 95,287,716 Hemizygous loss 13,273,153 q23.1 - q23.33 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Kan et al 69,767,937 91,567,057 Hemizygous loss 21,799,121 q21.3 - q23.31 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Kan et al 87,522,094 109,358,876 Hemizygous loss 21,836,783 q23.1 - q25.1 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Kan et al 84,386,060 106,715,812 Hemizygous loss 22,329,753 q23.1 - q25.1 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Kan et al 87,219,293 135,374,737 Hemizygous loss 48,155,445 q23.1 - q26.3 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Kan et al 41,927,641 104,511,669 Hemizygous loss 62,584,029 q11.1 - q24.32 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Kan et al 41,927,641 135,374,737 Hemizygous loss 93,447,097 q11.1 - q26.3 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Liu et al 84,904,508 89,641,763 Hemizygous loss 4,737,256 q23.1 - q23.31 Deletions including BMPR1A and PTEN 

Liu et al 89,653,859 91,173,299 Homozygous Loss 1,519,441 q23.31 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Liu et al 89,647,486 95,986,394 Hemizygous loss 6,338,909 q23.31 - 23.33 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Liu et al 89,647,486 97,288,537 Hemizygous loss 7,641,052 q23.31 - 23.33 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Liu et al 89,617,401 89,653,859 Hemizygous loss 36,459 q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Liu et al 89,505,252 89,626,890 Hemizygous loss 121,639 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Liu et al 89,653,859 89,889,451 Hemizygous loss 235,593 q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Liu et al 89,268,661 89,617,401 Homozygous Loss 348,741 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Liu et al 89,626,890 90,473,498 Homozygous Loss 846,609 q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Liu et al 84,042,248 93,486,348 Hemizygous loss 9,444,101 q23.1 - q23.32 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 
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Study Start bp End bp Genomic Imbalances Length Cytoband Type of 10q del 
Liu et al 81,487,360 108,167,197 Hemizygous loss 6,679,838 q22.3 - q25.1 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 88,239,683 89,782,083 Homozygous Loss 1,542,401 q23.2 - q23.31 Deletions including BMPR1A and PTEN 

Taylor et al 88,172,857 90,295,472 Hemizygous loss 2,122,616 q23.2 - q23.31 Deletions including BMPR1A and PTEN 

Taylor et al 83,738,494 90,008,949 Hemizygous loss 6,270,456 q23.1 - q23.31 Deletions including BMPR1A and PTEN 

Taylor et al 89,604,710 90,896,723 Hemizygous loss 1,292,014 q23.31 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 89,278,523 90,797,750 Homozygous Loss 1,519,228 q23.2 - q23.31 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 89,259,497 91,159,347 Hemizygous loss 1,899,851 q23.2 - q23.31 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 89,163,548 91,185,341 Homozygous Loss 2,021,794 q23.2 - q23.31 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 89,278,523 91,305,880 Hemizygous loss 2,027,358 q23.2 - q23.31 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 89,189,405 91,395,377 Homozygous Loss 2,205,973 q23.2 - q23.31 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 89,163,548 93,735,656 Hemizygous loss 4,572,109 q23.2 - q23.32 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 89,673,348 94,294,674 Homozygous Loss 4,621,327 q23.31 - 23.33 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 89,163,548 96,292,530 Hemizygous loss 7,128,983 q23.2 - q23.33 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 89,713,463 98,253,870 Hemizygous loss 8,540,408 q23.31 - q24.1 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 89,423,481 98,369,520 Hemizygous loss 8,946,040 q23.2 - q24.1 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 89,247,439 99,103,982 Homozygous Loss 9,856,544 q23.2 - q24.1 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 89,247,439 107,317,093 Hemizygous loss 8,069,655 q23.2 - q25.1 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 89,189,405 111,577,121 Hemizygous loss 2,387,717 q23.2 - q25.1 Deletions including PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 89,704,731 89,970,616 Hemizygous loss 265,886 q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 89,443,412 89,739,582 Homozygous Loss 296,171 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 89,299,010 89,713,463 Homozygous Loss 414,454 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 89,699,332 90,134,115 Homozygous Loss 434,784 q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 89,220,524 89,699,332 Hemizygous loss 478,809 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 89,660,838 90,319,160 Hemizygous loss 658,323 q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 89,604,710 90,264,920 Homozygous Loss 660,211 q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 89,346,669 90,088,953 Homozygous Loss 742,285 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 89,474,601 90,240,084 Homozygous Loss 765,484 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 
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Study Start bp End bp Genomic Imbalances Length Cytoband Type of 10q del 
Taylor et al 89,324,748 90,125,396 Homozygous Loss 800,649 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 89,220,524 90,038,078 Homozygous Loss 817,555 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 89,259,497 90,110,496 Hemizygous loss 851,000 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 88,803,653 89,692,469 Hemizygous loss 888,817 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 89,576,861 90,467,118 Hemizygous loss 890,258 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 89,290,316 90,303,684 Homozygous Loss 1,013,369 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 89,568,669 90,590,614 Homozygous Loss 1,021,946 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 89,324,748 90,354,915 Homozygous Loss 1,030,168 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 89,604,710 90,654,960 Hemizygous loss 1,050,251 q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 89,576,861 90,720,695 Homozygous Loss 1,143,835 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 89,220,524 90,554,488 Hemizygous loss 1,333,965 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 89,220,524 90,554,488 Hemizygous loss 1,333,965 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 89,220,524 90,613,217 Homozygous Loss 1,392,694 q23.2 - q23.31 Interstitial PTEN microdeletion 

Taylor et al 87,567,208 96,210,658 Hemizygous loss 8,643,451 q23.1 - q23.33 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 77,735,027 95,450,691 Hemizygous loss 7,715,665 q22.3 - q23.33 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 80,896,597 101,462,924 Hemizygous loss 0,566,328 q22.3 - q24.2 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 73,773,040 101,019,809 Hemizygous loss 7,246,770 q22.1 - q24.2 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 80,802,706 121,216,607 Homozygous Loss 0,413,902 q22.3 - q26.11 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 

Taylor et al 88,500,713 134,803,162 Hemizygous loss 6,302,450 q23.2 - q26.3 Large deletions including BMPR1A, PTEN and FAS 
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Appendix C                                                                                                     

Functional experiments to modulate the expression of PTEN deletions 

and the TMPRSS2:ERG fusion in vitro 

In the experiments summarized below we present ongoing work that is 

investigating the functional interactions of PTEN loss and TMPRSS2:ERG. This in vitro 

model system can be used to better understand the molecular biology of the synergistic 

clinical impact caused by the presence of both aberrations. 

C.1 In vitro cell line model for aggressive prostate cancer 

Our goal was to engineer an in vitro cell line panel to model aggressive prostate 

cancer using a lentiviral delivery system for PTEN shRNA knockdown technology and 

ERG overexpression. A normal prostate epithelial cell line was used to create stable 

PTEN knockdown and/or overexpression of ERG to mimic the various combinations of 

rearrangements observed in human disease (Figure C.1). Comprehensive examination of 

the cellular processes and signalling pathways affected could enhance the ability to 

stratify patients improving the diagnosis, prognosis and clinical management of prostate 

cancer. Potential identification of molecules that could serve as targets for novel 

therapeutics could also be determined through such assays. Affectively achieving in vitro 

validation would be to rescue the expected malignant phenotype by restoring PTEN 

expression and attenuating the elevated ERG levels. 
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Figure C.1 In vitro cell line panel to model aggressive prostate cancer 

The parental cell line expresses standard PTEN levels. There is no ERG expression in 

adult prostate epithelial cells therefore endogenous ERG is the absence of ERG 

expression. Knockdown of PTEN will be prepared at two levels, a partial or ~50% 

knockdown and complete knockdown of PTEN. These variable levels of PTEN 

knockdown or wild type will be combined with ERG overexpression.   
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C.1.1 RWPE-1 cell line 

RWPE-1 is an immortalized prostate epithelial cell line derived from a 

histologically normal prostate from a Caucasian man279. This cell line was chosen to 

attempt to reproduce an authentic recapitulation of the genomic changes observed in our 

model of aggressive prostate cancer progression (Chapter 2, Figure 2.5) in a step-wise 

manner to characterize the consequences on cellular processes and signalling pathways. 

Culturing of normal prostate epithelial cells in vitro is not possible as senescent responses 

are activated causing the cells to lose viability. Therefore, the use of RWPE-1, a cell line 

that has been immortalized was chosen as the parental cell line for our in vitro model 

system of aggressive prostate cancer. RWPE-1 has a single copy of the human 

papillomavirus-18 genomic sequences integrated into its genome. Production of the 

human papillomavirus-18 proteins E6 and E7 are required to circumvent the natural 

senescence response by binding to pRB or p53 allowing the cells to continually grow in 

in vitro conditions279.  

C.1.2 PTEN shRNA knockdown 

PTEN knockdown is essential to creating our model of aggressive prostate cancer, 

to this end it was decided that two levels of PTEN knockdown would provide the most 

relevant representation of the progression of the disease, from single copy PTEN loss to 

complete loss of both alleles. Lentiviral technology was implemented using human 

pGIPZ shRNAmir individual clones (Open Biosystem, Thermo Scientific) to permit the 
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integration of the shRNAs into the cell’s genome establishing permanent or stable 

expression. The pGIPZ vector produces a green-fluorescent protein signal to also be 

transduced, allowing an easy detection system. All PTEN pGIPZ shRNA vectors contain 

a puromycin resistant marker for selection of transduced cells.  

The five human pGIPZ shRNAmir individual clones obtained were dispersed 

throughout the entire PTEN mRNA to allow for a variety of knockdown levels or 

complete knockout through the combination of several shRNAs when necessary. 

Immunoblotting confirmed successful and variable PTEN knockdown for all five 

shRNAs. Further validation was determined by verifying the pAKT levels by 

immunoblotting (Figure C.2). Indeed, cell lines experiencing a knockdown of PTEN 

expression demonstrated an elevated level of pAKT relative to cells with normal PTEN 

levels.  
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Figure C.2 PTEN knockdown verification by western blotting 

Successful PTEN knockdown (KD) in the RWPE-1 cell line. Lane 1: parental 
untransduced RWPE-1 cell line. Lane 2: non-silencing control shRNA. Lane 3 & 4: 
control GAPDH and EG5 knockdown shRNAs, respectively. Lanes 2-4 demonstrate the 
pGIPZ vector does not influence the expression of PTEN. Lane 5-9 are each of the 5 
PTEN shRNA demonstrating effective, yet variable knockdown of PTEN protein levels, 
with corresponding elevation in activated AKT. PTEN antibody: Cell Signaling (#9552). 
pAKT antibody: Cell Signaling (#4060). AKT antibody: Cell Signaling (#9272). 
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C.1.3 δN-ERG overexpression 

The ERG overexpression was more challenging as several important criteria had 

to be taken into consideration. In most cases of fusion-positive human prostate cancer the 

resultant ERG overexpression is a slightly N-terminally truncated protein, which is 

consistent with the most common fusion rearrangement combining exon 1 of TMPRSS2 

to exon 4 of ERG. This truncation reflects a loss of the first 33 amino acids of the ERG 

protein. Second, as the overexpression of ERG is to be combined with PTEN knockdown 

shRNAs, whose selection marker is puromycin, an alternative antibiotic selection marker 

had to be chosen. Finally, ERG overexpressing lentivrial vectors were not readily 

available.  

I was able to acquire an N-terminally truncated sequence representative of the 

human prostate cancer fusion gene product from Addgene.org, deposited by Klezovitch 

and colleagues143 (Addgene plasmid 29447). This plasmid, pMAX δN-ERG, contained a 

1500bp insert specific for the ERG human protein with the 33 amino acid N-terminal 

truncation (Figure C.3). However, this plasmid only permits transient studies and 

therefore I decided to create a lentiviral vector containing the δN-ERG insert. 

 The pLenti-HA plasmid was chosen to use as our lentiviral backbone for ERG 

overexpression (www.abmgood.com). This plasmid contains a neomycin resistance gene 

along with the other requirements of a lentiviral plasmid. The neomycin resistant gene 

permits its combination with the PTEN shRNA pGIPZ plasmids and therefore selection 

of RWPE-1 cells for both PTEN knockdown and ERG overexpression is possible. 
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Figure C.3 pMAX δN-ERG and pLenti-HA construct maps 

The pMAX δN-ERG insert of 1500bp has Kpn1 and Not1 restriction sites at the ends, 

which permitted an orientation specific insertion into the pLenti-HA multiple cloning 

site. The pMAX δN-ERG image was acquired from addgene.org (Addgene plasmid 

29447) and pLenti-HA image from http://www.abmgood.com/pLenti-Easy-HA-Vector-

Map.html.  
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 Restriction digest of both plasmids was performed using Not1 and Kpn1 

restriction enzymes. Sac1 was also initially attempted, however a Sac1 restriction site 

was found within the insert consequently digesting the required sequence to overexpress 

δN-ERG and could not be used. Ligation of the δN-ERG insert with the pLenti-HA open 

plasmid yielded a successful and novel plasmid pLenti-δN-ERG with a neomycin 

resistance gene for selection with G418. The new pLenti-δN-ERG plasmid was sent for 

sequencing to confirm the 1500bp insert was indeed integrated into the pLenti plasmid. 

 Transient transfections were initially attempted with the RWPE-1 and HEK293 

cell lines and verified by immunoblotting (Figure C.4). Stable transfection was 

successful, however selection with G418 is incredibly sensitive and optimization of the 

required concentrations were required over several transduction attempts.  

C.1.4 Current status and subsequent opportunities 

The efforts of creating our in vitro cell line model were abandoned prematurely to 

permit completion of the in silico meta-analysis. All plasmids (PTEN shRNA pGIPZ 

plasmids and the ERG construct) are stored with Dr. Peter Greer in the following forms: 

isolated and purified plasmid DNA, E. coli transfected plasmid stocks, and RWPE-1 

stable transduced lines (single plasmid transductions). The last phase to engineering our 

stable in vitro model of aggressive prostate cancer is to complete the transduction of the 

RWPE-1 cell line with both the PTEN knockdown shRNAs and ERG overexpressing 

lentiviral plasmids.  
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C.2 In vitro assays for functional validation 

One major goal of creating an in vitro cell model of aggressive prostate cancer is 

to perform functional assays to determine the consequences of PTEN loss and/or ERG 

overexpression on basic cellular processes. Specifically, biochemical, proliferation, 

migration and invasion assays can be completed to obtain biological readouts of the 

synergistic mechanism on the basic hallmarks of cancer. It has been detailed that loss of 

PTEN reflects enhanced proliferation, whereas ERG overexpression results in enhanced 

motility and invasive potential. While this is likely true, it is also an oversimplification of 

what is actually occurring, specifically since PTEN alone has cell-wide implications. The 

systematic approach we propose is in vitro functional assays comparing the following 

derivative lines to the parental RWPE-1 cell line: PTEN knockdown alone, ERG 

overexpression alone and PTEN knockdown with ERG overexpression. This methodical 

comparison will provide a complete picture of how these two alterations affect cellular 

processes and the impact of their combined perturbed signalling pathways. 

C.3 Differential gene expression and subsequent pathway analyses 

The functional assays described above provide a phenotypic representation of the 

changes associated with PTEN loss and ERG overexpression, but ultimately gene 

expression data is crucial to elucidating the mechanisms of synergy between PTEN and 

ERG rearrangements in prostate cancer. The mRNA from the parental RWPE-1 line 

along with each of the five derivative lines (Figure C.1) can be extracted to perform gene 
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expression profiling using either gene expression microarrays or RNAseq technology. 

Either of these methods can provide a global picture of the resultant perturbations in 

signalling pathways. Gene lists can then be composed for each derivative cell line relative 

to the parental cell line gene expression levels. Pathway analyses can then be performed 

to determine biological relevance of the signalling pathways and determine a panel of 

genes specifically associated with either or both PTEN deletions and TMPRSS2:ERG 

gene fusions.  
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Appendix D                                                                                          

Clinical validation of CNA biomarkers identified in Chapter 3 using the 

Kingston General Hospital prostate cancer cohort 

In the experiments summarized below we present ongoing efforts to collect 

patient samples to validate the prognostic value of a subset of the genes and their 

associated antibodies that have been identified in Chapter 3. The cohort will have 

sufficient clinical information to determine the most prognostically useful subset of 

biomarkers.   

D.1 Validation in clinical samples 

With the assistance of Dr. David Berman and his laboratory we choose a selection 

of Kingston General Hospital prostate cancers to build a tissue microarray (TMA) for 

validation in clinical samples. Inclusion criteria included: men who underwent radical 

prostatectomy (RP), with PSA data available immediately following and up to a 

minimum of 5 years from RP. PSA data was crucial to determine biochemical recurrence 

(BcR) status, the clinical endpoint chosen for this cohort. The additional criteria to 

determine BcR status is detailed below: 

KGH RP patients with PSA test results that can be clearly classified as BcR or BcR-free 

1. BcR RP patients (PSA doubling time ≤ 12 months and/or BcR within 3 years of RP) 
2. BcR-free RP patients (time since RP > 5 years) 
3. Match BcR and BcR-free patients based on year of RP 
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In total, 31 BcR and 39 BcR-free RP patients were identified who met the 

inclusion criteria. The expertise of Dr. Atsunari Kawashima ensured the selection of BcR 

and BcR-free cohorts was appropriate to determine relevant clinical associations. The RP 

slides were then critically examined and reviewed by Dr. Tamara Jamaspishvili and Dr. 

David Berman to select the appropriate tumour foci for inclusion into the TMA. 

 This cohort is therefore highly annotated containing a wealth of information with 

extensive clinical and laboratory data. The RP specimens have a two-fold purpose for the 

validation of our in silico meta-analysis findings: BcR as an end-point to elucidate the 

clinical significance of important CNAs identified in Chapter 3. Additionally, a 

comparison of the CNA distribution will be performed within and between individual 

tumours to determine if particular sets of CNAs occur, specifically in the context of 

PTEN and ERG rearrangements.  

D.2 Proposed TMA methods 

FISH will initially be performed to determine the PTEN deletion and 

TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion rearrangement status for each tumour. FISH will also be 

performed to detect specific prostate cancer CNAs. Important proteins located within the 

minimal region of deletion or gain can be assessed by protein detecting technologies 

(IHC), however in cases of primary prostate cancer where the majority of rearrangements 

are hemizygously deleted this may prove to be more difficult. Sequencing technologies 

may also prove useful to determine the presence or absence of specific DNA sequences 

(CNAs) or RNAseq for changes in transcript levels representing the CNAs.  
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D.2.1 Determining PTEN and gene fusion status 

Our highly sensitive FISH assays will be performed on adjacent TMA slides to 

determine PTEN and TMPRSS2:ERG fusion status for each core. Clinical association of 

these alterations can then be established based on the BcR data. Other recurrent CNAs 

identified in Chapter 3 can also be assessed at either the DNA or protein level to 

determine their relative significance with respect to BcR. 

D.2.1.1 Four-colour PTEN deletion FISH  

Detailed in Chapter 2.3.1 and Figures 2.1 and 2.2. Also please see Appendix B. 

D.2.1.2 Three-colour break-apart TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion FISH  

The TMPRSS2:ERG FISH is detailed in Chapter 2.3.3 and Figures 2.3 and 2.4.   

D.2.1.3 Scoring criteria 

A total of 100 non-overlapping intact nuclei will be evaluated for each interphase 

FISH experiment. Careful examination of each rearrangement will be taken into account. 

The status (hemizygous and/or homozygous) and size of the 10q23 deletion will be 

documented, with >35-40% of tumour nuclei being considered positive in each case11. 

The fusion gene annotation will include “fusion by deletion” (Edel) or “fusion by 

unidentified rearrangement” (Esplit). Duplication of the fusion gene will also be noted 

since it is linked to worse prognosis and lethal CaP22,62.   

Our laboratory has currently produced a system of controls generating pellets of 

specific cell lines (PC3: homozygous PTEN loss; and VCaP: TMPRSS2:ERG fusion gene 
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positive) with known rearrangements to determine precise thresholds and cut-offs. This 

has permitted accurate distinction between actual rearrangement and tissue sectioning or 

processing artefact that can occur and be especially confounding when deletions are 

being examined. 
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Appendix E                                                                             

TMPRSS2:ETS gene fusions in prostate cancer (Review)                                                                     

Contributions to Chapter 2 of this thesis were taken from the publication  - 

Williams JL, Yoshimoto M, Boag AH, Squire JA, Park PC. TMPRSS2:ETS gene fusions 

in prostate cancer (Review). Atlas Genet Cytogenet Oncol Haematol. December 2010. 

URL: http://AtlasGeneticsOncology.org/Deep/TMPRSS2ERGinCancerID20091.html  

The original publication is presented on the subsequent pages. 
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I. Background 
Prostate cancer (CaP) is the most commonly diagnosed 
male malignancy and a leading cause of cancer deaths 
in developed countries. With one in six men diagnosed, 
CaP remains a serious global public health issue (Jemal 
et al., 2008). CaP is a clinically heterogeneous disease, 
with manifestations ranging from a rapid and often fatal 
progression, to the typical, indolent disease which 
remains relatively insignificant to a patient's health.  

Clinicopathological criteria, including Gleason grading, 
are not sufficient to differentiate men whose tumours 
require immediate and aggressive therapy from those 
that would suffice with vigilant clinical observation, 
thereby causing the latter group enormous amounts of 
unnecessary treatment (Yao and Lu-Yao, 2002). In this 
regard, the emerging data on the genetics of CaP hold 
great promise not only in stratifying this heterogeneous 
group of patients, but also in providing the groundwork 
for future development of targeted therapy. 
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I. i. Prostate cancer oncogenomics 
Advances in cytogenetics and genomics facilitated the 
characterization of common genomic alterations in 
CaP, which are predominantly characterized by 
deletions (10q, PTEN; 13q, RB1; 8p, NKX3.1 (a 
prostate-specific tumour suppressor); 5q; 2q; 17p; and 
less commonly 6q; 7p; 16q; 18q) with only a small 
number of recurrent gains (8q, MYC; and chromosome 
7). More complex patterns as well as an accumulation 
in the number of genomic gains and amplifications 
(Xq11.2-q12, androgen receptor (AR)) emerge as the 
disease advances. Genomic rearrangements leading to 
the formation of TMPRSS2:ETS gene fusions and 
deletion of the PTEN tumour suppressor are the two 
most frequent alterations observed in CaP (Tomlins et 
al., 2005; Yoshimoto et al., 2007; Yoshimoto et al., 
2008). The TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion is the principle 
genomic alteration and a characteristic signature in 
approximately half of prostatic malignancies. 

II. Discovery of TMPRSS2:ETS 
fusion genes in prostate cancer 
The discovery of the TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion 
exemplifies the current shift in the strategy in cancer 
genomics from experimental to bioinformatics 
approaches. By surveying 132 gene-expression CaP 
datasets from the Oncomine database (Compendia 
Bioscience) using the data transformation algorithm 
cancer outlier profile analysis (COPA), Chinnaiyan and 
colleagues identified genes with aberrant expression 
profiles in a subset of samples (Tomlins et al., 2005). 
COPA allowed the systematic investigation of cancer-
related genes known to participate in chromosomal 
rearrangements in haematological malignancies and 
sarcomas. Two mutually exclusive Erythroblastosis 
virus E26 transformation-specific (ETS) transcription 
factors, ETS variant 1 (ETV1, 7p21.3) and ETS-related 
gene (ERG, 21q22.2), were identified as high-ranking 
outliers in several independent gene-expression 
profiling datasets. Exon-walking quantitative PCR 
(qPCR) of patient samples found the 3' regions of ERG 
and ETV1 to be overexpressed but the corresponding 5' 
regions were absent. 5' RNA ligase-mediated rapid 
amplification of cDNA ends identified the 5' end of 
these transcripts as the promoter sequences belonging 
to the prostate-specific, androgen regulated 
transmembrane protease, serine II (TMPRSS2, 
21q22.3). 

III. Frequency of TMPRSS2:ETS 
gene fusions in prostate cancer 
This breakthrough study reported that 79% of radical 
prostatectomy (RP) samples harboured a fusion of the 
5' untranslated region (UTR) of TMPRSS2 with the 
coding sequences of either ERG or ETV1 (Tomlins et 
al., 2005). Interestingly, just months prior, Petrovics et 
al. (2005) reported that ERG was the most commonly 
overexpressed oncogene in CaP by microarray and 

qPCR analysis. Subsequent studies showed that the 
frequency of the TMPRSS2:ERG fusion gene (or ERG 
rearrangement) is exceptionally variable and 
inconsistent in the literature, ranging from 27% to 79% 
in radical prostatectomy (RP) and biopsy samples, 
generally from prostate-specific antigen (PSA) 
screened cohorts (Tomlins et al., 2005; Yoshimoto et 
al., 2008; Mehra et al., 2007b; Watson et al., 2009; 
Barwick et al., 2010; Magi-Galluzzi et al., 2010). 
Some of the discrepancies in frequency relate to 
differences in the patient cohort (race as well as global 
geographical location or PSA-screened versus 
population based) or the type of specimen examined, as 
well as the technique used to detect the fusion gene. 
This concept is clearly illustrated when comparing 
population based cohorts, which have a lower reported 
frequency of 15-35%, as compared to RP cohorts 
(Attard et al., 2008a; Demichelis et al., 2007; Fitzgerald 
et al., 2008). The TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion is found 
in approximately half of Caucasian patients, with a 
lower reported frequency in African-American men and 
is less common in Asian cohorts (Mosquera et al., 
2009; Magi-Galluzzi et al., 2010; Lee K et al., 2010; 
Miyagi et al., 2010). An excellent example of 
discrepancies based on patient populations was 
demonstrated in a study that compared patients from 
the United Kingdom (UK) and China, wherein 41.3% 
of the UK patients but only 7.5% of Chinese cohort 
were found to harbour ERG rearrangements detected 
by FISH (Mao et al., 2010). The recent, contradicting 
report that 90% of the Chinese RP specimens 
harboured ETS rearrangements further emphasize the 
multifactorial nature of the variability in the frequency 
of this gene fusion (Sun et al., 2010). 
TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusions are reported in 10-21% 
of high-grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplastic 
(HGPIN) lesions, but are identified almost exclusively 
adjacent to fusion-positive cancer (Cerveira et al., 
2006; Perner et al., 2007; Carver et al., 2009b; Han et 
al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010; Mosquera et al., 2008). 
Benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) and normal 
epithelium are negative for ERG rearrangements and 
fusion transcripts, with the exception of the report by 
Clark and colleagues (Rajput et al., 2007; Wang et al., 
2006; Cerveira et al., 2006; Clark et al., 2007; Perner et 
al., 2007; Dai et al., 2008; Han et al., 2009; Mosquera 
et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2010; Lu et 
al., 2009). This study found that eight of 17 (47%) 
normal epithelial samples adjacent to fusion-positive 
CaP were also positive for TMPRSS2:ERG 
rearrangements and found a 6% fusion-positive rate in 
BPH samples (Clark et al., 2007). Hormone refractory 
and/or metastatic CaP exhibits less variability in the 
occurrence of TMPRSS2:ERG rearrangements with 
reported frequencies ranging from 29-59% (Perner et 
al., 2007; Mehra et al., 2008; Gopalan et al., 2009; Han 
et al., 2009; Boormans et al., 2010; Saramaki et al., 
2008; Attard et al., 2009; Stott et al., 2010). 
Additionally, minute prostatic adenocarcinoma, a form 
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of CaP that is considered less clinically significant, 
harbours ETS fusions in approximately half of reported 
cases, underscoring the necessity of examining all 
prostatic malignancies for aggressive features such as 
the fusion gene (Albadine et al., 2009). 
Investigators have also evaluated this rearrangement in 
the peripheral and transitional zones of the prostate. 
Nearly half of the peripheral tumours (43.3%) derived 
from RP samples were ERG rearrangement positive, 
whereas all 30 corresponding transitional tumours 
displayed a normal ERG locus by FISH (Guo et al., 
2009). In contrast, other studies found TMPRSS2:ERG 
(13.3%) and ERG rearrangements (11.9%) are present 
in transitional zone tumours, despite being identified at 
a lower rate compared to peripheral zone lesions 
(Bismar and Trpkov, 2010; Falzarano et al., 2010). 
These data illustrate the enormous variability in the 
frequency of TMPRSS2:ERG fusion positivity with 
respect to the cohort, disease stage, origin of sample as 
well as the method of detection. 
Interestingly, a comprehensive study of patient samples 
from 54 tumour types, including sarcomas and 
haematological malignancies, for ETS gene fusions and 
ERG rearrangements by FISH found these alterations 
to be exclusive to CaP samples (Scheble et al., 2010). 
The same result was obtained when RT-PCR was 
performed to detect TMPRSS2:ERG and 
TMPRSS2:ETV1 fusion transcripts in gastric and 
colorectal carcinomas (Yoo et al., 2007). These 
findings provide strong evidence that TMPRSS2:ETS 
gene fusions are specific to CaP. 

IV. TMPRSS2:ETS gene fusions: 
genes and protein structure  
IV. i. TMPRSS2 and the androgen receptor 
TMPRSS2, a 70 KDa serine protease family member is 
associated with physiological and pathological 
processes such as digestion, tissue remodelling, blood 
coagulation, fertility, inflammatory responses, tumour 
cell invasion and apoptosis. The normal function of this 
protein is not yet known but is composed of a type II 
transmembrane domain, receptor class A low density 
lipoprotein domain, scavenger receptor cysteine-rich 
domain, protease domain, and cytoplasmic domain 
(Paoloni-Giacobino et al., 1997). The 32 KDa serine 
protease domain undergoes autocleaveage, secretion 
into the prostate epithelia and interacts with cell surface 
proteins, the extracellular matrix and proteins of 
neighbouring cells (Vaarala et al., 2001; Wilson et al., 
2005; Afar et al., 2001). The TMPRSS2 (21q22.3) gene 
is composed of 14 exons, with protein coding 
sequences only in the latter half. Importantly, 
TMPRSS2 harbours androgen responsive elements 
(ARE) in its 5' UTR. Prostate epithelial cells express 
TMPRSS2 at higher levels relative to other tissues, 
while TMPRSS2 gene expression is further elevated in 
CaP relative to BPH and normal prostatic epithelium 
(Afar et al., 2001). Androgens and the AR are essential 

to the growth and development of the prostate gland 
but also play an important role in the initiation and 
progression of CaP (Balk et al., 2008). It is well 
established that despite chemical castration the AR 
functions to drive CaP, likely through a variety of 
mechanisms such as hypersensitivity to low levels of 
androgens, activation in absence of, or via 
unconventional ligands, or amplification of the AR 
gene locus, resulting in elevated levels of AR protein. 
All of these mechanisms could potentially allow AR 
activation in the presence of low androgen 
concentration (Ai et al., 2009; Kawata et al., 2010; Vis 
and Schroder, 2009). Consequently, TMPRSS2 in turn 
plays an important role in CaP progression in spite of 
hormonal ablation regimens as its promoter region 
drives the expression of the fused ETS gene. 
IV. ii. ETS transcription factors 
Twenty-seven human ETS transcription factor family 
members have been identified, all of which share a 
conserved DNA binding domain that recognizes unique 
sequences containing GGA(A/T) (Nye et al., 1992). 
ERG (21q22.2) is the ETS transcription factor most 
commonly known to participate in CaP gene fusions. 
The ERG gene contains 11 exons, with the 
transcriptional start site in exon 3. The ERG protein can 
interact with ETS members as well as other 
transcription factors, such as Jun and Fos, through its 
protein-protein interacting domain, SAM-PNT (Carrere 
et al., 1998; Verger et al., 2001; Basuyaux et al., 1997). 
The conserved ETS DNA binding domain permits 
binding to purine rich DNA sequences (Reddy et al., 
1991; Reddy et al., 1987), and in this manner, exert its 
effects in numerous cellular processes including 
membrane remodelling, angiogenesis, differentiation, 
proliferation, and tumourigenesis (Carver et al., 2009a; 
Kruse et al., 2009; Oikawa et al., 2003; Randi et al., 
2009; Ellett et al., 2009; Birdsey et al., 2008; 
Mclaughlin et al., 2001; Sato et al., 2001). Emerging 
evidence suggests that formation of the fusion gene 
may promote prostatic tumourigenesis, progression, 
and invasive disease and is associated with CaP-related 
mortality (Demichelis et al., 2007; Klezovitch et al., 
2008; Wang et al., 2008; Hawksworth et al., 2010). 
Functionally, ERG overexpression in CaP is highly 
implicated in promoting motility and invasiveness 
(Perner et al., 2007; Singh et al., 2002; Trojanowska et 
al., 2000; Tomlins et al., 2008a; Sreekumar et al., 2009; 
Schulz et al., 2010). In CaP, ERG expression has been 
associated with elevated levels of histone deactylase 1 
(HDAC1) and subsequent down regulation of HDAC1 
target genes, upregulation of WNT pathway proteins, 
and inhibition of apoptotic signalling (Iljin et al., 2006). 
HDAC1 upregulation is common in CaP, but was 
found to be uniformly increased in ERG rearranged 
tumours (Iljin et al., 2006; Bjorkman et al., 2008). 
Activation of the WNT pathway leads to transcription 
of numerous genes involved in tumourigenesis, 
including AR, MYC, JUN, cyclinD1, BMP4 and 
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MMP7 (Terry et al., 2006; Schweizer et al., 2008). 
Highlighting the importance of WNT pathway 
activation in fusion-positive CaP is the resultant 
increase in AR transcription and expression levels. 
Consequently transcription of the fusion gene is 
increased, further amplifying ERG expression. 
Moreover, beta-catenin and the AR interact in an 
androgen-dependent manner to regulate AR target 
genes, whereas in androgen-insensitive tumours, both 
beta-catenin and AR target genes are expressed 
(Schweizer et al., 2008). 
ERG overexpression has recently been shown to 
activate C-MYC and result in its overexpression. These 
experiments revealed that C-MYC is activated by ERG 
and together their co-overexpression results in the 
suppression of prostate-epithelial differentiation genes 
and shorter time to biochemical recurrence 
(Hawksworth et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2008). ERG can 
also induce ICAM2 expression, resulting in AKT 
activation via PDK1 and subsequent inhibition of BAD 
leading to suppression of apoptotic signals (Mclaughlin 
et al., 2001). In addition, ERG can bind BRCA1, a co-
activator of the AR, and together were shown to 
regulate IGFR expression (Chai et al., 2001; Schayek et 
al., 2009). IGFR expression eventually leads to 
activation of AKT upon IGFR ligand-binding. ERG 
regulates MMPs thus influencing extracellular matrix 
(ECM) remodelling and the invasive potential of the 
cell (Ellett et al., 2009; Hawksworth et al., 2010; Singh 
et al., 2002; Schulz et al., 2010). Recently, Carver and 
colleagues have identified ETS binding sites in the 
promoter regions of CXCR4 and ADAMTS1, two 
genes involved in cellular motility and invasion (Carver 
et al., 2009a). Furthermore, it was shown that ERG 
directly upregulates the expression level of CXCR4 and 
ADAMTS1 (Carver et al., 2009b). Together, these 
studies provide a compelling evidence for a central, 
functional role of the fusion gene in the biology of 
prostatic carcinoma. 

V. Fusion variants 
The TMPRSS2:ERG fusion gene constitutes the 
majority (>85%) of ETS rearrangements in CaP, likely 
owing to their close proximity (2.7 Mb) and identical 
orientation on chromosome 21. Although, the 
remainder of this review will predominately focus on 
the TMPRSS2:ERG rearrangement, numerous 
alternative ETS members also can fuse to TMPRSS2, 
albeit at a much lower frequency. Similarly, variability 
in 5' partners have also been identified (Table 1). An 

intensive study examining ETV1 rearrangements found 
that only 9 of 23 samples had previously identified 5' 
partners, demonstrating the dramatic variability in 
fusion partners pairing with ETS transcription factors 
other than ERG (Attard et al., 2008b). The combined 
frequency of the remaining fusion variants accounts for 
approximately 10% of cases. 
Five prime partners are divided into classes based on 
their tissue specificity and sensitivity to androgens 
(Tomlins et al., 2007). Class I is reserved for 
TMPRSS2; Class II represents other prostate-specific 
androgen inducible 5' UTR or endogenous retroviral 
elements; Class III represents the prostate-specific but 
androgen repressed partners; Class IV represents the 
non-tissue-specific promoters that are ubiquitously 
expressed, (i.e. house-keeping genes-this class often 
forms a chimeric or fusion protein, unlike the previous 
divisions of gene fusions); and finally Class V consists 
of ETV1-specific rearrangements, including the 
localization of the entire ETV1 locus to prostate 
specific locus, 14q13.3-14q21.1 (Tomlins et al., 2007; 
Attard et al., 2008b). To date only a single study has 
identified fusion genes in CaP devoid of ETS 
transcription factor participation (Palanisamy et al., 
2010). 

VI. Detection and classification 
VI. i. FISH 
Two strategies for FISH experiments are frequently 
used to detect the TMPRSS2:ERG fusion gene in CaP. 
The three-colour break-apart strategy, developed by 
Yoshimoto et al. (2006), uses differentially labelled 
bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones as probes 
for the 3' (RP11-476D17) and 5' (RP11-95I21) 
segments of ERG with an additional BAC probe 
specific for the 5' region of TMPRSS2 (RP11-535H11) 
or for the transcriptional regulatory sequences 
(telomeric) of TMPRSS2 (RP11-35C4, RP11-891L10; 
RP11-260O11; Figure 1) (Yoshimoto et al., 2006). 
Using this probe configuration enables not only the 
detection of ERG rearrangement, but also allows 
confirmation that ERG's coding sequences are 
juxtaposed to the transcriptional regulatory region of 
TMPRSS2. Moreover, the mechanism of 
rearrangement can also be deduced by this approach 
(Yoshimoto et al., 2006; Yoshimoto et al., 2007). 
Characterization of rearrangement method is essential 
as differential clinical impacts are observed with the 
various mechanisms resulting in ETS gene fusions. 

1Table 1 
5' partner Class 3' partner Initial reference 
TMPRSS2 I ERG Tomlins et al.(2005) 
TMPRSS2 I ETV1 Tomlins et al. (2005) 
TMPRSS2 I ETV4 Tomlins et al. (2006) 
HERV-K_22q11.23 II ETV1 Tomlins et al. (2007) 
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SLC45A3 II ETV1 Tomlins et al (2007) 

C15orf21 III ETV1 Tomlins et al. (2007) 
HNRPA2B1 IV ETV1 Tomlins et al. (2007) 
KLK2 II ETV4 Hermans et al. (2008a) 
CANT1 II ETV4 Hermans et al. (2008a) 

ACSL3 II ETV1 Attard et al. (2008b) 

SLC45A3 II ERG Han et al. (2008) 
FLJ35294 II ETV1 Han et al. (2008) 
DDX5 IV ETV1 Han et al. (2008) 
TMPRSS2 I ETV5 Helgeson et al. (2008) 

SLC45A3 II ETV5 Helgeson et al. (2008) 

EST14 II ETV1 Hermans et al. (2008b) 

HERVK17 II ETV1 Hermans et al. (2008b) 

FOXP1 II ETV1 Hermans et al. (2008b) 

SLC45A3 II ELK4 Rickman et al. (2009) 

NDRG1 II ERG Pflueger et al. (2009) 

SLC45A3 ETS neg BRAF* Palanisamy et al. (2010) 

ESRP1 ETS neg RAF1* Palanisamy et al. (2010) 
 

*Only 3' partners identified to date that are not a member of the ETS transcription factor family. 
 

 
Figure 1: In house BAC probe configuration for three-colour break-apart TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion FISH 
This schematic ideogram depicts the positions of differentially labelled bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones specific for 3' and 5' 
regions of the ERG gene (RP11-476D17 in spectrum orange and RP11-95I21 in spectrum green, respectively), within the 21q22.2-3 
region. Telomeric to this, the TMPRSS2 gene locus is represented by RP11-535H11 (spectrum red) which spans the gene, or by three 
BAC clones downstream (telomeric) of the TMPRSS2 gene (RP11-35C4, RP11-891L10 and RP11-260O11 in spectrum aqua). This 
probe design permits the accurate identification of TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusions as well as ERG rearrangements independent of fusion 
with TMPRSS2 fusion. 

  
 
Work by Attard and colleagues classified the 
TMPRSS2:ERG rearrangement mechanisms according 
to the pattern of interphase FISH signals (Attard et al., 
2008a). Class N describes the normal ERG locus, 
therefore co-localization of the two ERG probe signals 
in close proximity to the TMPRSS2 signal (less than 
one signal diameter) (Figure 2A). The majority of 
fusion-positive cases present with a heterozygous 
deletion at cytoband 21q22.2-3, termed Class Edel 
(Figure 2B). The deletion typically spans ERG, exons 

1-3 and a partial deletion of exon 4, the known 
intervening genes (based on RefSeq Genes: 
NCRNA00114, ETS2, PSMG1, BRWD1, 
NCRNA00257, HMGN1, WRB, LCA5L, SH3BGR, 
C21orf88, B3GALT5, IGSF5, PCP4, DSCAM, 
C21orf130, MIR3197, BACE2, PLAC4, FAM3B, 
MX2, and MX1) and the coding exons of TMPRSS2. 
The three-colour FISH of an Edel rearrangement 
displays co-localization of the 3' ERG and TMPRSS2 
signals, and absence of the 5' ERG signal. Less 
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frequently a genomic rearrangement leading to 
insertion of those sequences elsewhere in the genome 
to an unknown chromosome location can occur 
resulting in the separation of the 5' ERG signals from 
the co-localization of the 3' ERG and TMPRSS2 
signals, thus described as ERG split or Class Esplit 

(Figure 2C). In both types of TMPRSS2:ERG 
rearrangements the unaffected chromosome 21 
generally display a Class N signal configuration. 
Finally, additional copies of TMPRSS2:ERG gene 
fusions is identified as Class 2+Edel (Attard et al., 
2008a). 
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Figure 2: Classification of TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion by interphase FISH. 

Prostate cancer patient samples were hybridized with the three-colour probe set, described in Figure 1, and counterstained with DAPI. 
The nuclei of interest (in dashed boxes) are magnified in the insets. A) Class N, where no ERG rearrangement has occurred. Co-
localization of 3' and 5' ERG probes (often visualized as a yellow signal), with the 5' TMPRSS2 BAC probe signals (red) indicates a 
normal Chr21q22.2-3 locus. Frequently, the signals for the TMPRSS2 probe, situated 2.7 Mb away from the ERG locus, may be 
separated from the ERG signals by up to one probe signal width. B) Class Edel is characterized by the co-localization of 3' ERG probe to 
the TMPRSS2 probe signals, and the absence of the 5' ERG signal. This represents rearrangement with the loss of the intervening 
sequence. The unaffected Chr21 displays Class N configuration. C) Class Esplit is characterized by the co-localization of the 3' ERG and 
TMPRSS2 signals, with the retention of the 5' ERG signal elsewhere in the nucleus. The unaffected Chr21 displays Class N 
configuration. 

  
The second strategy employs a two-colour break-apart 
FISH design to identify rearrangements in specific ETS 
genes (Mehra et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2010). By this 
method, confirmation of fusion between two genes and 
identification of the specific 5' partner is not possible 
because the probes are specific for a single gene, and 
therefore, this strategy is an indirect method for the 
detection of fusion genes in CaP. 
VI.ii. Other methods of detection 
RT-PCR is another technique frequently employed to 
determine the fusion status of prostatic tissue samples. 
However, this approach is limited to the detection of 
the hybrid transcripts, and is unable to obtain important 
cytogenetic information such as the genomic 
mechanism that generated the gene fusion (Edel vs 
Esplit). To date, as many as 17 fusion transcripts and 
splice variations have been characterized, the most 
common fusion transcript is composed of exon 1 of 
TMPRSS2 fused to exon 4 of ERG (T1:E4 (Wang et 
al., 2006; Jhavar et al., 2008)). The majority of the 
remaining transcripts result in truncation of the ERG 

protein product by 39-99 amino acids, while the few 
that initiate translation from the native start codon in 
exon 3 produce full length ERG (Tomlins et al., 2005; 
Soller et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2006; Clark et al., 
2007; Clark et al., 2008a). One of the transcripts 
produces a genuine TMPRSS2:ERG fusion protein and 
eight contain premature stop codons and are unlikely to 
result in ERG overexpression (Tomlins et al., 2005; 
Soller et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2006; Clark et al., 
2007; Clark et al., 2008a). These studies further 
revealed that elaborate heterogeneity exists in hybrid 
transcripts present, between foci and within individual 
tumour foci of the same patient. Variability in the 
translation start site consequentially affects the size of 
the mRNA transcript (373-885 bp) and therefore the 
protein product potentially modifying the functional 
capacity of the gene fusion product (Wang et al., 2006). 
Distinct transcript variants display differential 
prognostic influence based on the resultant biological 
activities (Hermans et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2008). A 
significant challenge remains in relating the clinical 
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prognosis to the fusion gene and will be addressed in 
the subsequent section. 
Indirect methods suggestive of gene fusions in CaP are 
being employed to broadly determine ETS 
rearrangement status with perhaps the anticipation of 
implementing a high-throughput method of detection. 
Analysis of array comparative genomic hybridization 
(aCGH) data, specifically the 21q22.2-3 region may 
permit identification of Class Edel TMPRSS2:ERG 
gene fusions (Watson et al., 2009; Ishkanian et al., 
2009). Class Esplit retains the intervening sequences 
within the nuclei, in a copy neutral manner and 
consequently aCGH cannot identify this rearrangement. 
Overexpression of ETS transcription factors by gene 
expression microarrays may also imply an ETS 
rearrangement has occurred. Due to inconclusive 
results, FISH or RT-PCR assays are necessary to 
validate microarray findings pertaining to the ETS gene 
fusions. A novel multiplexing technology recently 
developed uses nanostructured microelectrodes 
integrated onto a chip and has the capability to detect 
disease-specific biomarkers, including differentiation 
of various fusion transcripts (Fang et al., 2009). More 
recently, immunohistochemistry (IHC) is also being 
explored as a means to detect the fusion by ERG 
protein overexpression, in the absence of confirming 
fusion at the genomic or transcript level (Furusato et 
al., 2010; Park et al., 2010). Of the numerous direct 
(three-colour FISH, RT-PCR) and indirect (two-colour 
FISH, microarrays, IHC) methods employed to 
determine fusion status to date, the three-colour FISH 
yields the most cytogenetic and genomic information. 
In addition, to identifying the fusion status and class, 
the inherent cell-by-cell analysis addresses the 
heterogeneous nature of the disease, and provides a 
biological context for such information. 

VII. Fusion gene formation and 
chromosomal instability 
There is increasing research interest and effort focusing 
on the genomic events and attributes that lead to the 
formation of ETS gene fusions. A complex 
TMPRSS2:ERG rearrangement found in a single 
patient was meticulously examined and described by 
Yoshimoto et al. (2007). This patient had a 
microdeletion of the sequences from 5' ERG to and 
including the TMPRSS2 coding sequences with a 
concurrent translocation of the region immediately 
telomeric of 5' untranslated TMPRSS2 sequences. A 
detailed multicolour FISH assay mapped the region 
between ERG and TMPRSS2, revealing the complexity 
of chromosomal rearrangements that can lead to the 
formation of fusion genes in CaP. This case 
demonstrates the valuable information available 
through the use of complex multicolour FISH assays. 
The molecular mechanisms that underlie this recurrent 
translocation are just beginning to be understood. For 
example, fine mapping of the deletion breakpoints 
located within the ERG and TMPRSS2 loci, followed 

by sequencing, revealed the presence of consensus 
sequences homologous to the human Alu-Sq and Alu-
Sp subfamily (Liu et al., 2006). The presence of these 
consensus sequences within intronic regions correlated 
with the presence of the fusion gene and may be a 
factor contributing to the deletion at 21q22.2-3, 
resulting in the fusion gene. More recently, genotyping 
of familial CaP revealed that the fusion gene associates 
with polymorphisms in DNA repair genes, specifically 
POLI and ESCO1 (Luedeke et al., 2009). 
Using FISH, the AR was shown to induce 
chromosomal proximity of TMPRSS2 and ERG by 
binding to the promoter region of TMPRSS2 (Mani et 
al., 2009). Subsequently, LnCaP cells were irradiated to 
induce double-strand breaks inducing the formation of 
the TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion upon 
dihydrotestosterone stimulation in the previously 
fusion-negative cell line (Mani et al., 2009). The DNA-
bound AR is also implicated in chromatin architecture 
modifications that can cause double-strand breaks, 
commonly repaired by non homologous end joining 
machinery, and may result in the formation of gene 
fusions (Lin et al., 2009). Also recently, androgen 
signalling was shown to recruit topoisomerase II beta 
with the AR to the breakpoints resulting 
TMPRSS2:ERG fusion genes (Haffner et al., 2009). 
Undoubtedly, specific nucleotide sequences within the 
21q22.2-3 region are of great importance and further 
elucidation as to their role in the formation of gene 
fusions is essential. The TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion is 
an unique model to query sequence level 
polymorphisms that may lead to the formation of intra-
chromosomal rearrangements largely due to the close 
proximity and orientation of the involved genes as well 
as the high rate of recurrence. 
Chromosomal instability, defined as the formation of 
novel chromosome alterations and rearrangements at an 
elevated rate, compared to normal cells may also be a 
factor contributing to the formation of ETS gene 
fusions in CaP. It is well established that deletion of the 
tumour suppressor PTEN (10q23.31), a common 
genomic aberration in CaP, results in an elevated level 
of chromosomal instability through activation of AKT. 
One of sequelae of this change is the phosphorylation 
and inhibition of the cell cycle check point kinase 1 
(Chk1), an important kinase preventing cell cycle 
progression in response to DNA damage (Puc et al., 
2005; Sanchez et al., 1997). Furthermore, nuclear 
PTEN interacts with kinetochore proteins and induces 
the expression of RAD51, a protein required to reduce 
the incidence of spontaneous double-strand breaks 
(Shen et al., 2007). PTEN deficiency ultimately alters 
multiple cell cycle checkpoints, which could potentially 
delay DNA damage repair and/or chromosome 
segregation (Gupta et al., 2009). Overall, PTEN has a 
variety of roles in maintaining chromosomal stability 
and integrity, and the recurrent PTEN loss in CaP may 
represent an important trigger in the events leading to 
the formation of TMPRSS2:ETS gene fusions. 
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VIII. Heterogeneity of multifocal 
disease  
CaP, one of the most heterogeneous epithelial 
carcinomas, is also notoriously multifocal in nature. As 
a multifocal disease, CaP permits the investigation and 
comparison of recurrent genomic events within distinct 
foci of individual patients. In 32 RP specimens with 
spatially distinct foci, ERG rearrangement status was 
examined using two-colour FISH (Barry et al., 2007). 
Nineteen samples displayed interfocal homogeneity, 
with 80% of the samples negative for ERG 
rearrangement. The remaining 13 samples exhibited 
interfocal heterogeneity but intrafocal homogeneity, 
with two samples harbouring three separate foci each 
with a different rearrangement status: Class N, Edel 
and Esplit. Similarly, whole mount examination of RP 
specimens for fusion transcripts yielded multiple fusion 
transcripts in individual CaP foci with an identical 
hybrid transcript profile in the adjacent HGPIN 
(Furusato et al., 2008). Two other studies examining 
fusion transcript variants found different transcript 
hybrids in discrete regions of a single prostate (Wang et 
al., 2006; Clark et al., 2007). Multiple TMPRSS2:ETS 
gene fusion-positive foci may arise independently and 
exhibit interfocal heterogeneity. Investigation of ERG 
rearrangement in multifocal CaP and corresponding 
metastases provides a glimpse of the potential 
biological impact of this aberration in the context of 
disease progression (Perner et al., 2009). This study 
reported that the metastatic lesion was always positive 
for ERG rearrangement through the same mechanism 
(Edel vs Esplit) as that present in at least one of the 
prostatic tumour foci (not necessarily the index focus). 
The authors suggest that this rearrangement may be a 
factor contributing to the development of metastases, 
regardless of clinicopathological criteria of the 
individual foci. 

IX. Prognostic significance 
There exists appreciable controversy with respect to the 
prognostic significance of the TMPRSS2:ERG gene 
fusion in CaP, with studies suggesting that the fusion 
gene has a favourable (Winnes et al., 2007; Petrovics et 
al., 2005; Winnes et al., 2007; Saramaki et al., 2008), 
unfavourable (Yoshimoto et al., 2008; Mehra et al., 
2007a; Perner et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2006; Nam et 
al., 2007a; Nam et al., 2007b; Attard et al., 2008a; 
Mehra et al., 2008; Reid et al., 2010; Demichelis et al., 
2007; Rostad et al., 2009; Lapointe et al., 2007a) or no 
association (Mehra et al., 2008; Yoshimoto et al., 2006; 
Neill et al., 2007; Fletcher et al., 2008; Dai et al., 2008; 
Furusato et al., 2008; Darnel et al., 2009; Gopalan et 
al., 2009; Rubio-Briones et al., 2010; Fitzgerald et al., 
2008; Lee et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2010; Rouzier et al., 
2008) with clinical outcomes. When no association 
between clinicopathological criteria and the presence of 
the fusion gene was found, it was often attributable to 
small sample sizes. The most compelling evidence 

suggests a trend towards unfavourable factors outcome 
in CaP progression. Notably, an interesting comparison 
of two studies looking at conservatively managed men 
had opposing results from an association with CaP-
specific death (Demichelis et al., 2007) to no reduction 
in CaP-specific survival for patients harbouring this 
rearrangement (Fitzgerald et al., 2008). 
The role of deletion (Edel) or retention (Esplit) of 
intervening sequences in tumour biology has also been 
scrutinized with relatively uniform results suggesting 
that Edel is not only the more prevalent mechanism but 
is also associated with more aggressive disease 
(Mwamukonda et al., 2010; Attard et al., 2008a; Mehra 
et al., 2008). Edel was associated with worse prostate-
specific survival and shorter time to biochemical 
recurrence than Class Esplit (Yoshimoto et al., 2006; 
Attard et al., 2008a). While, Class 2+Edel was 
associated with lethal disease and significantly worse 
clinical outcome, particularly when combined with 
prostate-specific clinicopathological criteria 
(Yoshimoto et al., 2006; Attard et al., 2008a). Another 
study also demonstrated that Edel rearrangements have 
a more aggressive tendency since all fusion-positive 
androgen-independent metastases had lost 5' ERG 
sequences (Mehra et al., 2008) and Edel was associated 
with clinically aggressive features of progression 
(Perner et al., 2006). These findings are consistent with 
elevated ERG expression and led investigators to 
speculate that the loss of 5' ERG is associated with 
aggressive CaP. 
It must be considered that the commonly deleted 2.7 
Mb between ERG and TMPRSS2 could contain 
important tumour suppressor genes (Yoshimoto et al., 
2006) and its loss in the Edel rearrangement leads to 
haploinsufficiency of a tumour suppressor gene that 
underlies the aggressive clinical course. One gene 
candidate for this effect within this region, HMGN1, a 
nucleosome binding protein has previously been 
associated with CaP progression (Birger et al., 2005). 
In agreement with this view, the Esplit rearrangement 
has not yet been shown to associate with any particular 
clinical outcome to date. However, given the low 
frequency of this event (~10% of TMPRSS2:ERG 
rearrangements), Esplit rearrangements cannot be 
excluded as a measure of prognosis until further studies 
are completed (Attard et al., 2008a). 
On the other hand, one investigation demonstrated no 
statistically significant association with 
clinicopathological criteria and Edel or Esplit, but 
evidence did suggest 2+Edel is a factor contributing to 
CaP-specific mortality (Fitzgerald et al., 2008). 
Conversely, TMPRSS2:ERG rearrangement alone were 
associated with lower histological grade, but no other 
clinical features or CaP-specific death (Gopalan et al., 
2009). However, the same group also found that copy 
number increases (CNI) of the ERG locus with or 
without TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusions was associated 
with high grade and advanced stage, while cancers with 
CNI and 2+Edel rearrangements tended to be more 
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clinically aggressive (Fine et al., 2010). While the 
above results are conflicting to the previous studies that 
showed no association with extra copies of the 
unrearranged ERG locus (Attard et al., 2008a), the 
difference may be due to the deletion of the intervening 
genes potentially generating a more aggressive 
tumourigenic phenotype. 
SPINK1 (5q32) is a gene identified in a more recent 
COPA meta-analysis as being overexpressed in 10% of 
CaP, all of which are exclusively ETS fusion negative 
(Tomlins et al., 2008b). For this reason, SPINK1 
expression and the TMPRSS2:ERG fusion gene were 
evaluated to determine their relative significance as 
prognostic biomarkers in biopsy samples from 
hormonally treated men (Leinonen et al., 2010). In this 
cohort, the fusion gene was associated with Ki-67 
staining, age at diagnosis and tumour area, but not with 
any prostate-specific clinicopathological criteria 
(Leinonen et al., 2010). On the other hand, cases that 
overexpressed SPINK1 had a significantly shorter time 
to biochemical recurrence, but no association with any 
other criteria. 

X. Clinical utility 
Promptly following the emergence of adverse clinical 
correlations of fusion-positive CaP Mosquera and 
colleagues evaluated a series of CaP cases to determine 
if there was a morphological phenotype associated with 
this genomic alteration (Mosquera et al., 2007). 
Blinded to ERG rearrangement status, the group 
identified five histologic criteria that were significantly 
related to ERG rearrangement positive samples: blue-
tinged mucin, cribriform growth, macronucleoli, 
intraductal tumour spread, and signet-ring cell features. 
Only 24% of ERG rearranged samples did not identify 
with any of the above mentioned morphological 
features and 93% of samples with three features were 
positive for ERG rearrangement. The authors speculate 
that the morphological characteristics shared by ERG 
rearranged tumours could result from ETS dysregulated 
pathways and could be utilized in the routine 
assessment performed by pathologists. More recently, 
the same group published a similar set of 
morphological features with the addition of collagenous 
micronodules (Mosquera et al., 2009). A significant 
association between perineural invasion, blue-tinged 
mucin, and intraductal tumor spread with a positive 
gene fusion status has been documented (Nigwekar et 
al., 2008), while another study confirmed the 
association that ETS fusion-positive CaP samples were 
more likely mucin-positive than mucin-negative (Tu et 
al., 2007). These results should be taken, however, in 
the context of somewhat contradictory reports, such 
that the TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion correlates with 
low Gleason grade and is inversely related to high-
grade morphological features. These studies hold 
promise that morphological markers routinely 
examined by pathologists could be coupled with the 
current clinicopathological criteria for a more 

comprehensive evaluation of biopsy or RP specimens 
providing well-informed judgments on diagnosis, 
prognosis and treatment decisions. 
In an attempt to optimize the clinical utility of this 
biomarker, investigators are turning to less invasive 
survey modes, such as urine specimens and circulating 
tumour cells (CTCs). Post-digital rectal exam (DRE) 
urine analyzed by qRT-PCR found 17.2% positive rate 
for ERG overexpression. Subsequent examination of 
the corresponding biopsy samples from the same cohort 
revealed a 40% positive rate (Rice et al., 2010). The 
clinical yield of this assay can be improved, as 
indicated by another study which found a 69% positive 
rate following prostatic message versus only 24% when 
no prostatic message was performed before collecting 
the urine samples (Rostad et al., 2009). Two additional 
studies report similar results (42% and 59%) of fusion-
positive transcripts in post-DRE urine (Hessels et al., 
2007; Laxman et al., 2006). Expressed prostatic 
secretion has also been a successful specimen for the 
non-invasive detection of fusion transcripts (Clark et 
al., 2008b). These studies demonstrate the potential for 
ETS gene fusion detection using non-invasive 
approaches following physical evaluation of the 
prostate by DRE, adding valuable information to 
disease stratification prior to radical treatments. A 
handful of studies have also used FISH to detect ERG 
rearrangement in CTCs in effort to monitor disease 
recurrence or treatment efficacy (Mao et al., 2008; 
Attard et al., 2009; Stott et al., 2010). 

XI. Role of ETS in prostate 
tumourigenesis: Driver? 
Discrepancies regarding the fusion gene are not limited 
to its diagnostic potential and prognostic significance. 
Controversy also exists in the sequence of genomic and 
molecular alterations in CaP initiation and progression. 
Several groups speculate that the formation of the 
TMPRSS2:ERG fusion gene is required for CaP 
initiation in ETS positive CaP tumours, with other 
aberrations occuring later in the course of disease 
advancement and metastasis (Perner et al., 2007; 
Tomlins et al., 2007; Attard et al., 2009). Recently, 
Attard and colleagues demonstrated that CTCs from 
individual castration-resistant CaP patients were either 
clonally positive or negative for ERG rearrangement, 
however, loss of PTEN and increase in AR gene copy 
number was heterogeneous in the CTCs derived from a 
single patient (Attard et al., 2009). These results 
suggest that the formation of the fusion gene occurred 
before PTEN loss and gain of the AR locus. However, 
this study was performed on a very small cohort of 
castration-resistant CaP and may not necessarily reflect 
the sequence of accumulating genomic alterations in 
CaP. 
TMPRSS2:ETS fusion status in HGPIN occurs at a low 
frequency, and almost exclusively only when 
juxtaposed to fusion-positive CaP. These HGPIN 
lesions, however, do not exhibit the chromosomal copy 
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number changes seen in 42% of the paired CaP as 
assessed by CGH (Cerveira et al., 2006). These results 
propose that formation of the fusion gene may precede 
chromosomal-level alterations and is consistent with 
the literature indicating that few gross chromosome- or 
arm-level chromosomal copy alterations are present in 
localized CaP. Another study investigating a range of 
prostate tissues comprising benign, precursor, 
malignant and metastatic samples found that the 
majority of patient samples examined showed 
homogeneity with respect to fusion status and 
mechanism (Edel vs Esplit). The presence of fusion-
positive HGPIN was interpreted as additional evidence 
that this entity is a true-precursor to CaP, a notion that 
has eluded indisputable proof (Perner et al., 2007). In 
contrast, a recent study that examined both PTEN 
genomic loss and fusion status by FISH observed 
PTEN loss in benign and HGPIN lesions, while ERG 
rearrangement was identified in HGPIN, albeit at a 
lower frequency than PTEN loss, and absent in BPH 
lesions (Bismar et al., 2010). Maintaining this model of 
progression and accumulation of genomic changes in 
CaP it is possible that heterozygous loss of PTEN may 
be a 'driver lesion', in a subset of CaP, and PTEN 
haploinsufficiency may facilitate the selective 
formation of the fusion gene (Figure 3). 
TMPRSS2:ERG gene fusion may occur as a secondary 
alteration and may function as an 'enhancer' permitting 
the cell to achieve a higher level of aggressiveness and 
invasiveness. When this sequence of events was 
emulated in transgenic mice, ERG overexpression 
resulted in marked acceleration of preneoplastic lesions 
to invasive CaP on a Pten deleted background, but ERG 
overexpression alone simply displayed slight atypical 
histology compared to control mice (Carver et al., 
2009a; Carver et al., 2009b). In vitro experiments using 
cell lines demonstrated ERG overexpression provided 
enhanced motility without affecting proliferation, in 
agreement with Tomlins et al. (2007); Carver et al. 
(2009b). These findings corroborate the view that 
effectors of ERG overexpression affect cellular 
processes which are complimentary to unregulated 

factors downstream of AKT as a result of PTEN 
deficiency, but on their own are not sufficient to 
provoke the transition from benign to neoplastic. The 
implication is not that PTEN loss is the driver in CaP, 
but that ETS gene fusions are enhancer alterations 
significantly affecting cellular processes further 
progressing prostatic tumourigenesis when the 
background is primed first by a driver event capable of 
initiating sufficient dysregulation leading to the 
development of a preneoplastic lesion. However, 
because PTEN loss and the presence of the fusion gene 
are significantly associated events in CaP (Yoshimoto 
et al., 2008; Carver et al., 2009a; Han et al., 2009; King 
et al., 2009; Bismar et al., 2010) it is likely that PTEN 
inactivation may be an important driver lesion for 
fusion-positive CaP. Together the driver event and ETS 
overexpression lead to a significantly aggressive and 
invasive lesion. Therefore, elucidation of the cellular 
pathways affected by ETS overexpression is 
fundamental to the comprehension of the aggressive 
nature observed in the majority of fusion-positive CaP, 
and to developing novel therapeutic strategies to 
specifically target this subset of CaP. 
XII. Concluding remarks 
Difficulty in assigning prognostic significance, 
diagnostic and therapeutic utility to ETS gene fusions is 
a result of a myriad of factors including, the 
heterogeneity of the disease, the mechanism of 
rearrangement (Edel vs Esplit), the technique used to 
assess the presence of the fusion as well as the cohort 
examined. Nevertheless, continued controversy 
between positive and negative clinical associations of 
the gene fusion dictates further studies are required 
using larger cohorts to determine the absolute potential 
of this genomic aberration as a biomarker for CaP 
diagnostic utility, prognostic significance, and 
stratification of patients to aid in treatment decisions. 
Furthermore, comprehension of the pathways affected 
by ETS overexpression will aid in the potential of 
implementing ETS specific therapies to target this 
aggressive subtype of CaP and benefit many patients. 
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Figure 3: Model of prostate cancer progression showing ETS gene fusions as an enhancer lesion. 
Cooperation of unregulated pathways downstream of PTEN with effectors of ERG overexpression is likely a crucial event in the 
progression of an invasive and aggressive prostatic adenocarcinoma. Heterozygous genomic deletion of PTEN in benign prostatic 
precursors may represent an early event, and act as a driver lesion leading to proliferation, survival and genomic instability-all initial 
requisites of cancer. As a consequence of such heightened genomic instability, PTEN haploinsufficiency may facilitate the selective 
formation of the fusion gene with consequent acquisition of additional invasive properties. The presence of both rearrangements within a 
lesion is associated with accelerated disease progression and poor prognosis, indicating that synergistic molecular interactions exist 
between their complementary pathways. Continuing instability generates genotypic heterogeneity and diversity, such that subclones 
bearing PTEN homozygous deletions and amplified AR loci have further selective advantage for aggressive tumour progression, 
androgen escape and metastases. 
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